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ABSTRACT 

Laser and Fourier transform spectroscopies were used to study 

a variety of gas phase molecules. 

A series of calcium and strontium monoalkoxides, CaOR and SrOR 

and C(CHs)s] was studied by laser induced fluorescence and laser 

excitation techniques. The A - X and B - X electronic transitions 

were recorded. 

Calcium and strontium monocyclopentadienide, CaCp and SrCp, 

were produced in a Broida oven and the spectra were recorded at low 

resolution by laser techniques. The geometry of these molecules is 

like an "open-faced sandwich", with CSv symmetry. 

The A2rr - X2~+ and B2~+ - X2~+ transitions of calcium and 

strontium monoisocyanate, CaNCO and SrNCO, were recorded for the first 

time. The spectra are interpreted as arising from a molecule with 

linear, ionic + -Sr - NCO structure. The 0-0 band of the A - X 

transition of SrNCO was recorded at high resolution and rotationally 

analyzed. The use of a 0.64 m monochromator, acting as a narrow 

bandpass filter, was necessary for recording the spectra and enabled 

the correct assignment of the rotational lines. By comparing the 

molecular constants of SrNCO with related molecules, the NCO ligand 

was found to be nitrogen bonding to the strontium atom. The Sr-N bond 

length was estimated to be 2.26 A in the ground state. 

xii 



xiii 

The rotational analysis of the 0-0 band of the A2El/2 - X2A1 

transition of the SrOeHa free radical has been carried out by laser 

excitation spectroscopy. The SrOeHs molecule was found to have e
3v 

symmetry with a Sr-O bond length of 2.12 A. There was no evidence of 

a Jahn-Te11er effect in the A2E state. This work is the first high-

resolution analysis of a metal a1koxide molecule. 

The rotationally cool (30 K) spectrum of the 0-0 vibrational 

band of the A2~ - x2 n electronic transition for the diatomic free 

radical eel was recorded using a Fourier transform spectrometer. The 

first rotational lines of the six strongest branches were observed, 

and transitions in three other branches were also detected. The eel 

radical was produced in a corona-excited supersonic expansion source. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Gas phase molecules are important to nearly every area of 

chemistry. For studies in such areas as atmospheric chemistry, 

interstellar chemistry, and combustion chemistry the important 

contributions made by gas phase spectroscopy are apparent. The 

connection between gas phase spectroscopy and other areas of chemistry 

is more subtle. For example, solvent effects and crystal effects can 

be studied by observing vibrational frequency shifts between the 

solvated or crystalized molecule and the isolated gas phase molecule. 

Diatomic and small polyatomic molecules also serve as a model 

for larger, more complex molecules. For example, the microwave 

spectrum of the complex of the simplest and smallest amino acid, 

glycine, with water, glycine.H2 0, is being recorded by Lovas (1987) at 

the National Bureau of Standards. This van der Waals molecule will 

serve as a guide for solvent interactions of amino acids and 

ultimately will lead to an improved understanding of very complex 

proteins. Small metal-containing polyatomics can be analyzed in the 

gas phase and this can provide information on how molecules are 

adsorbed onto metal surfaces. 

Finally, high resolution gas phase spectroscopy provides 

accurate geometrical parameters such as bond lengths and bond angles. 

1 
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Although neutron diffraction experiments and X-ray crystallography and 

can provide information on molecular structure, the molecular 

distortions caused by the perturbing host medium (crystal lattice or 

solvent) remain undetermined. In the case of X-ray crystallography, 

the positions of very light atoms such as hydrogen are dubious at best 

and seldom even reported. Gas phase spectroscopy has the added 

advantage that a high resolution analysis can be used to obtain the 

symmetry of all of the electronic states, and can be used to study 

interesting interactions between various angular momenta such as the 

Jahn-Teller effect, the Renner-Teller effect, and Coriolis 

interactions. 

New instrumentation such as lasers, especially single 

frequency 

the last 

dye lasers, have revolutionized gas phase spectroscopy 

twenty years. The sensitivity achieved with these 

in 

new 

instruments has opened the field of gas phase spectroscopy of short 

lived, transient species, such as reactive free radicals. The 

development of tunable infrared diode lasers has opened a new spectral 

range for gas phase laser spectroscopy. New experimental techniques 

have also been developed which increase the sensitivity of the 

experiment to a certain type of molecule. Velocity modulation, for 

example, allows for the detection of ions and discriminates against 

detection of neutrals. The selectivity of laser spectroscopy, 

especially laser induced fluorescence utilizing narrow band pass 

detection, has allowed the analysis of dense spectra, that would have 
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been impossible to analyze by conventional absorption or emission 

techniques. 

The high resolution Fourier transform spectrometer is another 

recent breakthrough for gas phase spectroscopy. Gas phase emission or 

absorption spectra of free radicals and ions can be obtained in an 

almost routine fashion in a matter of hours. The Fourier transform 

spectrometer associated with the McMath Solar Observatory operates 

from the mid-infrared to the ultra-violet. This allows for the high 

resolution observation of new electronic transitions in the near 

infrared, a spectral region where high resolution and high sensitivity 

was previously very difficult to obtain. 

New sources for the production of gas phase free radicals are 

following in the wake of the new high sensitivity spectrometers. 

These include the Broida-oven source for metal-containing molecules 

(West et a1. 1975), the corona-excited supersonic expansion source 

for electronically excited free radicals (Engelking 1986), and the 

heatpipe oven for high temperature absorption experiments, just to 

name a few. 

Many new gas phase free radicals and van der Waals complexes 

are being discovered and analyzed every year, due largely to the 

combination of the Ilew molecular sources and new, more selective and 

sensitive instruments. Stable molecules are being reanalyzed at a 

higher resolution and with much greater accuracy. 

This dissertation covers the laser and Fourier transform 

spectroscopy of several gas phase molecules. These molecules range 
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from diatomics such as CCl, to relatively large metal-containing 

compounds such as SrOCH3 • 

Chapter 2 is largely a discussion of alkaline earth containing 

free radicals. A brief overview of alkaline earth gas phase chemistry 

is provided. I have not been directly involved with the alkaline 

earth monohydride, monohalide or monohydroxide experiments, but I have 

included a brief summary on these topics since these molecules were 

very important to the discovery and interpretation of the larger 

alkaline earth free radicals that I have worked on. This chapter also 

includes a discussion of the Broida oven molecule production 

technique, laser induced fluorescence techniques, interpretation of 

the molecular spectra, and the electronic configurations of these 

molecules. It will include the low resolution results on alkaline 

earth monoalkoxides and monocarboxylates. I joined this research 

group at the beginning of the research on the alkaline earth 

monoalkoxides, so many of the spectra were either recorded jointly 

with other group members (S.M. Kinsey-Nielsen or C.R. Brazier) or 

entirely recorded by them. I have included this section for 

completeness of my dissertation. The remaining chapters, 3 through 6, 

report on projects for which I was the principal worker. 

Low resolution laser spectroscopy of calcium and strontium 

monocyclopentadienide, CaC5H5 and SrC5H5 , is discussed in Chapter 3. 

The results of laser excitation spectroscopy of calcium and strontium 

monocyanates are in Chapter 4. The high resolution analysis of SrNCO 

is included in this chapter. Chapter 5 describes the work on the 
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symmetric top strontium monomethoxide, SrOCH3 • This chapter includes 

a vibrational as well as a high resolution rotational analysis of 

SrOCH3 • The effective Hamiltonian and matrix elements for a 2E 

electronic state are discussed. 

The emission spectrum of jet cooled CCI, recorded by Fourier 

transform spectroscopy, is reported in Chapter 6. The capabilities 

and operation of the spectrometer and the corona-excited supersonic 

expansion apparatus are briefly discussed. 



CHAPTER 2 

LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF GAS PHASE ALKALINE EARTH COMPOUNDS 

Gas phase alkaline earth compounds have been known for almost 

two centuries. They were first mentioned by Herschel (1823) when he 

noted the bright emission after adding alkaline earth salts to an 

alcohol flame. Since then, gas phase, alkaline earth containing 

molecules have been found in many energetic and non-equilibrium 

environments. In this laboratory, alkaline earth monohydroxides, 

monoalkoxides, and a variety of new alkaline earth polyatomic 

molecules have been studied. This chapter will briefly review the gas 

phase chemistry of free ,radical molecules containing one alkaline 

earth atom, and the laser techniques used to study them. 

Electronic Structure 

The electronic structure of gas phase alkaline earth 

monohalide radicals has been discussed in detail by several authors 

(Torring, Ernst and Kindt 1984; Langhoff et al. 1986), so only a brief 

qualitative description of the electronic structure will be provided. 

All of the alkaline earth free radicals can be related to 

calcium monofluoride. CaF is completely ionic: + -Ca -F . The fluoride 

anion is closed shell (ls2,2s2 ,2p6), and the calcium cation has one 

remaining valence electron (ls2,2s2,2p6,3s2,3p6,4s1). All of the 

6 
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known molecular electronic states involve excitation of the calcium 

valence electron. The fluoride anion can be treated as a point charge 

which reduces the symmetry of the calcium atom from spherically 

symmetric to cylindrically symmetric and perturbs the atomic orbitals. 

A version of this model which treats the atoms as polarizable 

spherical charge distributions was used by Rittner (1951) to calculate 

spectroscopic parameters (for example, the dipole moment and 

vibrational frequency) for alkali halides. The potential energy in 

the Rittner model is given by 

V(r) = Aeexp(-r/p) + W - C/r6 

(Torring et al. 1984) where Aeexp(-r/p) describes the repulsive, inner 

wall of the potential, w describes the Coulombic attraction between 

the two ions (~-e2/r), C/(r6 ) is a small term describing the van der 

Waals attraction and r is the internuclear distance. The Coulombic 

attraction can be calculated from the known properties of the free 

ions and the van der Waals constant can be taken from the London 

approximation (Kramer and Herschbach 1970; London 1937). There are 

thus two unknown parameters in the Rittner potential, A and p. The 

bond length and vibrational frequency from spectroscopic observations 

are used as the input to determine A and p. Since A and p determine 

the potential curve, other spectroscopic constants of the molecule, 

such as a and w x, the dissociation energy, D, and the electric 
e e e 

dipole moment, ~, can be calculated. 
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The alkaline earth monohalides are electronically different 

from the alkali halides. The presence of the unpaired electron 

drastically changes the intramolecular electrostatic interactions. A 

modified Rittner model has been developed by Torring et al. (1984), 

which includes s-p-d hybridization of the valence electron. The 

center of charge of the valence electron is shifted from the alkaline 

earth atomic center (Ar) by as much as 1 A, as illustrated in Figure 

2.1. The change in the charge center gives rise to an induced dipole 

moment which provides extra terms that must be included in the 

interaction potential. They (Torring et al. 1984) have used this 

model to accurately calculate several important molecular constants, 

namely the dissociation energy, the dipole moment, p, and two higher 

order constants, Q and w x . 
e e e 

The reduction in symmetry from spherical to cylindrical 

partially removes the + degeneracies of the Ca excited states. A 

correlation diagram for the molecular orbitals of CaF is given in 

Figure 2.2. The presence of the fluoride anion reduces the symmetry 

of the atomic orbitals. The 4p orbital correlates to an orbital of a z 

symmetry, while the 4p and 4p orbitals correlate to a doubly 
x y 

degenerate orbital of ~ symmetry. Excitation of the valence electron 

of the CaF molecule to the 4p~ or 4pa orbital thus leads to two 

electronic states of 2~ and 2rr symmetry. The electronic spectra of 

the alkaline earth diatomic free radicals are thus characterized by 

two strong transitions in the visible spectral region, the A2rr - X2~+ 

and B2~+ - X2~+ transitions. 



Figure 2.1. Charge polarization in an alkaline earth monoha1ide. 

This diagram shows how the alkaline earth valence 

electron is polarized away from the halide atom. 

results in an induced dipole moment ~- aroe. 

This 
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Figure 2.2. Correlation diagram for calcium monofluoride. 

The fluoride ion perturbs the wavefunctions of the 

calcium cation. This reduces the symmetry and partially 

+ lifts the degeneracy of the Ca atomic orbitals, as 

shown. 
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The atomic transition from the 4s orbital to the 3d orbital is 

electric dipole forbidden (~i - ±1 for electric dipole allowed 

transitions), but molecular orbitals correlating to these atomic 

orbitals must be considered. The 3d 2 orbital now has a symmetry, the z 

3d and 3d orbitals correlate to a doubly degenerate n orbital, and xz yz 

the 3d and 3d 2 2 orbitals correlate to a doubly degenerate 0 xy x -y 

symmetry molecular orbital. Although the p and d atomic orbitals were 

originally orthogonal, the fluoride anion perturbs the atomic 

wavefunctions and this allows for the mixing of the atomic orbitals to 

form the new molecular orbitals. The two excited orbitals of a 

symmetry can mix, the two excited molecular orbitals of n symmetry can 

mix, but the 0 symmetry orbital remains unperturbed since there are no 

other nearby orbitals of 0 symmetry. The third panel of Figure 2.2 

includes the p-d mixing of the molecular orbitals for CaF. 

Due to the mixing of the orbitals, substantial p-character 

is introduced to the molecular orbitals originally correlating to the 

3d atomic orbitals. The p-character introduced to the 3da and 3dn 

orbitals allows electric dipole transitions to these orbitals. Such 

transitions are forbidden in the free Ca+ ion. The mixing 

coefficients can be used to explain qualitatively the lifetimes of the 

excited states, the A-doubling constant and the spin-orbit constant in 

the 2rr states, and the spin-rotation constants in the excited 2~ 

states (Bernath 1980; Torring et a1. 1984). 

Since the A and B states correlate to degenerate atomic 

orbitals, crystal field theory can be applied to calculate the energy 
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difference between these states. Crystal field theory is most often 

applied to determine the splitting of transition metal 3d orbitals 

(8 ), due to the presence of an octahedral field (Cotton and Wilkinson 
o 

1980). This technique is easily modified to determine the splitting 

of molecular energy levels that correlate to the same atomic 

configuration in the diatomic case. The crystal field Hamiltonian for 

CaF is written; 

H c.f. 

where + Ho is the Ca Hamiltonian, 

" Ho + e 2 /r -j 

and rj is the distance between the 

valence electron and the fluorine atom point charge (Tinkham 1964). 

Using the angular parts of the spherical harmonic wavefunctions for 

+ Ca, the electrostatic repulsion term in the Hamiltonian is easily 

evaluated and this calculation yields the difference between the Ca+ 

4p u and the 4p and 4p n orbital energy levels. z x y 

The mixing of the excited state atomic wavefunctions can also 

be viewed as a polarization of the wavefunctions. Figure 2.3 is a 

picture of how this \>lOrks. For example, the 4pn orbital mixes with 

the 3dn orbital. This produces two molecular orbitals, one polarized 

toward the fluoride anion and one polarized away from the fluoride 

anion. The valence electron is repelled by the negative charge of the 

fluoride atom, so the wavefunction polarized away from the fluoride 

anion is the lowest in energy. Approximate ab initio 

Fenske-Hall type calculations (Hall and Fenske 1972) performed by this 

research group also show this to be true. Figure 2.1 presents another 



Figure 2.3. Polarization of the CaF n orbitals. 

The calcium 3dn and 4pn orbitals can mix and form two 

molecular orbitals of n symmetry. The net effect is to 

polarize the wavefunctions, either toward or away from 

the fluoride ion. The calcium valence electron is 

repelled by the negative charge of the fluoride, and thus 

the orbital polarized away from the fluoride ion is lower 

in energy. 
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example of a polarized wavefunction. 

has a symmetry. 
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In this case the wavefunction 

The expected electronic transitions can now be discussed. The 

2~ _ X2~+ transition is forbidden and is not expected to be observed. 

Since the 2~ state has not been observed for the majority of these 

molecules it is not named the A state. The 2~ state has only been 

observed for BaCl (Martin and Royen 1983) and BaH (Fabre et al. 1987). 

The first observable electronic transitions should be the A2rr - X2~+ 

transition. This transition is characterized by the observation of 

two spin-orbit components. The second observable electronic 

transition should be the B2~+ - X2~+ transition. These transitions as 

well as the C-X, D-X and E-A transitions have been observed for CaF 

(Bernath 1980). 

The lone Ca+ 4sa electron is a non-bonding electron and the 

excited states are also non-bonding. Excitation of the valence 

electron results in little geometry change since there is no change in 

the bond order. This results in large Frank-Condon factors for 

diagonal transitions, ~v=O, and very small Frank-Condon factors for 

off-diagonal transitions. Since the transitions are all non-bonding 

to non-bonding, the vibrational frequency is similar in all of the 

electronic states. Therefore the sequence structure in a given 

progression is compact and hard to analyze by classical emission or 

absorption spectroscopy. 

All of the calcium, strontium and barium monohalides and 

monohydroxides can be interpreted using this model, by substituting 
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the appropriate principle quantum numbers for the alkaline earth metal 

(for example, the ground state valence electron is in the Sr+ ssa 

orbital). The OH simply acts as a pseudohalide and the molecule MOH 

is linear ("There M - Ca, Sr ,Ba). Since the bond is completely ionic, 

the partial positive charge on the hydrogen and metal atoms would 

repel each other resulting in a linear configuration (Bauschlicher, 

Langhoff and Partridge 1986). In a covalent bond such as H-OH (bond 

angle = 104°), a more localized atomic orbital is preferred resulting 

in hybridization of the oxygen atom. This increases the p character 

in the oxygen bonding orbital, resulting in a bent structure. The 

bond angle of a metal monohydroxide can be used, therefore, to 

determine qualitatively the degree of covalency. MgOH is believed to 

have a bent excited state (Ni and Harris 1986) and CuOH is bent in 

both the ground and the known excited state (Trkula and Harris 1983), 

both indicative of more covalent-like bonds in these molecules. 

Changing the ligand also changes the spectra in a predictable 

manner. Most noticeably, the spin-orbit splitting in the A2 rr states 

can change depending on the ligand. The energy difference between the 

A and B states also changes. As mentioned above, an estimate of the 

difference in the A and B states can be obtained from crystal field 

theory. Instead of calculating 8
0 

(the splitting between the t 2g and 

the e energy levels), 
g 

the calculation provides the splitting between 

the 3da and 3dff orbital energy levels. A spectrochemical series, 

analogous to the spectrochemical series for transition metal compounds 

(Cotton and Wilkinson 1980), can be determined by the magnitude of the 
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difference in energy between the A and B electronic states. A partial 

series is: 

HC02 < BH4 < I < Br < C1 < Na < NCO-

< CHa < RO- < NHR- < CHaO < OH < Cp < F 

for the alkaline earth metals (Brazier et a1. 1986a; Wormsbecher et 

a1. 1983; E11ingboe et a1. 1986; O'Brien and Bernath 1987a and b; 

Brazier and Bernath 1987a and b; Piana1to et a1. 1987; Bopegedera et 

a1. 1987b). 

The spin-orbit coupling constant of the A state is determined 

by properties of M+ as well as the properties of the nearest neighbor, 

atom or group. For example, CaF has a spin-orbit coupling constant of 

72.5 cm- 1 (Bernath and Field 1980) while A =70.5, 64.3 and 45.7 cm-1 
so 

for CaC1 (Berg et a1. 1980), CaBr (Bernath et a1. 1981) and Cal 

(Reisner et a1. 1981), respectively. A list of transition energies, A 

state spin-orbit constants and vibrational frequencies for all the 

alkaline earth monoha1ide and monohydroxide free radicals is given in 

Table 4.1. 

Gas Phase Chemistry of Alkaline Earth Compounds 

The alkaline earth monoha1ides were produced by the reaction 

of the metal vapor with a variety of oxidants, usually a halogen 

substituted methane or ethane or with SFa for fluoride compounds 

(Bernath 1980). The direct gas phase reaction for these molecules is 

exothermic by 5 - 50 kca1/mo1e. The more energetic reactions produce 
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Table 2.1. Spectroscopic constants for alkaline earth monoha1ides and 

monohydroxides (in cm- l , except for r e in A). 

Molecule r (X) v(X) To (A2II) A (A2II) To(B2~+) Ref. a 
e so 

BeF 1.3609 1247.4 33187 -16.17 1 

BeCl 1.7970 836.9 27992.9 52.8 48827.6 2,3 

BeBr 1.9532 707. 26437.6 198.0 4 

Bel 2.1789 608.5 23720.7 361.1 5 

BeOH 1.374 (ab initio value) 6 

MgF 1.750 711.69 27829.6 -34.3 37171.8 7-10 

MgC1 2.20 462.12 26508.92 53.94 47657.2 11,12 

MgBr 2.36 371.2 26008.9 110.15 39234. 13,14 

Mgl 315. 24319.0 25612.4 15 

MgOH 1.780 (ab initio value) 16 

CaF 1. 952 582.8 16529.69 71.45 18841.31 17,18 

CaCl 2.44 367.5 16130.80 70.61 16856.69 19,20 

CaBr 2.594 284.1 15958.41 59.18 16383.137 21 

Cal 2.829 237.4 15624.67 45.90 15700.52 22 

CaOH 1.986 606 15998.13 66.79 18022.27 23,24 

SrF 2.078 497.9 15232.66 264.2 17267.42 25,26 

SrCl 2.575 304.6 14965.55 294.2 15876.36 27-29 

SrBr 2.735 214.1 14847.55 306.3 15353.07 30-32 

SrI 2.974 173.2 14585.75 325.1 14815.9 33,34 

SrOH 2.111 528. 14674.33 263.52 16377.51 35,36 
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Table 2.1 Continued. 

Molecule r (X) v(.X) To (A2II) A (A2II) To (B2~+) Ref. e so 

BaF 2.1597 465.7 11946.2 631. 9 14040.2 37,38 

BaC1 2.682 278.3 11437.6 885. 11739.8 39-41 

BaBr 2.845 191.61 10292. 624. 11325. 42-45 

BaI 3.080 152.3 9595. 653. 10417. 43,46 

BaOH 2.201 492.4 11890. 635. 13200. 47 

a This is not an exhaustive reference list for these compounds. 

1. Walker and Barrow (1969). 31. Walters and Barratt (1928). 
2. Colin et al. (1969). 32. Hedfeld (1931). 
3. Carleer et al. (1977). 33. Torring et al. (1985). 
4. Carleer et al. (1975). 34. Murty (1980). 
5. Car1eer and Colin (1977). 35. Brazier and Bernath (1985). 
6. Hinchliffe (1980). 36. Nakagawa et al. (1983). 
7. Jevons (1929). 37. Barrow et al. (1967). 
8. Jenkins and Grinfeld (1934). 38. Ryzlewicz and Torring (1980). 
9. Fowler (1941). 39. Barrow and Crawford (1964). 

10. Barrow and Beale (1967). 40. Ryz1ewicz et al. (1982). 
11. Rao and Rao (1963). 41. Gustavsson and Martin (1986). 
12. Morgan and Barrow (1961). 42. Schultz and Siegel (1979). 
13. Puri and Mohan (1974). 43. Worsnop et al. (1984). 
14. Patel and Patel (1969). 44. Ernst et al. (1985). 
15. Puri and Mohn (1975). 45. Bradford et al. (1975). 
16. Palke and Kirtman (1985). 46. Johnson et a1. (1984). 
17. Nakagawa et al. (1978). 47. Kinsey-Nielsen et al. (1986). 
18. Dulick et al. (1980). 
19. Berg et al. (1980). 
20. Domaille et al. (1977). 
21. Bernath and Field (1981). 
22. Reisner et a1. (1981). 
23. Bernath and Kinsey-Nielsen (1984). 
24. Hilborn et a1. (1983). 
25. Steimle et a1. (1977). 
26. Steimle et a1. (1978). 
27. Ernst and Schroder (1984). 
28. Novikov and Gurvich (1965). 
29. Singh et al. (1970). 
30. Schroder and Ernst (1985). 
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electronically excited products and a bright chemi1uminescent flame is 

observed. 

Less is knmm about the gas phase chemistry of the larger 

po1yatomic free radicals. Several studies performed by matrix 

isolation techniques provide some insight into the gas phase reactions 

of these molecules. For example, in an argon matrix the reaction of 

an alkaline earth atom l'lith water first produces the M-OH 2 

complex. Upon photolysis, the metal atom inserts between an oxygen

hydrogen bond to form H-M-OH. On UV irradiation H-M-OH dissociates to 

form MOH (Kauffman et a1. 1984). 

The direct gas phase reaction, 

M + HOR MOR + H 

is probably endothermic for ground state Ca and Sr atoms and slightly 

exothermic for Ba. The RO-H bond energies (McMillin and Golden 1982) 

are in the range of 102 - 106 kca1/mo1 (except for H-OH where 

DH = 119 kca1/mo1). The bond energies of M-OR are, however, known 

only for Mg-OH (74 kca1/mo1) (Murad 1980), Ca-OH (92 kca1/mo1), Sr-OH 

(92 kca1/mo1), and Ba-OH (107 kca1/mo1) (Murad 1981). Since the 

bonding is ionic and very similar for all of the molecules, we assume 

that the bond energies are approximately the same for all M-OR. The 

direct reaction is thus too endothermic to be the main route for MOR 

production from ground state Ca and Sr atoms. 

The gas phase reaction of ground state Ca, Sr and Ba atoms 

with H2 0 and alcohols is unexpected and remarkable. Two possible 
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mechanisms for ground state Ca, Sr and Ba atom reactions are: 

Mechanism A: M + H-OR Ar > H-M-OR 

H-M-OR + M -> MH + M-OR 

MH + H-OR -> MOR + H2 

M + H-OR --> MOR + 1/2 H2 

Mechanism B: M + H-OR Ar > H-M-OR 

H-M-OR + H-OR --> M(OR)2 + H2 

M(OR)2 + M --> 2 MOR 

M + H-OR --> MOR + 1/2 H2 

The first step involves the insertion of the metal atom into 

the H-O bond. The presence of a third body (Ar carrier gas) increases 

the probability of this event and accounts for our observation that 

high pressures (8-10 Torr), produced by decreasing the pumping speed, 

increased the metal monoalkoxide concentration. The HMOR intermediate 

was not detected because it probably has no visible electronic 

absorption spectrum. However, Kauffman et al. (1984) have observed 

the photolytic insertion of Mg, Ca, Sr and Ba into H-OH. The H-M-OH 

product was trapped in an argon matrix and monitored by infrared 

absorption spectroscopy. 

In mechanism A, the second step involves the production of MH 

species. The Ca, Sr and Ba reactions with formic and acetic acids 

(Brazier et al. 1985) did produce MH. Since MH was not observed in 

our metal plus alcohol experiments, mechanism B is favored. M(OR)2 
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should have a UV absorption spectrum and would not be observed in our 

visible laser experiments. 

Both of these mechanisms involve the formation of molecular 

hydrogen, in contrast to the direct reaction for which a hydrogen atom 

is simply abstracted from the alcohol and substituted by the alkaline 

earth atom. The production of molecular hydrogen significantly 

changes the overall reaction enthalpy, making this an exothermic 

reaction. The enthalpy for several reactions is given in Table 2.2. 

Enthalpies for the direct reaction are compared with enthalpies for 

reactions involving the production of molecular hydrogen. 

The above two mechanisms are simply plausible speculations. 

It is possible that surface reactions in the crucible play a role or 

(more likely) that metal dimers and clusters are involved. Like the 

superficially simple Bunsen burner flame, the flame chemistry of a 

Broida oven system may also be quite complicated. 

If the alkaline earth atoms are excited by a laser tuned to 

the 3P1 - 1So atomic transition, the direct reaction becomes 

exothermic. For Ca, Sr and Ba the lowest sP 1 states provide 44, 41 

and 36 kcal/mol, respectively, of additional energy to the reaction 

(Moore 1971). Thus, the three orders of magnitude enhancement in 

product * molecule concentration observed with M reagents is probably 

due to the direct reaction channel becoming available. * Excited Ca 

* * and Sr (Ba was not tested) atoms react three orders of magnitude 

more readily than ground state Ca and Sr. Many of the reactions are 

endothermic and the laser excitation of the atoms adds enough energy 
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Table 2.2. Reaction Energies for Several Calcium-oxidant Reactions 

llH (kca1/mo1e) 

Ca + SF6 
-to CaF + SFs -36 

+ H2O -to CaOH + H +27 

+ CHgOH -to CaOCHg + H +14 

+ H2O -to CaOH + 1/2H2 -27 

+ CHgOH -to CaOCHg + 1/2H2 -38 

Ca (gP 1 ) + H2O -to CaOH + H -17 

+ CHgOH -to CaOCHg + H -30 
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to the system for the reactions to become exothermic. The enthalpy of 

reaction is given in Table 2.2 for the case when excited alkaline 

earth atoms are used in the reaction. 

Producti.on of Alkaline Earth Free Radicals 

The original sources f.or these molecules were alkaline earth 

seeded flames, and electrical discharges where one or more of the 

electrodes was an alkaline earth metal, such as a magnesium hollow 

cathode. For instance, CaR and CaF were first discovered in an 

electrical discharge (Eagle 1909). The conditions in an electrical 

discharge are quite harsh and favor the production of atoms and 

diatomic molecules. The Broida oven, invented by Broida and coworkers 

in the early 1970's, is a better source for the production of 

po1yatomic molecules, and has allowed us to discover many new 

po1yatomic, alkaline earth containing free radicals. 

The alkaline earth free radicals were produced in a Broida

type oven (West et a1. 1975) by the gas phase reaction of the metal 

vapor (Ca, Sr, or Ba) with the appropriate oxidant vapor. The 

important components of a Broida oven are illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

The metal was heated in a resistively heated alumina crucible 

(labelled A in the Figure) and the evaporated metal vapor was 

entrained in argon (injected at point B) flowing toward the reaction 

region (D). At the entrance to the reaction region the appropriate 

oxidant vapor is added through an oxidant ring (C). For the 

chemically energetic reactions this produced a chemi1uminescent flame, 

but this was not always observed. 



Figure 2.4. Broida-type oven. 

The metal is evaporated from the alumina crucible (A) and 

entrained in an argon flo,., introduced at (B) . The 

appropriate oxidant is added through the oxidant ring 

(C). A chemilumine~cent flame (D) is often observed due 

to the reaction of the metal and the oxidant. 
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The base plate is attached to a modified 4" APe stainless 

steel cross. There are five other access ports, four on the sides and 

one at the top. One port is used to attach a photomultiplier tube 

(PMT) to collect the total fluorescence, one is connected to the 

vacuum pump, and the other three have quartz windows. The top port 

has a quartz window mounted at Brewster's angle (54°). The laser beam 

is introduced into the oven through the top window and directed into 

the alumina crucible through the oxidant ring. The other quartz 

windows are used to transmit light to the monochromator and allow the 

operator to align the laser beam and view the reaction. The total 

pressure inside the Broida oven was typically 2 to 10 Torr, with 

nominally a few mTorr oxidant. The conditions employed for each 

reaction are reported in the following sections or chapters. For some 

oxidants the total pressure and partial pressure of oxidant was not 

important in the production of alkaline earth free radical, while for 

other oxidants these parameters were critical. This indicates that 

there are several reaction mechanisms for the production of the gas 

phase alkaline earth free radicals. 

In some of our initial experiments concerned with the reaction 

of strontium and acetone (in 1984), it was found that excitation of 

the strontium atoms greatly enhanced the production of the gas phase 

product. This was discovered accidentally because the strontium 

atomic line was coincident with the molecular transition. It was 

determined that excitation of the metal in this manner increased the 

molecular signal by as much as three orders of magnitude. 
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Excitation of the sP 1 - ISo alkaline earth atomic transition was used 

in many of the recent experiments. All the l-lOrk on the alkaline earth 

monohydrides, monoha1ides, and monohydroxides were performed without 

excitation of the alkaline earth metal. For most experiments on the 

larger po1yatomic free radicals, however, two lasers were used; one to 

excite the alkaline earth atom, and one as a probe to detect the 

molecular product by laser induced f1uoresence. 

Low Resolution Laser Techniques 

Two main types of low resolution (1 cm -1) spectra were 

recorded: laser excitation spectra and resolved fluorescence spectra. 

Laser excitation spectra were normally recorded first to observe the 

molecular transitions. Resolved fluorescence spectra were recorded to 

determine which transitions had the same excited state and to 

determine vibrational frequencies. 

As mentioned above, two dye laser systems were usually used. 

The 5W all lines output of a Coherent Innova 90-4 argon ion laser was 

used to pump a Coherent 599-01 dye laser operated with DCM dye, which 

lases at 6100-7500 A. The output from this dye laser was tuned to the 

3P 1 - ISO Ca atomic transition at 6573 A or to the corresponding same 

Sr atomic transition at 6892 A. (Sometimes Pyridine 1 or Pyridine 2 

dye was used when exciting the Sr atomic line.) Occasionally the 

alkaline earth atomic transition was pumped by the single frequency 

laser described be1ow--this was only done to stab1ize the excitation 

at this frequency. 
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A second low resolution dye laser (Coherent 599-01) was used 

to obtain the laser induced fluorescence spectra. This dye laser was 

operated with the appropriate dye for the spectral area of interest 

(RG6 5600-6500 A; DeM 6100-7500 A; L0688 6600-7600 A; Pyridine 1 6700-

7800 A; and Pyridine 2 6820-8100 A). Both the dye laser beams were 

spatially overlapped and focussed into the Broida OVGn. Figure 2.5 is 

a block diagram of the experimental setup for the low resolution laser 

spectra. 

Low resolution laser excitation spectra were recorded by 

scanning the broadband laser (-1 cm-l) while detecting the laser 

induced fluorescence with the photomultiplier (PMT) attached to the 

Broida oven. Laser excitation spectra are analogous to absorption 

spectra. As the laser is scanned through a frequency resonant with a 

molecular transition, the molecule absorbs the radiation, the excited 

molecule fluoresces, and a signal is detected with the photomultiplier 

tube. A red pass filter was often inserted before the photomultiplier 

tube to eliminate scattered laser light. 

When the experiment included excitation of the alkaline earth 

metal, the laser beam tuned to the appropriate frequency was amplitude 

modulated with a mechanical chopper. Since excited metal atoms are 

more reactive, modulation of the laser beam results in concentration 

modulation of the free radical product. Lock-in detection was 

employed for recording the laser excitation spectra because it 

eliminates any chemiluminescent signal. It also eliminates the signal 



Figure 2.5. Experimental setup for 10'" resolution spectra. 

A Coherent Innova 20 argon ion laser was used to pump two 

Coherent 599-01 dye lasers. One dye laser was set to a 

calcium or strontium atomic transition and amplitude 

modulated with a chopper. Both dye laser outputs were 

focussed into the Broida oven. Low resolution laser 

excitation spectra were recorded by scanning the second 

dye laser with 

fluorescence with 

Broida oven. 

a motor and recording the 

a photomultiplier attached 

total 

to the 

Low resolution resolved fluorescence 

spectra were recorded by tuning the second laser to an 

observed molecular transition, and recording the 

fluorescence as a function of wavelength by scanning the 

monochromator. Lock-in detection was used because the 

laser exciting the atomic transition provides 

concentration modulation of the free radical product. 
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from laser scatter of the other dye laser beam, which is scanning 

through the spectral region. 

Low resolution resolved fluorescence spectra were recorded by 

tuning the laser to a previously observed molecular transition and 

focussing the emission onto the slits of a 0.64 m monochromator. The 

intensity of the laser induced fluorescence was recorded as a function 

of wavelength by scanning the monochromator. The emission was 

detected by a cooled photomultiplier tube (RCA C3l034, labelled PMT in 

Figure 2.5), operated in a photon counting mode. Resolved 

fluorescence spectra yield information about vibrational levels in the 

ground state. For example, the laser can excite molecules to a 

particular vibrational level of an excited electronic state and the 

excited molecules can emit to a variety of ground state vibrational 

levels depending on the selection rules and the Franck-Condon factors. 

Resolving the emission by wavelength gives vibrational frequencies 

from the shift in the emission wavelength from the excitation 

frequency. 

experiment. 

The experiment is analogous to a Raman scattering 

High Resolution Laser Techniques 

High resolution laser spectra have been recorded for many of 

the alkaline earth free radicals, namely the alkaline earth 

monohydrides, monohalides, monohydroxides, SrOCHs , SrNs ' SrNCO, SrSH, 

CaCHs and CaCCH. 

A block diagram of the experimental setup is given in Figure 

2.6. The 4880 and 5145 A output of a Coherent Innova 20 argon ion 



Figure 2.6. Experimental setup for recording high resolution spectra. 

The output of a Coherent Innova 20 argon ion laser was 

used to pump a Coherent 699-29 computer-controlled ring 

dye laser. A second argon ion laser, either a Coherent 

Innova 90 or an Innova 70 was used to pump a Coherent 

599-01 dye laser. 

tuned to excite 

The broadband 599-01 dye laser was 

a calcium or strontium atomic line. 

Both of the dye laser outputs were focussed into the 

Broida oven. High resolution laser excitation spectra 

were recorded by computer scans of the ring dye laser 

while detecting the fluorescence through the 

monochromator filter with a photomultiplier tube. 



Argon Ion laser 1-------; Dye laser t----1t-... 

Argon Ion laser 1------; Ring Dye laser r-..... 

Printer t----i Apple 11+ 
Computer 

0.64 m Monochromator I-------i Broida 
Oven PMT 
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laser was used to pump a Coherent 699-29 computer controlled ring dye 

laser (laser line width 0.00003 cm-l ). A low resolution dye laser 

(described above) was often used to excite the alkaline earth metal 

atoms. 

High resolution laser excitation spectra were recorded using 

narrow bandpass detection to observe rotational structure. The 

spectra were recorded by the computer as the laser was scanned. The 

monochromator acted as a narrow bandpass filter to reduce 

chemiluminescence, eliminate the scattered laser light and select the 

lines of interest. 

Narrow bandpass detection was vital for recording the spectra 

of molecules studied because of the dense nature of the spectra. In 

this technique the monochromator is used to select fluorescence from a 

particular excited state level. The laser frequency is then scanned 

through a branch connected to the same upper state. For example, to 

record rotational transitions in the Pl branch of a 2rr _ 2~+ 

electronic transition, the monochromator was set to record 

fluorescence in the Rl or Ql2 branch. F~gure 2.7 shows the energy 

levels involved when recording a section of the PI branch. The laser 

scans through a portion of the Pl branch and, when on resonance, 

populates a particular rotational level, J' , in the excited state. 

From this excited state the molecule can fluoresce to three possible 

ground state levels, J"= J'+l, J', and J'-l, following the selection 

rules ~J = ±1, 0 for a perpendicular transition. The monochromator is 

set to detect fluorescence in a connecting branch other than the 



Figure 2.7. Possible energy levels involved when using narrow 

bandpass detection. 

For the energy levels given in the figure, the laser 

scans through the P branch and excites the P(J+l) 

transition, which populates this single rotational level 

in the excited state. From this excited state, J, 

fluorescence can occur via three channels (fluorescence 

can occur to other ground state vibrational levels which 

are not considered here): to J" ~ J+l (corresponding to 

fluorescence in the P branch), J (Q branch), or J-l (R 

branch). The monochromator is set to detect fluorescence 

due to the Q(J) or R(J-l) transitions. The monochromator 

acts as a narrow bandpass filter to greatly reduce the 

background signal due to scattered laser light, sequence 

structure and chemiluminescence. Thus rotational lines 

were recorded by scanning the laser through a rotational 

branch while detecting the filtered fluorescence in a 

connecting branch. 

~-- -- --------- -------------
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This technique greatly simplified the 

spectra and enabled the correct assignment of the rotational lines. 

An iodine cell was used to calibrate the wavemeter of the 

computer controlled dye laser. The absolute accuracy of the line 

positions is approximately ±0.003 cm- l • 

Alkaline Earth Hydrides, Halides and Hydroxides 

The alkaline earth monoha1ide and alkaline earth monohydride 

compounds were 

alkaline earth 

the first to be correctly assigned 

diatomic free radicals in the 1920's 

as gas phase 

(Walters and 

Barratt 1928). James and Sugden (1955) attributed the calcium and 

strontium flame bands to the alkaline earth monohydroxides, MOH. 

These bands were previously assigned to CaO and SrO (Pearse and Gaydon 

1950). The change in assignment stemmed from the remarkable 

similarity of the flame band spectra to the isoe1ectronic alkaline 

earth fluorides. These assignments were later confirmed by the 

observation of an isotopic shift when deuterated water was present 

(Gaydon 1955; Charton and Gaydon 1956); evidence that the molecule 

responsible for the emission contained at least one hydrogen atom. 

The alkaline earth hydrides were the first to be observed with 

rotational resolution because of their large rotational constant (B 

3-10 cm- l ). A full rotational analysis of most of the Ca, Sr and Ba 

monoha1ides did not appear until high resolution laser techniques were 

developed because of their dense rotational spectra. These techniques 

have recently been applied to the alkaline earth monohydroxides. To 

date, the high resolution gas phase spectroscopic analysis of all the 
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alkaline earth monohydrides, monohalides and monohydroxides, except 

BeOH and the radium compounds, are quite complete. ESR spectra of the 

alkaline earth monohydroxides in an inert matrix were recorded and 

were also interpreted as arising from a linear ionic molecule (BeOH, 

Brom and We1tner 1976; MgOH, Brom and Weltner 1973). 

Several studies have determined the dissociation energies 

(Bulewicz and Sugden 1959; Cotton and Jenkins 1968; Kalff and Alkemade 

1973; Gurvich et al. 1973; Alkemade et al. 1982; Murad 1980 and 1981) 

and ionization potentials (Kelly and Padley 1971a and b; Hayhurst and 

Kittelson 1972; Murad 1980 and 1981) of these molecules. Ab initio 

and semi-empirical 

(Bauschlicher and 

Dement'ev 1982). 

calculations have been published by 

Partridge 1984; Hinchliffe 1980; 

Alkaline Earth Monoalkoxide Free Radicals 

many groups 

Abashkin and 

The smallest members of the alkaline earth alkoxide (M-O-R; 

M= Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba) series are the triatomic monohydroxides (R= H). 

Wormsbecher and Suenrarn (1982) prepared the next member of the 

alkoxide series in a Broida oven by the reaction of Ca and Sr metal 

vapors with CHaONO. This series has been extended to include calcium 

and strontium monoethoxide, monopropoxide, monoisopropoxide, and 

monobutoxides (n-, s-, and t- butoxides) (Brazier et al. 1986). 

During an unsuccessful attempt to make alkaline earth 

acety1ides in a Broida oven, it was discovered that acetone reacted 

with Sr vapor to produce two new free radicals (Brazier et al. 1985) 

[Recently A.M.R.P. Bopegedera and C.R. Brazier synthesized CaCCH and 
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SrCCH using purified acetylene, and analyzed the electronic spectra of 

these molecules]. Further experiments proved that the major product 

was strontium isopropoxide, SrOCH(CHs )2. The initial strontium 

isopropoxide 

reactions of 

observations led to our study of the gas phase chemical 

alkaline earth metals with alcohols. Spectroscopic 

observations for the products of the reactions of Ca and Sr vapors 

with methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, isopropanol, n-butanol, s-butanol, 

t-butanol as well as acetone and acetaldehyde are described here. 

The alkaline earth monoalkoxides were produced in a Broida

type oven, described in the previous section. The total pressure was 

adjusted 

rate in 

butanols 

to about 8 Torr by varying the pumping speed and argon flow 

order to optimize the laser induced emission signal. The 

were gently heated in order to increase their vapor 

pressures. The production of metal alkoxide was not a strong function 

of oxidant partial pressure but, in general, additional oxidant 

improved the signal. 

For the initial strontium plus acetone experiments, it was 

found that the Sr sP1 - lSo atomic line overlapped the molecular 

transition and that excitation of the atomic line increased the signal 

by three orders of magnitude. Although the ground state atoms react 

at pressures of 8-10 Torr, the sP 1 excited atoms produce more product 

molecules. Thus for most of the experiments two cw dye lasers were 

used: a single-mode (1 MHz) Coherent 699-29 laser excited the sP 1 

lSo atomic transition and a broadband (-1 cm- 1 ) Coherent 599-01 laser 

excited the molecular transition, as described in a previous section. 
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The initial location of the main spectral features was usually 

established by observation of chemiluminescence produced by a single 

laser resonant with the atomic line. A second laser, resonant with a 

molecular transition, was then used to provide more intense emission. 

Both low resolution laser excitation spectra and low resolution 

resolved fluorescence spectra were recorded. 

Figure 2.8 is a portion of a laser excitation spectrum of the 

- - + A2rr - X2~ transition of strontium monoisopropoxide. Transitions due 

to SrOH are also observed in this spectrum. The similarities between 

the SrOCH(CHs )2 and SrOH spectra are apparent. The splitting between 

the spin-orbit components (263.5 cm- l ) of the 2rr state is nearly 

identical, and the strontium monoisopropoxide molecular transitions 

are only slightly shifted to lower energies. Spectra of several other 

alkaline earth monoalkoxides are found in Appendix A, which is a 

reproduction of our publication "Laser Spectroscopy of Alkaline Earth 

Monoalkoxides" (Brazier et al. 1986). 

The spectra for strontium isopropoxide, unlike the SrOH 

spectr~ do not show resolved sequence structure. Since strontium 

monoisopropoxide is a much larger molecule, there are many more 

vibrational states, which in turn produces a very dense spectrum, so 

the spectral profile is broad and structureless. The higher density 

of vibrational states leads to greater intramolecular and 

intermolecular relaxation. The molecular emission is thus not 

resonant. The emission from SrOH is very resonant, the emission from 

SrOCHs (discussed in Chapter 5), is partially resonant and some 



Figure 2.8. Spectrum of strontium monoisopropoxide. 

This is a laser excitation spectrum of the A - X systems 

of strontium monoisopropoxide and strontium mono-

hydroxide. The horizontal scale is in em-I. 
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indication of sequence structure is observed (see Figure 5.1), while 

for the heavier alkoxides no sequence structure is observed and the 

emission is essentially completely relaxed. 

The alkaline earth alkoxide spectra all resemble the linear 

MOH spectra (which, in turn, resemble the MF diatomic spectra) so the 

observed electronic states are named by analogy. The correlation 

diagram is identical with the one for CaF (Figure 2.2), except the 

fluoride anion is replaced by the pseudo-linear alkoxide group (i.e., 

F -> RO). Since the symmetry of the alkaline earth alkoxides is 

lower than C (linear) this is not strictly correct. However, the M
<mT 

o bond is very ionic so the electronic transitions involve non-bonding 

+ -M orbitals perturbed by an RO ligand. The M-O-C bond angle is 180°, 

hence the local symmetry near the metal is linear. Therefore, for 

example, there is always a "spin-orbit" splitting of -65 cm- 1 or 

-260 cm - 1 for the A state of the calcium or strontium containing 

species, respectively. The orbitals on the metal are only slightly 

affected by the nature of R on the ligand, so it is useful to utilize 

the effective linear symmetry in labelling the electronic states. 

A thorough review of the laser spectroscopy of calcium and 

strontium monoalkoxides is found in Appendix A. This includes a 

listing of the observed band origins for calcium, strontium and barium 

alkoxides obtained from resolved fluorescence spectra. 

Initial attempts to produce the alkaline earth monoiso-

prop oxide via an alkaline earth - acetone reaction were 

somewhat perplexing, since the product contains one extra hydrogen 
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atom. (The product was determined to be the alkaline earth 

monoisopropoxide by comparing the spectrum with the spectrum obtained 

from the reaction of the alkaline earth metal and isopropyl alcohol.) 

Further experiments indicated the the reaction of Sr with acetone 

actually produced two products. When a large (several hundred 

millitorr) amount of acetone was present, the main product was Sr-O-

CH(CH3 )2. At lower acetone concentrations an additional molecule was 

observed, tentatively assigned to Sr-O-C(CH3 )=CH2 because this is the 

only other product likely to have a spectrum so similar to that 

observed for Sr isopropoxide. 

The metal-centered character of the A - X electronic 

transition both helps and hinders the vibrational analysis. As 

mentioned in a previous section, the Franck-Condon factors for ~v f 0 

transitions are expected to be small. Furthermore, any observed 

vibrational activity will be associated with the metal center and not 

the alkyl group. The ground state vibrational frequencies were 

determined by resolved fluorescence techniques. A laser was tuned to 

the ~v=O electronic transition, and the molecular emission was 

dispersed in the monochromator. Weak fluorescence to the red of the 

exciting laser frequency is due to excited vibrational states of the 

ground electronic state. 

Figure 2.9 shows a portion of the resolved fluorescence 

spectra fOL CaOCH2CH 3 , CaOCH(CH3 )2 and CaOC(CH3 )3. Each spectrum was 

obtained by exciting - - + the A2ll1/2 - X2~ transition with the laser. 

Each vibrational feature is doubled, separated by the spin-orbit 



Figure 2.9. Spectra of selected calcium monoalkoxides. 

Resolved fluorescence spectra of the CaOCH2 CHa , 

CaOCH(CHs ) 2 , and CaOC(CHs)s molecules (the 0-0 A - X band 

emission is off scale). Each vibrational feature is 

doubled by the spin-orbit splitting (-65 em-I) in the A 

state. Each pair of features corresponds to emission 

from v-O of the A state, into the vibrationally excited 

levels of the X state. The symbol X marks the M-O-C 

bending vibration, the filled circles mark the M-O 

stretch, and the open circles mark the O-C-C bends. 

Pairs of spin-orbit components are connected by the 

horizontal lines. 
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splitting of -65 cm- l , because of the relaxation between the excited 

state spin-components. -2 -2 + The A IT 1 / 2 - X ~ 0-0 band is set to zero for 

the x-axis, thus the x-axis is the shift in energy (in cm- l ) from this 

transition. This gives the ground state vibrational frequencies 

directly. In Figure 2.9 the X's mark the M-O-C bending vibration, the 

solid circles mark the M-O stretch and the open circles mark the alkyl 

O-C-C bend(s). 

The metal-oxygen stretching frequency (v
S

) is usually the most 

active mode and was easily assigned. A table of all the known metal-

oxygen stretcing frequencies for the alkaline earth monoalkoxides is 

provided in Appendix A. The values range from 606 cm- l for CaOH to 

247 cm- l for SrOC(CHa)a, largely because of changes in the effective 

reduced mass. By treating the OR unit as a single mass a diatomic-

like "reduced mass" (/1) can be calculated. A plot of the stretching 

frequency versus l/~ produces an approximately linear correlation 

with Ca-OR or Sr-OR (see Appendix A for these plots). This is 

indicative of a similar metal-oxygen force constant for all 

the alkaline earth monoalkoxides, consistent with the model of ionic 

bonding. 

The M-OR bending mode (vB) is usually as prominent as the M-O 

stretching mode. In fact, for Sr alkoxides with symmetry lower than 

C3v ' VB is the strongest mode, occurring in the 65-90 cm - I region 

except for MOH and MOCHa' This is a very low frequency but the ionic 

M+-O· bond will produce a very flat bending potential. The bending 

frequency for several metal monoalkoxides is found in Appendix A. 
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Excitation of the M-O-R bend is forbidden in Coov (e.g., SrOH) and c
3v 

symmetries (e.g., SrOCHs and SrOC(CHs)s)' For the alkoxides of lower 

symmetry, however, the bend is formally allowed and is observed in the 

spectra. In the spectra presented in Figure 2.9, the metal-alkoxide 

bend is evident for CaOCH2 CHs and CaOCH(CHs )2 but not for CaOC(CHs)s 

which has C3v symmetry. 

In the spectra presented in Figure 2.9, the O-C stretch (v) 
a 

occurs near 1150 cm- 1 and is weak. This frequency is about 100 cm- 1 

higher than the O-C stretch observed in the corresponding alcohols 

(Shimanouchi 1972; Perchard and Josien 1968; Fukushima and Zwolinski 

1968; Korppi-Tommola 1978) or in inorganic complexes such as 

Cr(OCH2 CHs )s (Brown et al. 1968) or U(OCHS )6 (Cuellar et al. 1983). 

The solid state alkaline earth M(OCHs )2 and M(OCH2CHs )2 molecules have 

strong bands at -1050 cm- 1 and 1150 cm-1 but Lutz (1967 and 1968) 

assigns (perhaps incorrectly) the -1150 cm- 1 mode to CHs rocking and 

the 1050 cm - 1 mode to the O-C stretch. Anionic hyperconjugation 

(Seubold 1956) is expected to strengthen the O-C bond relative to the 

corresponding alcohols so our 1150 cm- 1 assignment of the band to the 

O-C stretch is reasonable. 

For the propoxides and butoxides, additional vibrational modes 

were observed in the 400-550 cm- 1 region, and were sometimes quite 

strong (Figure 2.9, marked with open circles). We assign these modes 

to C-C-O bends (vB)' For the isopropoxides, two such modes were found 

possibly corresponding to symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of 

the two c-c-o bends. For the t-butoxides, the three c-c-o bends will 
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form a doubly degenerate (e) mode (forbidden in an electronic 

transition) and a totally symmetric (a) mode. The totally symmetric 

mode involves only carbon-carbon motions and will be weak because of 

unfavorable Franck-Condon factors. The c-c-o deformation occurs at 

420 cm - 1 for ethanol (Perchard and Josien 1968), 462 em - 1 for t

butanol (Korppi-Tomrnola 1978), 462 cm- 1 for LiOC(CHa)a (Simonov and 

Shigorin 1967) and 370 cm- 1 for Cr(OCH2 CHa)a (Brown et al. 1968). 

Alkaline Earth Monocarboxy1ate Free Radicals 

The gas phase alkaline earth monocarboxy1ates have been an 

interesting challenge and their spectra are not yet fully understood. 

The alkaline earth monocarboxy1ates were produced by the gas 

phase reaction of the metal vapor with formic and acetic acid. This 

reaction produces the alkaline earth monohydride and monohydroxide 

molecules as well as the alkaline earth monocarboxy1ate, so the 

spectra were very congested (Brazier et a1. 1985). 

Figure 2.10 shows a portion of the laser excitation spectrum 

of the strontium plus formic acid reaction. Three new peaks at 6785, 

6710 and 7285 A were observed and assigned to strontium monoformate. 

The formate and acetate ligand can bind in either a bidentate 

fashion through both oxygen atoms equally, or in a monodentate fashion 

where the bonding occurs through one oxygen. The alkaline earth 

mono formate would thus have C2v symmetry for the bidentate ligand, and 

would have C symmetry if the ligand was binding in a monodentate 
s 

fashion. Figure 2.11 shows the two possible configurations for Sr 

formate and shows a correlation diagram for the valence orbitals. The 



Figure 2.10. Spectrum of strontium monoformate. 

Laser excitation spectrum of the Sr plus formic acid 

reaction products. The strontium monoformate radical is 

responsible for the 6785 and 6710 A peaks. 
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Figure 2.11. Correlation diagram for strontium monoformate. 

The main difference between the strontium mono formate and 

strontium monohydroxide energy levels is the relative 

ordering of the sigma (a1 ) and pi (b 1 and b 2 ) orbitals. 

In the formate ligand, the negative charge is off of the 

C2 axis. This lowers the energy of the 4da-Spa orbital 

having a 1 symmetry. 
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relative ordering of the orbitals is merely one possibility. For 

example, it is quite possible that the first b 1 orbital is actually 

lower in energy than the a 1 orbital shown immediately below it. 

Notice that the ordering of the A and B states of the alkaline 

earth monoalkoxides are reversed for the alkaline earth 

monocarboxylates, so that the B2~+ state of the alkoxides correlates 

to the A2A1 state of the carboxylates. This particular ordering of 

the states was quite unexpected but it is also observed for the 

calcium and strontium borohydrides, CaBH4 and SrBH4 (Pianalto et al 

1987). 

probably 

off the 

This unusual ordering of the excited state energy levels is 

characteristic of ligands with negative charge distributed 

z-axis. This off-axis charge destabilizes the n-orbitals 

relative to the a-orbitals. In the linear case, the excited a state 

is highest in energy since an electron in this orbital would be 

pointing directly toward the negatively charged ligand. For the 

carboxylate ligand, the negative charge is located on the two off-axis 

oxygen atoms, thus stabilizing the excited a 1 (a) state. 

The splitting between the peaks at 6785 and 6710 A in 

strontium formate is 165 cm-t. Although this splitting is reminiscent 

of the strontium spin-orbit splitting in the 2rr states of the 

strontium monoalkoxides (-260 cm- 1) these two splittings are not 

related. We do believe, however, that these two new transitions are 

to the 4d-5p strontium atomic orbitals, now of b 1 and b 2 symmetry, 

which correlate to the A2rr state of the metal monoalkoxides. 
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The geometry of these molecules is not certain. A high 

resolution analysis was attempted to determine the symmetry and 

molecular geometry. However, the molecule proved to be too relaxed 

for any resonant laser induced fluorescence to be observed, so a high 

resolution analysis was impossible. 

Fenske-Hall calculations (Hall and Fenske 1972) were performed 

for calcium and strontium monoformate by several group members 

(myself, L. Iaccino and F.S. Pianalto). Unfortunately, the 

calculation is quite sensitive to the basis set and the strontium-

oxygen bond length, which is not available. The basis set for the 

valence orbitals of calcium and strontium is a poor representation of 

the true molecular orbitals because calcium and strontium are large, 

polarizable atoms, and the valence d-orbital wavefunctions are hard to 

predict. In the end, the Fenske-Hall calculations were not able to 

determine the correct order of the excited states, although they did 

provide an indication of the extent to which the orbitals shifted in 

energy as the strontium-formate distance changed. 

Other Alkaline Earth Free Radicals ----- ----

As part of a continuing study of alkaline earth free radicals, 

a variety of oxidants have been used to produce new compounds. 

Chapter 3 discusses in detail the reaction of calcium and strontium 

with cyclopentadiene which produced the C
Sv 

open-faced sandwich 

compound, and Chapter 4 covers work on calcium and strontium 

isocyanates (CaNCO and SrNCO). Strontium monocyclopentadienide was 
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the first molecule ''lith an alkaline earth-carbon bond to be observed 

in the gas phase. 

Quite recently carbon-u bonds have been produced in this 

laboratory, along with a variety of other new compounds. The calcium 

and strontium acetylide free radicals, (CaCCH and SrCCH) have been 

observed by Bopegedera et al. (1987a and c), and have linear 

geometries. The calcium and strontium monomethyl derivatives have 

been observed by Brazier and Bernath (1987a), and these molecules have 

C3v symmetry. Ram et al. (1987) have studied the various alkyl 

sulfide derivatives, such as CaSH, CaSCHs , etc., which are bent and 

have C symmetry. 
s 

The fact that calcium and strontium hydrosulfides 

are bent indicates that these molecules are more covalent in 

character. 

Bopegedera et al. (1987b) have studied several alkyl amide 

derivatives such as SrNHCHs and SrNHCH2 CHs . The most recent molecules 

discovered are calcium and strontium borohydrides (CaBH4 and SrBH 4 , by 

F.S. Pianalto, C.R. Brazier, L.C. O'Brien, P.H. Keller and P.F. 

Bernath) . A list of all the known alkaline earth free radicals is 

given in Table 2.3. 



Table 2.3. Observed alkaline earth free radicals. 

MgOH, CaOH, SrOH, BaOH 

CaOCHs , CaOCH2CHs , CaOCH2 CH2 CHs , CaOCH(CHs )2' 

CaOCH2(CH2)2CHS' CaOCH(CHs )CH2CHs , CaOC(CHs)s 

SrOCHs , SrOCH2CHs , SrOCH2CH2CHs • SrOCH(CHs )2' 

SrOCH2(CH2)2CHS' SrOCH(CHs )CH2 CHs • SrOC(CHs)s 

BaOCHs , BaOCH2CHs • BaOCH2 CH 2 CHs , BaOCH(CHs )2' 

BaOC(CHs)s 

CaNH2 , SrNH2 

CaNHCHs • CaNHCH2CHs , CaNHCH(CHs )2' CaNHC(CHs)s 

SrNHCHs , SrNHCH2CHs , SrNHCH(CHs )2' SrNHC(CHs)s 

CaCHs' SrCHs 

CaCCH, SrCCH 

CaSH, SrSH 

CaSCHs , CaSCH2 CHs , SrSCHs , SrSCH 2 CHs 

CaSCN, SrSCN 

CaNs, CaNCO. CaNC, SrNs , SrNCO, SrNC 
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CHAPTER 3 

LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF CALCIUM AND STRONTIUM MONOCYCLOPENTADIENIDE 

The cyclopentadienyl ligand (Cp) is one of the most popular 

ligands in inorganic chemistry (Cotton and Wilkinson 1980). The most 

celebrated molecule containing Cp is ferrocene, Fe(Cp)2' which has a 

"sandwich" structure. Other transition elements including V, Cr, Mn, 

Co, Ni, Zn, Ru and Os can also form metallocene complexes of the form 

M(Cp)2 (Fritz and Schneider 1960). The alkali metals and the heavier 

alkaline earth metals form ionic complexes with CsHs (Zerger and 

Stucky 1974; Faegri et al. 1983; Gowenlock et al. 1978; Alexandratos 

et al. 1976). Be(Cp)2 has a controversial structure (Chin and 

Schaefer 1980), while the relative importance of ionic and covalent 

bonding in Mg(Cp)2 is a subject of some dispute (Faegri et al. 1983). 

InCp (Shibata et al. 1964) and TlCp (Tyler et al. 1959; Ewig et al. 

1978) have C5v symmetry in the gas phase. InCp and TlCp are the 

+ -covalent closed-shell analogues of the ionic free radicals, Ca Cp and 

+ -Sr Cp , that we have discovered. 

Our work on CaCsHs and SrCsHs was the first gas phase 

observation of a metal-carbon bond in our group (O'Brien and Bernath 

1986), and thus our first observation of a true gas phase 

organometallic molecule. Recently CaCCH, SrCCH, CaCH3 and SrCH3 have 
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also been observed in this laboratory (Bopegedera et al. 1987; Brazier 

and Bernath 1987). 

Experimental Details 

MCp (M=Ca, Sr) molecules were produced in a Broida (West et 

al. 1975) oven by the reaction of the alkaline earth vapor with 

cyclopentadiene (CsHa). The Broida oven technique has been described 

in Chapter 2. The metal was resistively heated in an alumina crucible 

and entrained in argon carrier gas. Pressures were approximately 1.5 

Torr argon and 3 millitorr of cyclopentadiene. The cyclopentadiene 

was prepared from the Diels-Alder dimer by a simple distillation at 

-40 DC. The direct reaction of the dimer with Ca vapor was not 

successful. 

A broadband (-1 cm- 1 ) dye laser beam was focused into the 

Broida oven in order to excite the molecular emission. A second 

broadband (-1 cm - 1) dye laser beam was always used to excite the 

alkaline earth 3P 1 - ISO atomic transition (6892 A for Sr, 6573 A for 

Ca). The reaction was greatly enhanced by electronic excitation of 

the metal. 

Low resolution laser excitation and low resolution resolved 

fluorescence spectra were recorded for CaCp and SrCp. These laser 

induced fluorescence techniques were described in Chapter 2. 

The Electronic Transitions of CaCp and SrCp 

The bonding and electronic structure in these molecules is 

well + -described by an M ion perturbed by the L ligand. The M+ ions 
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are isoe1ectronic with the alkali atoms so the molecular states can be 

described in terms of one electron metal-centered atomic orbitals. 

For the CaCp or SrCp molecules, the ground state electronic 

configuration is 4s 1 (Ca+) or 5s 1 (Sr+) and this gives rise to the 

X2A1 ground state of MCp. The excited 3d(Ca+) and 4d(Sr+) atomic 

orbitals result in d 2 (2A1 ); d d (2El) and d ,d (2E2) z xz' yz xy x2_y2 

states. Figure 3.1 is a correlation diagram showing the electronic 

states for the alkaline earth monocyc1opentadienides. The expected 

electric-dipole forbidden.) These electronic transitions are named by 

analogy with the alkaline earth monoha1ides, monohydroxides and 

monoa1koxides. In fact, - - + the B2Al and A2El states are 3d 2-4p (Ca) z z 

and + 4d 2-5p (Sr) mixtures because of d-p mixing induced by the z z 

ligand field. See Chapter 2 for a discussion of the electronic 

structure of related compounds. 

Figure 3.2 is a portion of the A2El - X2A 1 spectrum of CaCp. 

This spectrum was recorded by resolving the fluorescence produced by a 

laser (wave1enth indicated with an asterisk) excitation of the 

spin-component of the ~v=O sequence. The partially resolved peak to 

The pair of features 

between 6700 A and 6750 A correspond to the two spin-components of the 

A state in the ~v=l sequence. Only one mode is Franck-Condon active, 

the M-Cp symmetric stretch. In this case the doublet on the left is 

the 1-0 vibrational band and the doublet on the right is the 0-0 

vibrational band of the A-X electronic transition. Fluorescence from 



Figure 3.1. Correlation Diagram for CaCp and SrCp. 

This figure shows the origin of the electronic states for 

CaCp and SrCp. + The orbitals are the one electron metal 

atomic orbitals perturbed b~ the anionic ligand of C
Sv 

symmetry. 
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Figure 3.2. Resolved fluorescence of CaCp. 

This figure shows the laser-induced fluorescence from the 

A-X transition of CaCp. The splitting between the strong 

features is due to spin-orbit coupling in the A2El state. 

The asterisk mark indicates the wavelength of the dye 

laser used to excite the molecular transition. 
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excited vibrational levels is not unusual for the larger polyatomics. 

This occurs via collision induced energy transfer even at these 

relatively low pressures (1-2 Torr). The unequal intensities of the 

two spin-components is due to incomplete collisional relaxation 

between spin components. If the A2E 1 (1/2) component is excited then 

the intensity of all of the 2E1 (1/2) spin-components are enhanced. 

Thus, at the pressure of 1-2 Torr there is some evidence of resonance 

fluorescence. 

The corresponding spectrum of the A2El - X2A 1 transition of 

the SrCp is displayed in Figure 3.3. In this case the laser was 

exciting the - X2A1 transition near 6610 A. For SrCp the 

vibrational frequency accidentally matches the spin-orbit splitting 

and therefore the vibrational and spin-orbit structures are 

overlapped. For example, the 2E 1 (3/2) - 2Al 0-0 band overlaps the 

The centers of the observed CaCp 

and SrCp bands are provided in Table 3.1 for both the B-X and A-X 

transitions. 

The attribution of our spectra to CaCp and SrCp and the 

spectral assignments rests on the close similarily of these spectra 

with the alkaline earth monohalide, monohydroxide and monoalkoxide 

spectra. These molecules are known to be ionic salts, with a 

single valence electron centered on the metal atom. Cyclopentadiene, 

CSH6' is known to react with a variety of metals and metal compounds 

to produce the ionic metal cyclopentadienide, (Cotton and 

Wilkinson 1980). Thus the reaction of calcium or strontium with 



Figure 3.3. Laser excitation spectrum of SrCp. 

vibronic This figure shows the spectrum of A-X 

transitions of SrCp. The splitting between the 

features is due to the spin-orbit coupling in the 

state. 

strong 

A2E 1 

The markings show the vibrational quantum number 

in the Sr-Cp symmetric stretch in the excited state and 

ground state. 
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Table 3.1. A-X and B-X vibronic transition frequencies 

for CaCp and SrCp in em-1 . 

SrCp CaCp 

(v' -v") A2El (1/2) A2E 1 (3/2) B2A1 A2E1(1/2) A2E 1(3/2) B2AI 

3 - 0 15495 15548 14014: 14300 
2 - 0 15170 15226 13763* 14039 
1 - 0 14848 14897 17072 13510 13782 15106 
0 - 0 14518 14575 16772 13268 13523~\- 14846 
o - 1 14237 14282 16470 13040 13289* 14616 
0 - 2 13955 14002 12822 13053 
o - 3 13690* 13739* 
0 - 4 13458 13505 

~\-
blended 

Table 3.2. Vibrational frequencies for CaCp and SrCp in em-I. 

CaCp SrCp 

X2A I 312a 223 

A2E I 325 259 

B2A I 300 260 

a 
= 8.9 em- I w x e e 
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cyc10pentadiene to produce calcium or strontium monocyc1opentadienide 

is consistent with the spectra obtained and the known chemistry of 

cyc1opentadiene. 

The observed A2El spin-orbit sp1ittings are 55 ±5 cm- l (CaCp) 

and 258 ±5 cm- l (SrCp) compared to 67 cm- l for CaOH (Bernath and 

Brazier 1985) and 264 cm- 1 for SrOH (Brazier and Bernath 1985). The 

presence of 5 off-axis carbons and hydrogens hardly quenches the spin-

orbit coupling and there is no evidence of a Jahn-Te11er effect (see 

below). 

The strongest features in the A-X and B-X transitions were 

attributed to the 0-0 (v'-v") vibrational band because of Franck-

Condon arguments. The observed vibrational frequencies (w 's) are 
e 

listed in Table 3.2 with estimated errors of ±5 cm- l . For the other 

alkaline earth derivatives, the metal-ligand stretch always had the 

largest Franck-Condon factors. Therefore we assign the observed mode 

to the M-Cp stretch of a l symmetry. The only possible alternate 

assignment is to the M-Cp tilt of e l symmetry. Since the bend is 

doubly degenerate only ~vB~±2 bands would appear, although a Jahn

Teller effect would allow electronic transitions with ~vB~±l. 

Jahn-Te11er Effect in a 2E Electronic State 

The Jahn-Te11er effect was first proposed theoretically in 

1937 (Jahn and Teller 1937). The Jahn-Te11er Theorem states that for 

non-linear po1yatomic molecules in an orbitally degenerate electronic 

state (such state), the molecule will as an El or T2 electronic 
g 

distort along one or more of the vibrational coordinates (the Jahn-
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Teller active modes). thereby lifting the degeneracy of the electronic 

state. The paper goes on to prove that the distortion along a 

vibrational coordinate will always result in a lowering of the energy 

of the electronic state. 

This effect is possible for the A2El states of CaCp and SrCp. 

For this case. the Jahn-Teller active mode would most likely be the 

low frequency metal-Cp bend of e l symmetry. This is the most likely 

mode since it is nearest to the metal-centered orbitals involved in 

the electronic transition. The result would be that the metal atom 

would move slightly off the C
5v 

symmetry axis. 

The results of a strong Jahn-Teller interaction would be two

fold. First. the 2E state would be reduced to two new electronic 

states of 

significant 

spin-orbit 

2Bl and 2B2 symmetry in the C
2v 

point 

change in the electronic spectrum from 

doublet to two unique and independent 

group. Thus. a 

a characteristic 

electronic states 

would be expected. Secondly. due to the reduction in symmetry. 

transitions involving the Jahn-Teller active mode would greatly 

increase in intensity. For an El - Al transition. transitions 

involving modes of e l symmetry follow the selection rule ~v 

2.4.6 •... for electric dipole transitions within the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation. In contrast. with a Jahn-Teller interaction two 

electronic states arise from the degenerate state. Each of these 

states follow their own electric dipole selection rules and 

transitions involving ~v - 1.3.5 •... of the Jahn-Teller active mode(s) 

become allowed (Herzberg 1966). 
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There was no evidence of a Jahn-Teller effect in the spectra 

of SrCp and CaCp. Although the A2El state has the correct symmetry 

for the Jahn-Teller effect to occur, the symmetry alone does not 

indicate the magnitude of the molecular distortions. Hubbard and 

Lichtenberger (1981) have shown that the magnitude of the molecular 

distortion is related to the coupling of the molecular orbital which 

gives rise to the orbital degeneracy with the Jahn-Teller active mode. 

For the case of metal-ligand interactions, this degenerate molecular 

orbital should have significant a-bonding character towards the atoms 

involved in the vibration for a large Jahn-Teller distortion to occur 

(Hubbard and Lichtenberger 1981). This is distinctly not the case in 

CaCp and SrCp. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the e 1 orbital, 

which gives rise the the 2El state, is a metal-centered, non-bonding 

orbital, with little a character towards the cyclopentadiene ligand. 

In fact, the molecular orbital for the A2El state (like the alkaline 

earth monohalide A state) is polarized away from the ring so that the 

unpaired electron is separated from the Cp ring by the Sr2 + or Ca2+ 

core (Bernath 1980; Rice et al. 1985a and b; Torring et al. 1984). 

In addition, a large spin-orbit splitting was observed which 

indicates that the Jahn-Teller interaction is very small (Ham 1965). 

The spin-orbit interaction is in direct competition with the Jahn

Teller interaction, such that the presence of one interaction tends to 

quench the other. 



CHAPTER 4 

LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF CALCIUM AND STRONTIUM MONOISOCYANATES 

This chapter presents the observation of calcium and strontium 

mono isocyanate from the reaction of the metal atoms with hydrogen 

isocyanate (HNCO) vapor (O'Brien and Bernath 1987). 

There was no previous work on gas phase metal monocyanates 

except the mass spectrometric detection of BOCN and AlOCN (Gingerich 

1969; Gingerich 1970) and KOCN (Miller and Kudiarski 1983). However, 

the most likely isomers for the aluminum and boron compounds probably 

are O=B-CN and O=Al-CN rather than the (iso)cyanate or (iso)fulminate 

structures (MOCN, cyanate; MNCO, isocyanate; MCNO, fulminate; MONC, 

isofulminate). KOCN is believed to have the cyanate structure (DeVore 

1987), but without any convincing evidence. 

Recently the gas phase spectra of KOCN and KSCN were recorded 

by low resolution Fourier transform spectroscopy (DeVore et al. 1987). 

Many of the halo-cyanates (CINCO, BrNCO and INCO) have also observed 

by this technique (DeVore, 1987). Quite recently the high resolution 

vibration-rotation spectrum of the cyanate anion, NCO -, 'vas observed 

(Gruebele et al. 1987). The low resolution spectra of SrN3 and CaN3 

were recorded in our laboratory (Brazier and Bernath 1987). 
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Experimental Methods 

MNCO (M- Ca, Sr) molecules ~.,ere produced in a Broida oven 

(West et a1. 1975) by the reaction of the alkaline earth vapor with 

isocyanic acid, HNCO. This free radical source is described in 

Chapter 2. The partial pressures inside the Broida oven- were 

approximately 1.5 torr argon and a few mi11itorr acid. The 

preparation of isocyanic acid has been described previously. Briefly, 

concentrated aqueous KNCO was added slowly to chilled (0 °C) 

concentrated phosphoric acid under vacuum. The reaction products were 

trapped at liquid nitrogen temperatures, and distilled once at -30°C. 

DNCO was similarly prepared by the reaction of D3P04 (prepared from 

P205 + D20) with a deuterated aqueous solution of KNCO. The DNCO was 

used to demonstrate that the product molecule contained no hydrogen: 

the HNCO and DNCO oxidants gave identical spectra. 

For almost all of the spectra, a broadband (1 cm- 1 ) dye laser 

was used to excite the 3P 1 - ISo transition of the alkaline earth 

metal atoms. This resulted in the production of a large concentration 

of MNCO. Without the excitation of the atom:l.c line only a very small 

amount of product was formed. 

For the preliminary survey work, low resolution laser 

excitation spectra and low resolution resolved fluorescence spectra 

were recorded. These laser induced fluorescence techniques are 

described in Chapter 2. A second laser system was used to record the 

high resolution spectrum of SrNCO. High resolution laser excitation 

spectra were recorded through a 0.64 m monochromator to reduce the 
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background fluorescence. This technique is also described in Chapter 

2. The presence of a low frequency bending vibration of -40 cm - I 

produces strong sequence structure since many quanta of this mode are 

thermally populated. The monochromator acts as a narrow bandpass 

filter to select rotational lines of interest. For example, to record 

the R2 branch the monochromator bandpass frequency was tuned to the P2 

branch because these two branches have a common upper state. An 

iodine cell was used to calibrate the wavemeter of the computer 

controlled dye laser. The absolute accuracy of our line positions is 

approximately 0.003 cm- I • 

The Electronic Transitions in CaNCO and SrNCO ----

Electronic Structure 

The alkaline earth monocyanate spectra are similar to the 

alkaline earth hydroxide and alkoxide spectra. Like the alkaline 

earth hydroxide molecules, the spectra are interpreted as one 

electron, metal-centered transitions. The correlation diagrams for 

the alkaline earth hydroxide (see Figure 2.2 Chapter 2) and alkaline 

earth cyanate would be identical except the perturbing ligand is now 

the linear NCO group. The nature of the ligand, however, does 

determine the crystal field splitting of the degenerate excited state 

metal atomic orbitals (for example, the ligand will determine the 

energy difference between the A and B states). See Chapter 2 for a 

discussion of the crystal field splitting in single ligand complexes. 
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The observed band heads for the calcium and strontium cyanate, 

MNCO, B2~+ - X2~+ and A2ll - X2~+ transitions are reported in Table 

4.1. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are a portion of the CaNCO and SrNCO 

electronic spectra. These figures are monochromator scans of the 

laser induced fluorescence. The emission from these molecules was 

partly resonant and partly relaxed. This is particularly clear in the 

spectrum of SrNCO (Figure 4.2) since the sequence band structure is 

more open for SrNCO than CaNCO. In Figure 4.2 the laser is exciting a 

sequence band of SrNCO and produces some resonance fluorescence but 

most of the emission comes from vibrationa11y relaxed levels. 

-2 Although only the A ll3/2 spin-component is excited there is relaxation 

to -2 - + the other spin-component (A lll/2) as well as to the B2~ state at 

the pressure of -1.5 torr. The 0-0 band appears to lie on the red 

side of the A - X features displayed in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and on the 

blue side of the B - X feature (like the corresponding CaOH and SrOH 

transitions). 

The ligand is also very important in determining the spin-

orbit coupling interaction in the A2rr state. The spin-orbit coupling 

constant of the A state is determined by properties of M+ as well as 

the properties of the nearest neighbor, X-, atom or group. For 

example, + Ca perturbed by OR (R=alkyl) has A=70 cm- 1 (Brazier et a1. 

1995) while A=76.0, 72.5, 70.5, 64.3 and 45.7 cm- 1 for CaN3 (Brazier 

and Bernath 1987), CaF (Bernath and Field 1980), CaC1 (Berg et a1. 

1980), CaBr (Bernath et a1. 1981) and Cal (Reisner et a1. 1981), 

respectively. The calcium and strontium isocyanate A2rr - X2~+ spectra 
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Table 4.1. Estimated band origins for GaNGO 

and SrNGO in cm- 1 ). 

Molecule 

GaNGO 16230 16298 17180 

SrNGO 14943 15235 16016 



Figure 4.1. Resolved fluorescence spectrum for CaNCD. 

This spectrum was recorded by tuning the laser 

to the 0-2 bending vibration of the 2rr - 2~+ transition. 

The laser induced fluorescence was focussed into a 0.64 m 

monochromator and the monochromator was scanned. 
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Figure 4.2. Resolved fluorescence spectrum for SrNCO. 

This spectrum was recorded by tuning the laser to the 0-0 

band of the 2rr - 2~+ transition of SrNCO. The laser 

induced fluorescence was focussed into a 0.64 m 

monochromator and the monochromator was scanned. The 

asterisk marks the position of the laser. The asterisk 

on the right marks the scattered light from the line 

exciting the strontium atomic line. 
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exhibit spin-orbit splittings of 68 (±7) cm- 1 and 292 (±O.5) cm- 1 , 

respectively, for the A state. These spin-orbit coupling constants 

are nearly identical (within experimental error) with the 

corresponding values for the linear CaNs (A=76.0 cm- 1 ) and SrNs (A=296 

cm -1) molecules (Brazier and Bernath 1987). This constitutes strong 

evidence for a linear nitrogen-bonded structure. 

Many main group elements such as Si, Ge, Sn and Ga have N

bonded structures, Si(NCO)4' Ge(NCO)4' (CHs)sSnNCO, (CHa)aGaNCO (Adams 

1968; Maslowsky 1977). The NCO ligand also probably bonds through 

the N atom to surface Si atoms of silica (Morrow and Cody 1975). 

Vibrational Structure 

The laser-induced fluorescence spectra of CaNCO and SrNCO 

electronic transitions contain vibrational information. Since the 

electronic transitions involve a non-bonding, unpaired, metal-centered 

electron, all of the electronic states have similar geometries and 

vibrational frequencies. The Franck-Condon factors for non-diagonal 

transitions are small and only the vibrational modes associated with 

the metal center (such as the M-N stretch) are expected to occur 

strongly. 

The MNCO molecules have five vibrational modes vI (C-N 

stretch), v 2 (C-O stretch), va (M-N stretch), v 4 (O-C-N bend) and v5 

(M-N-C bend). The vI' v 2 and va modes have a symmetry while v 4 and v5 

have n symmetry. VI and v 2 are often described as pseudoasymmetric 

stretch and pseudosymmetric stretch, respectively, because of the 

similarities between the isoelectronic NCO and CO 2 molecules. 
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The observed MNCO vibrational frequencies are listed in Table 

4.2. The M-N stretch (vs) occurs most strongly in the spectrum. For 

- - + example both spin components of the 00000-00100 A2 rr - X2~ transition 

of CaNCO occur near 6300 A in Figure 4.1. 

In addition to the stretching modes listed in Table 4.2, there 

are very weak features observed in the CaNCO spectra which suggest 

that v 4 (NCO bend) -640 cm- 1 (650 cm- 1 in the A state) and Vs (Ca-O-C 

bend) -50 cm- 1 may occur. The A - X 00000-00010 and 00000-00001 

transitions are formally forbidden because v 4 and Vs have ~ symmetry 

(transitions involving the allowed modes 2v4 and 2vs have very small 

Franck-Condon factors). However, spin-orbit vibronic coupling caused 

by a breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation can allow these 

modes to occur. For SrOH (Brazier and Bernath 1986) and BaOH (Kinsey-

Nielsen et a1. 1986), but not CaOH, we have observed the analogous 

forbidden 000-010 vibronic transitions. The Vs assignment is not very 

secure. For instance, it is possible that 2vs rather than Vs occurs 

in the spectrum which would imply a Vs of 25 cm-1 . These bends are of 

unusually low frequency, but the ionic structure provides a very flat 

bending potential. The corresponding Ca-O-R bend is 90 cm- 1 for the 

a1koxides (see Chapter 2) and 20 cm- 1 for the quasisymmetric top 

SiHsNCO (Glidewell et a1. 1972). 

The expected cyanate frequencies are 631 cm- 1 for the bend, 

2182 cm - 1 for the pseudoasymmetric stretch and 1211 cm - 1 for the 

pseudosymmetric stretch, based on solid state spectra of KOCN in a KC1 

matrix (Schettino and Hisatsune 1970). The pseudosymmetric stretch of 
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Table 4.2. Vibrational frequencies for Ca and Sr 

monocyanates (cm-l) . 

Mode j{2:E+ A2 rr 

CaNCD: 

111 2200 

113 390 394 

2113 778 776 

SrNCD: 

111 2195 

112 1135 

113 315 297 

2113 615 

Uncertainties are ±5 cm- 1 
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SrNCO was assigned to a peak corresponding to a vibrational frequency 

of 1135 cm- 1 • Although this is quite a bit lower than expected, it is 

consistent with the SrN3 vibrational frequency of 1160 cm -1. The 

pseudoasymmetric stretch was observed for SrNCO at 2195 cm- 1 • A very 

weak vibration of SrNCO was observed at 713 cm- 1 which is perhaps the 

V 4 forbidden NCO bend, but was not included in the table because it 

was so weak. The M-N stretch, 390 cm- 1 for CaNCO and 315 cm-1 for 

SrNCO, are just the frequencies expected by comparison with the Ca and 

Sr monoazides. 

High Resolution Spectroscopy of SrNCO 

The Effective Hamiltonian and Matrix Elements 

The A2rr - X2~+ electronic transition of the free radical SrNCO 

was observed. The standard effective Hamiltonian (Brown et a1. 1979) 

using + Hund's case (a) basis sets for the 2rr and 2~ states were used 

to extract the molecular constants. The matrix elements have been 

evaluated by many authors (e.g., Amiot et a1. 1981). The effective 

Hamiltonian for the 2rr state can be written; 

where Ho is the electronic and vibrational Hamiltonian and 

represents an anticommutator. For a 2rr electronic state, the Hund's 

case (a) basis set has the form 
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IA=±1,S=0.5,~±0.5> Iv> IJ,0=±1.5 and ±0.5> 

where O=~. The wave function is the product of the electronic 

wavefunction, the vibrational wave function and the rotational 

wavefunction. There are four basis set functions for a given N, 

namely O=±1.5,±0.5. To simplify the calculation, linear combinations 

of the ±o basis set functions are made. The 4x4 Hamiltonian matrix is 

transformed into two 2x2 matrices, thereby reducing the calculation 

time: 

rn J-S !J,O,±> ~ 1/",2 { IA,S,~lv>!J,O> ±(-l) I-A,S,-~lv>!J,-O> } 

These functions are now invariant under the symmetry operation G , and 
v 

the upper (e) and lower (f) sigil co~responds to the parity components, 

G IJ,O,+>=l and G IJ,O,->=-l. 
v v 

The two parity components are labelled 

either e or f according to the following: levels with parity 

+(_1)J-1/2 are e levels, and levels with parity _(_1)J-l/2 are f 

levels (Brown et al. 1975). The elf symmetry labeling is also known 

as Kronig parity. The 2x2 Hamiltonian matrix is given in Table 4.3. 

The two basis functions differing in (] are mixed by the off diagonal 

matrix elements. The diagonalized energy expressions and wave-

functions are labelled FI and F2 . For F I , J = N + 0.5 for a given N 

(Herzberg 1950), and is also the lower energy component for a given J. 

The Hamiltonian for a 2~+ state can be written as 

A A A A " A A 



Table 4.3. Hamiltonian matrix for 2n electronic state. 

IJ lO=l. 5 I±> 

IJ lO=O.S.±> 

IJ lO=l. 5 I±> 

O.SA + O.5AD(z-l) 

+B(z-l) - Dz(z-l) 

z = (J+O.5)2 

IJ 10=0. 5 I±> 

_(Z_1)1/2 {B - 2Dz 

+(O.5q + O.2SPD)(J+O.S) 

+0. SQD(J+O. 5) 3} 

-O.SA - ~(z+l) 

+Bz - Dz(z+3) 

+O.S(p + 2q)(J+0.S) 

+O.SPD(J+O.S) (z+l) 

where the upper (lower) sign refers to e (f) parity. 
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There are two basis set functions for a given N: 

IA=0,S=0.5,~±0.5> Iv> IJ,O=±0.5> 

The 2~+ Hamiltonian can be evaluated using this basis set. An 

explicit + listing of this 2~ Hamiltonian matrix is given in 

Table 4.4. 

The parity transformation described above converts this basis 

set to two wavefunctions invariant to the u symmetry operation: 
v 

IJ,O=0.5,±> = 1/)2 ( IA=O,S,~lv>IJ,o> ± IA=O,S,-~lv>IJ,-O> ) 

where the upper/lower sign corresponds to fie parity (Brown et al. 

1975). The rotational energy expressions for each parity are 

(Zare et al. 1973; Herzberg 1950). 

Rotational Structure 

The 0-0 band of the A2rr - X2~+ electronic transition was 

recorded at high resolution and analyzed. The A2rr state has a 

relatively large spin-orbit splitting (A = 292 cm- I ) and thus follows 

Hund's case (a) coupling (Herzberg 1950; Hund 1926; Hund 1927). There 

are 12 branches for each vibronic transition, six branches for each 2rr 

spin-orbit component, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. These branches 

are spaced at approximately -3B, -lB, +lB, and +3B at low J, and the 



Table 4.4. 

10 =+0.5> 

+ Hamiltonian matrix for 2~ electronic state. 

10 =+0.5> 

Bz - D(z + Z2) 

-0.51 - 0.51Dz 

z = (J+0.5)2 

10 =-0.5> 

(B - 2Dz - 0.51)(J+0.5) 

-0. 51D (J+O. 5) 
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Figure 4.3. + Energy level diagram for a 2rr - 2~ transition. 

The rotational energy levels for a 2rr - 2~+ transition 

are indicated in this figure. The first few lines of the 

12 allowed branches are drawn and labelled. The doubling 

in the ground state is due to the spin-rotation 

interaction. The two spin-components of the 2rr state are 

clearly marked. The doubling in the excited state is A-

doubling. 
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-lB and +lB branches are doubled due to the spin-rotation interaction 

in the ground state. 

A sample spectrum of individual rotational lines in the R21 

branch is shown in Figure 4.4. In our experiment the spin-rotation 

doubling was resolved in the +B (Q21 and R2) branch of the A2ll3/2 -

X2~+ electronic transition for J>44.5. Figure 4.5 shows the ground 

state spin-rotation doubling in the +lB branch. Individual rotational 

lines were not observed for the -lB (P2l , Q2' Pl and Q2l) branches 

because of the formation of bandheads. 

The observed SrNCO transition wavenurnbers used in the fit are 

found in Table 4.5. 350 lines were fit to 12 parameters with a 

standard deviation of 0.003 cm 1 for the unb1ended lines. The 

molecular constants determined from the least squares fit are given in 

Table 4.6. 

The high-resolution analysis confirlns the linear geometry but 

does not, without consideration of additional information, determine 

whether the structure is SrNCO or SrOCN. The ab initio quantum 

chemical calculations of Poppinger and Radom (1978) on RNCO 

derivatives provides some guidance. A geometry optimization of the 

ionic molecule LiNCO results in a linear nitrogen bonding structure. 

There are three structural parameters for the linear SrNCO 

molecule to be determined from only one rotational constant. We, 

therefore, assumed the C-N bond length to be 1.19 A and the c-o bond 

length was set to 1.23 A (Smith et al. 1973). These values are the 

estimates of Smith et al. (1973) from a force field analysis of dilute 



Figure 4.4. Laser excitation spectrum of the R21 branch in the 

spectrum for SrNCO. 

This is a section of the R21 branch. The single 

frequency dye laser was scanned in the region of the R21 

branch with the monochromator detecting fluorescence from 

the connecting P21 branch. The monochromator acts as a 

narrow bandpass filter to select the lines of interest. 
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Figure 4.5. The Q2 and P21 branch in the high resolution spectrum for 

SrNCO. 

For this spectrum the single frequency dye laser was 

scanned in the Q2 and P 21 branches with the monochromator 

detecting fluorescence in a connecting branch. The 

doubling is due to the ground state spin-rotation 

interaction. 
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Table J.5 Observed Line Positions in the 0-0 Band of the 
A2il3/2 - X2!:"" Transition of SrNCO (cm- 1 ). 

J R1(J) ,;'" 012(J) ,;'" PI (J) fl'" P12(J) "'" 
5.5 15215.149 0.001 
6.5 15215.024 0.000 
7.5 15214.902 0.000 
8.5 15214.779 -0.001 
9.5 15214.659 0.000 

10.5 15214.540 0.000 
11.5 15214.424 0.003 
12.5 15214.304 0.002 15217.545 0.005 13.5 15214.185 0.000 15217.780 0.002 
14.5 15214.068 0.000 15217.916 0.000 
15.5 15213.949 -0.003 15218.060 0.001 
16.5 15213.830 0.000 15218.202 0.002 
17 .5 15213.716 -0.003 15218.347 0.005 
18.5 15213.606 -0.003 15218.483 -0.001 
19.5 15213.495 -0.002 15218.632 0.003 
20.5 15213.332 -0.001 15218.779 0.006 
21.5 15213.270 -0.002 15218.919 0.000 
22.5 15213.163 0.000 15219.064 0.000 
23.5 15213.048 -0.004 15219.211 0.000 
24.5 15212.939 -0.005 15217.238° 0.003 15219.361 0.002 
25.5 15212.335 0.000 15217.238b 0.003 15217.305b 0.006 15219.500 -0.007 
26.5 15212.7211 -0.004 15217.305b 0.006 15217.365b 0.001 15219.657 0.000 
27.5 15212.615 -0.007 15217.365b 0.001 15217.431b 0.002 15219.807 0.000 
28.5 15212.516 -0.001 15217.431b 0.002 15217.501b 0.006 15219.955 -0.002 
29.5 15212.410 -0.002 15217.501b 0.006 15217.558b -0.003 15220.102 -0.007 
30.5 15212.308 0.000 15217.558b -0.003 15217.630b 0.000 15220.257 -0.004 
31.5 15212.204 0.000 15217.630b 0.000 15217.700b 0.002 15220.412 -0.002 
32.5 15212.102 0.000 15217.700b 0.002 15217.772b 0.005 15220.567 -0.001 
33.5 15211. 998 -0.003 15217.772° 0.005 15217.840b 0.004 15220.721 -0.002 
34.5 15211.898 -0.001 15217.840D 0.004 15217.91Ob 0.003 15220.877 -0.001 
35.5 15211. 799 -0.001 15217.9100 0.003 15217.986b 0.007 15221.037 0.002 
36.5 15211. 706 0.005 15217.986b 0.007 15218.061b 0.009 15221.196 0.003 
37.5 15211. 605 0.003 15218.061b 0.009 15218.130b 0.005 15221.354 0.004 
38.5 15211. 505 0.000 15218.130b 0.005 15218.204b 0.006 15221. 506 -0.002 
39.5 15211.405 -0.003 15218.204b 0.006 15218.280b 0.007 15221. 666 -0.002 

OJ 
0 



Table 4.5 -Continued. 

40.5 15211.307 -0.005 15213.280b 0.007 15218.355b 0.007 15221.826 -0.003 
41.5 15211.213 0.001 15218.355b 0.007 15218.428b 0.003 15221. 991 0.001 
42.5 15211.125 0.003 15218.428b 0.003 15218.503b 0.002 15222.148 -0.003 
43.5 15211. 032 0.003 15218.503b 0.002 15213.579b 0.000 15222.313 -0.001 
44.5 15210.939 0.003 15218.579b 0.000 15213.665b 0.007 15222.477 -0.001 
45.5 15210.844 0.000 15218.665b 0.007 15213.748 0.000 15222.639 -0.003 
46.5 15210.752 0.000 15218.728 0.000 15218.828 0.000 15222.805 -0.001 47.5 15210.663 0.000 15213.307 0.000 15218.912 0.002 15222.975 0.002 
43.5 15210.573 0.000 15218.892 0.004 15218.987 -0.004 15223.139 0.000 
49.5 15210.434 0.000 15218.967 -0.002 15219.077 0.003 15223.306 -0.001 
50.5 15210.396 0.000 15219.047 -0.004 15219.155 -0.002 15223.474 0.000 
51.5 15210.309 0.000 15219.135 0.000 15219.240 -0.002 15223.641 -0.002 52.5 15210.224 0.001 15219.218 0.000 15219.325 -0.002 15223.308 -0.005 53.5 15210.142 0.004 15219.303 0.000 15219.413 0.000 15223.991 0.007 
54.5 15210.057 0.004 15219.390 0.001 15219.497 -0.003 15224.155 0.000 55.5 15209.973 0.004 15219.474 -0.001 15219.582 -0.005 15224.329 0.001 
56.5 15209.392 0.006 15219.564 0.001 15219.677 0.001 15224.502 0.001 
-:-7.-:- 15209.310 0.006 15219.648 -0.001 15219.765 0.000 15224.679 0.005 
53.5 15209.727 0.004 15219.740 0.001 15219.351 -0.004 15224.848 0.000 
59.5 15209.642 0.000 15219.829 0.000 15219.938 -0.007 15225.031 0.006 
60.5 15209.561 0.000 15219.916 -0.002 15220.037 0.000 15225.202 0.002 
61.5 15209 . .+83 0.000 15220.004 -0.005 15220.131 0.001 15225.378 0.001 
62.5 15209.·\04 0.000 15220.097 -0.004 15220.225 0.001 15225.550 -0.004 
63.5 15209.::26 -0.001 15220.187 -0.007 15220.318 0.000 15225.731 -0.001 
64.5 15209.;': ~r. -0.U03 15220.280 -0.007 15220.416 0.003 15225.909 -0.002 65.5 15209.:~:: -0.003 15220.381 -0.001 15220.511 0.003 15226.094 0.002 
66.5 15209.09'; -0.001 15220.477 0.000 15220.603 -0.001 15226.270 -0.002 67.5 15209.026 0.000 15220.575 0.001 15220.700 -0.001 15226.453 -0.001 
68.5 15208.951 -0.001 15220.673 0.003 15220.796 -0.002 
69.5 15208.881 0.000 15220.772 0.004 15220.892 -0.005 
70.5 15208.808 0.000 15220.865 0.000 15221.003 0.006 
71.5 15208.732 -0.005 15220.968 0.003 15221.107 0.009 
72.5 15221. 068 0.003 15221.197 -0.002 
73.5 15221.165 0.000 15221.310 0.009 
74.5 15221. 265 -0.001 15221. 405 0.001 
75.5 15221. 373 0.004 

CO b Ground state spin-rotation splitting not resolved. t-' 



Table 4,5 

J R21(J) 

10.5 14921.821 
11.5 14921.688 
12.5 14921.539 
13.5 14921.392 
14.5 14921.256 
15.5 14921.114 
16.5 14920.977 
17.5 14920.830 
18.5 14920.697 
19.5 14920.559 
20.5 14920.420 
21.5 14920.285 
22.5 14920.147 
23.5 14920.016 
24.5 14919.881 
25.5 14919.746 
26.5 14919.618 
27.5 14919.488 
28.5 14919.356 
29.5 14919.234 
30.5 14919.098 
31.5 14918.971 
32.5 14918.842 
33.5 14918.716 
34.5 14918.589 
35.5 14918.465 
36.5 14918.346 
37.5 14918.220 
38.5 14918.090 
39.0 14917.973 
40.5 14917.852 
41.5 14917.732 

Observed Line Positions in the 0-0 Band of the 
A2.Illf2 - X2.I;+ Transition of SrNCO (cm- 1 ). 

ll\la Q2(J) & P21(J+1) ll\l P2(J) 

0.002 14925.164 
0.001 14925.327 
0.006 14925.492 
0.001 14925.647 
0.006 14923.775b -0.001 14925.814 
0.004 14923.807b -0.001 14925.976 
0.006 14923.840b 0.000 14926.153 

-0.001 14923.874b -0.002 14926.310 
0.003 14923.907b 0.001 14926.483 
0.002 14923.939b -0.002 14926.646 
0.000 14923.975b -0.001 14926.817 
0.001 14924.012b 0.000 14926.980 

-0.002 14924.042b -0.006 14927.157 
0.001 14924.085b -0.001 14927.319 
0.000 14924.122b -0.002 14927.499 

-0.002 14924.164b 0.000 14927.664 
0.000 14924.199b -0.004 14927.842 
0.001 14924.241b -0.003 1492B.012 
0.000 14924.282b -0.002 14928.189 
0.007 14924.328b 0.000 14928.366 
0.000 14924.367b -0.003 14928.546 
0.000 14924.415b 0.001 14928.721 
0.000 14924.457b -0.001 14928.898· 

-0.001 14924.502b -0.001 14929.073 
-0.002 14924.546b 0.002 14929.253 
-0.011 14924.593b -0.002 14929.428 
0.004 14924.643b -0.003 14929.610 
0.000 14924.688b -0.006 14929.796 

-0.007 14924.741b 0.000 14929.975 
-0.002 14924.790b 0.005 14930.161 
-0.002 14924.844b 0.003 14930.346 
-0.002 14924.891b 0.003 14930.531 

ll\l 

-0.005 
-0.003 
0.000 

-0.007 
-0.004 
-0.007 
0.004 

-0.004 
0.002 

-0.001 
0.000 

-0.005 
0.001 

-0.006 
0.002 

-0.004 
0.000 

-0.002 
0.000 
0.001 
0.005 
0.004 
0.003 
0.000 
0.001 

-0.003 
-0.001 
0.001 
0.000 
0.002 
0.003 
0.004 

co 
I\.:) 



Table 4.5 _Continued. 

42.5 14917.619 0.004 14924.945b 0.000 14930.711 
43.5 14917.494 -0.003 14924.996b -0.004 14930.898 
44.5 14917.372 -0.006 14925.048b -0.002 14931.083 
45.5 14917.264 0.002 14925.107b 0.002 14931.270 
46.5 14917.147 0.001 14925.162b 0.002 14931.458 
47.5 14917.029 -0.001 14925.220h 0.004 14931. 647 
48.5 14916.915 0.000 14925.275b 0.002 14931.843 
49.5 14916.802 0.000 14925.328b -0.002 14932.028 
50.5 14916.688 0.000 14925.390b 0.001 14932.219 
51.5 14916.575 -0.002 14925.455b 0.007 14932.417 
52.5 14916.470 0.004 14932.601 
53.5 14916.350 -0.004 14932.804 
54.5 14916.243 -0.001 14932.996 
55.5 14916.135 0.000 14933.191 
56.5 14916.028 0.001 14933.384 
57.5 14915.918 -0.001 14933.585 
58.5 14915.811 -0.001 14933.780 
59.5 14915.708 0.001 14933.976 
60.5 14915.598 -0.003 14934.183 
61.5 14915.499 0.003 14934.374 
62.5 14915.396 0.003 14934.576 
63.5 14934.777 
64.5 14934.982 

all\) = obs. calc. 

b = Ground state spin rotation splitting not resolved 

0.000 
0.000 

-0.001 
-0.002 
-0.002 
-0.002 
0.004 

-0.001 
-0.002 
0.003 

-0.005 
0.004 
0.001 
0.001 

-0.001 
0.002 
0.000 

-0.002 
0.005 

-0.003 
-0.002 
-0.002 
0.000 

co 
w 



Table 4.6. Molecular Constants for the 0-0 Band 

of the A2n - X2~+ Transition of SrNCO (cm-1 ). 

B" 0.0425807(51)a 

D" 0.589(72) X 10- 8 

"I" 0.447(13) X 10- 3 

"I " D 
0.116 X 10- 8 b 

E' 15069.6206(4) 

A' 292.566322(66) 

'1>' -0.311(31) X 10- 5 

B' 0.0429724(50) 

D' 0.573(71) x 10- 8 

q' -0.651 x 10- 6 b 

p' -0.048025(41) 

p , 
D 

-0.50(15) X 10- 7 

a one standard deviation uncertainty. 

b Fixed to the value from SrN3 • 
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NCO in ionic single crystals of KC1 and KBr. The gas-phase 

rotational constant of Gruebe1e et a1. (1987) is in agreement with 

these bond lengths. There are no suitable crystal structures 

available for ionic cyanates such as NaNCO or Ca(NCO)2' and the 

available quantum chemical calculations of the geometric structure of 

NCO (Baker et a1. 1986; Koch and Frenking 1987) utilize only modest-

sized basis sets with no configuration interaction. 

Assuming a N-bonding structure, r
CN

=1.19 A and r
CO

=1.23 A 

(Smith et al. 1973) provides a Sr-N bond length of 2.26 A for the X2~+ 

state of SrNCO from the Bo value in Table 4.5. The corresponding 

value for the Sr-N bond length in the A2rr state is 2.24 A. 

The assumption of Sr-N bonding is seen to be justified by an 

examination of Table 4.7, a comparison between selected spectroscopic 

properties of SrNCO, SrN3 and SrOCH2CH 3 . The NCO and Ns ligands 

have identical masses (42 amu), while CH3CH20 has a mass of 45 amu. 

ligand is chosen as an example of an N-bonding ligand while 

the CH3CH20 serves to represent O-bonding ligands. 

The Sr-N vibrational frequencies are similar for SrNCO and 

SrN3 (Brazier and Bernath 1987) while the Sr-O frequency is higher 

even through the CH3CH20 ligand is heavier. The spin-orbit coupling 

constant in the A2rr states of SrNCO and SrN3 is close to 295 cm- 1 

rather than the 260 cm- 1 typical for Sr-O bonding species (Brazier et 

a1. 1986). The band origins for the A2rr - X2~+ transitions of SrNCO 

and SrN3 are very similar. Finally, and most convincingly, the Sr-N 

bond length is found to be 2.26 A for SrNCO, identical to the 
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Table 4.7. Comparison of Molecular Parameters (in em-I). 

Property SrNCO SrNs SrOCH2 CH3 

v"(Sr-X) 297 316 345 

ASO (A) 293 296 260 

To (A) 15070 15058 14637 

To (B) 16016 15872 16090 

ro (Sr-X) 2.26 A 2.26 A 2.l1A a 

a from SrOCH3 (O'Brien and Bernath 1987) 
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corresponding SrNa value. The known Sr-O bond lengths are 2.11 A for 

SrOH (Nakagawa et al. 1983) and 2.12 A for SrOCHg (O'Brien and Bernath 

1987). The Sr-N bond length in SrNH2 is 2.25 A (Brazier and Bernath 

1987), the value typically found for Sr-N. 

The similarities between SrNCO and SrNg , contrasted with the 

SrNCO and SrOCH2 CHa differences, strongly suggest that SrNCO is N-

bonding. By implication, other gas-phase ionic "cyanates" such as 

NaNCO should be linear N-bonding species (i.e., linear isocyanates). 

The quantum chemical calculations of Poppinger and Radom (1973) on 

LiNCO are consistent with this conclusion. Additional calculations 

with larger basis sets and configuration interaction would help 

confirm these linear isocyanate structures. 

The A-doubling constant, p= -0.048 cm- I , for SrNCO in the A2 n 

state supports the simple picture of the B2~+ and A2n states as 

pu-du and p~-d~ hybrid orbitals centered on + Sr . The electronic 

structure is analagous to those for the alkaline earth monohalides 

(see Chapter 2). The pure precession value (Mulliken and Christy 

1931) of pis: 

p = 
2ABR (Q+l) 

ilE(A - B) 
-0.053 cm I 

for ~=1. The corresponding value of p for SrNg is -0.059 cm- I . The 

pure precession or unique perturber (Zare et al. 1973) models are much 

too simple, but they provide some qualitative indication of the atomic 

character of molecular orbitals. 



CHAPTER 5 

LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF STRONTIUM MONOMETHOXIDE 

Low resolution spectra of alkaline earth monomethoxides were 

first reported by Wormsbecher and Suenram (1982). In these 

experiments SrOCHs was produced by the gas phase reaction of strontium 

atoms with methyl nitrite, CHsONO. 

electronic 

reported. 

frequencies and several vibrational frequencies were 

There are several recent high resolution analyses of SrOH 

(Nakagawa et al. 1983; Brazier and Bernath 1985) as well as other 

alkaline earth monohydroxides; MgOH (Ni and Harris 1986), CaOH 

(Hilborn et al. 1983; Bernath and Kinsey-Nielsen 1984; Bernath and 

Brazier 1985) and BaOH (Kinsey-Nielsen et al. 1986). We report here 

the first high resolution analysis of the A2E - X2A1 transition of 

SrOCHs ' recorded using laser spectroscopy techniques. 

There has been much theoretical interest in 2E electronic 

states due to the possibility of both Jahn-Teller and spin-orbit 

interactions (Longuet-Higgins et al. 1958; Hougen 1962; Brown 1971; 

Hougen 1980; Watson 1984). Only two molecules with a 2E electronic 

state have been studied previously at high resolution; the methoxy 

radical, CHsO (Radford and Russell 1977; Russel and Radford 1980; Endo 

et al. 1984; Brossard et al. 1986), and FSOs (King and Warren 
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1969). The work on the methoxy radical work is important to this 

study because the 2E analysis and the structural information it 

contained can be related to SrOCHs . 

The Sr-O-C bond angle in SrOCHs ' like the Sr-O-H bond angle in 

SrOH, is found to be 180 0 and thus this molecule is a prolate 

symmetric top having C3v symmetry. 

orbit splitting indicating little 

The A2E state has a large spin

quenching from the off axis 

hydrogens, and also exhibits a strong first order Coriolis interaction 

between the orbital angular momentum and the rotational angular 

momentum. There is no evidence of a Jahn-Te11er distortion of the 

energy levels in the 2E state. 

off-axis hydrogens are made 

Nuclear spin statistics from the three 

manifest in the 2:1:1:2 intensity 

weighting in the different K sub-bands. 

The production of SrOCHs in a Broida oven has been described 

previously in Chapter 2. Methanol vapor (-20 mTorr) was introduced to 

react with the strontium atoms, producing strontium monomethoxide, 

SrOCH3 • Methanol is easier to use than methyl nitrite, which was used 

by Wormsbecher and Suenram (1982). However, the methyl nitrite

strontium reaction produces more strontium monomethoxide than the 

methanol-strontium reaction since it is more exothermic. When excited 

strontium atoms ( 3P l Sr) are used for the reaction, a large amount of 

SrOCH3 is produced, sufficient for the present study. 

Two dye laser systems were used. The 5W all lines output of a 

Coherent Innova 90-4 argon ion laser was used to pump a Coherent 

599-01 dye laser operated from 6600-7000 A with DCM dye. The 4880 A 
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and 5145 A output of a Coherent Innova 20 argon ion laser was used to 

pump a Coherent 699-29 computer controlled ring dye laser operated 

near 6760 A and 6890 A with DCM dye and LD 688 dye, respectively. 

Outputs of the dye lasers were spatially overlapped and focussed into 

the Broida oven. The output from one of the dye lasers was always 

tuned to the aP 1 - lSO Sr atomic line at 6892 A. Laser induced 

fluorescence from SrOCHa was increased by 3 orders of magnitude when 

aP 1 Sr was used as the reactant. 

probe for the product molecules. 

The other dye laser was used as a 

Low resolution laser excitation spectra were recorded by 

tuning the ring dye laser (1 MHz bandwidth) to the Sr atomic line, and 

scanning the broadband laser (-1 cm-1 ) while detecting the laser 

induced fluorescence through a red pass filter (RG 780). 

Low resolution resolved fluorescence spectra were recorded by 

tuning one laser to the Sr atomic line and one laser to a known SrOCHa 

transition and focussing emission onto the slits of a 0.64 m 

monochromator. The intensity of the laser induced fluorescence was 

recorded as a function of wavelength by scanning the monochromator, 

and the emission was detected with a cooled photomultiplier tube (RCA 

C3l034) and photon counting electronics. 

High resolution laser excitation spectra were recorded with 

narrow bandpass detection to observe rotational transitions. For all 

high resolution spectra, the broadband Coherent 599-01 laser was tuned 

to the Sr atomic line. 
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The P21 and Q2 bandheads (the splitting of the two heads is 

too small to be resolved) of the 2ES/2 - 2Al were recorded by setting 

the monochromator (0.8 cm-1 resolution) to the region of the P2 branch 

and scanning the ring laser through the connecting P21 and Q2 

branches. The monochromator acts as a narrow bandpass filter to 

select the rotational levels connected to the P21 and Q2 bandheads. 

Since the different K sub-bands have nearly the same origin (similar 

to a parallel transition), the P2 rotational lines of different K sub-

bands are badly overlapped. This proved useful in recording the P21 

and Q2 bandheads. When the monochromator was set in the P2 branch, 

P21 and Q2 bandheads of several (10-20) K sub-bands were recorded in a 

single scan. 

Individual rotational lines of the 2ES/2 - 2Al transition were 

recorded by setting the monochromator on the P21 and Q2 bandheads of a 

single sub-band (0.3 cm- 1 resolution). In these experiments the 

monochromator acts as a narrow bandpass filter to select rotational 

levels in a single sub-band. 

Electronic Structure 

Low resolution laser excitation scans were recorded for SrOCHa 

in the 6000-8200 A region. These spectra show two main electronic 

transitions, Vibronic transition 

frequencies are listed in Table 5.1. Figure 5.1 is a low resolution 

laser excitation spectrum of the A2E - X2A1 transition. The 

- - + transition is analogous to the A2rr - X2~ transition of the 

linear SrOH, as shown in a correlation diagram presented in Figure 
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Table 5.1 Estimated band origins of strontium 

monomethoxide (in em- 1 ). 

-2A+ X , o. 
-2 
A £1/2 14520. 

-2 
A :£3/2 14804. 

B2At 16098. 



Figure 5.1. Low resolution laser excitation spectrum of the 2E - 2Al 

transition in strontium monomethoxide. 

The two broad features are from the spin-orbit doubling 

in the 2E state. The sharp feature marked 0-0 is the Q2 

and P21 bandheads of the 0-0 vibronic transition. 
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5.2. The 2rr and 28 states both correlate to states of 2E symmetry. 

The 2~+ states correlate to states of 2Al symmetry. 

The bonding in SrOCHa , like the bonding in SrOH and SrX, is 

very ionic, + -Sr - OCHa , and there is one non-bonding valence electron. 

For the ground electronic state this valence electron is in the metal 

centered 5s orbital, and electronic transitions involve the promotion 

of this valence electron to the 4d-5p metal centered hybrid orbitals. 

Fenske-Hall type calculations have been performed on SrOCHa . 

An energy level diagram, using the molecular orbital energy levels, is 

shown in Figure 5.3. The right-hand side of the figure shows the 

valence orbitals. In the second column from the right, the 

energy of the OCHa orbitals has been reduced by including purely 

electrostatic interactions of a point charge at the strontium cation 

position. This gives a rough indication of the magnitude of the ionic 

bonding for SrOCHa . The central column in Figure 5.3 gives the SrOCH3 

molecular orbitals by the mixing and overlap of the strontium and 

methoxide valence orbitals. The overlap of the strontium and 

methoxide orbitals is minimal, as shown from the very small changes in 

energy of the new molecular orbitals. These changes would contribute 

to the covalent part of the bonding. 

The A2E state has a spin-orbit splitting of 267.5 cm-1 , thus 

the 2E 1 / 2 and 2Ea/2 components are well separated and the A2E state 

exhibits Hund's case (a) coupling. Figure 5.4 shows Hund's case (a) 

coupling for 1, ~, g, and J are the orbital 

angular momentum, spin angular momentum, rotational angular momentum 



Figure 5.2. Correlation diagram for SrOCHs . 

This figure shows the origin of the electronic states for 

SrOCHs ' Ibe molecular orbitals arise from metal-centered 

atomic orbitals perturbed by the anionic OCHs ligand of 

C3v symmetry. 
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Figure 5.3. Energy level diagram from Fenske-Hall calculation for 

SrOCHs · 

The energy levels of the free OCHs ligand are shown in 

the far right column. The methoxide molecular orbitals 

are stabilized (second column from the right) by the 

presence of a point charge (Sr+) positioned at the 

strontium nucleus (these levels do not include overlap 

integrals which constitute the covalent part of the 

bond) . The central column gives the energy levels of 

SrOCHs including covalent bonding interactions. The 

energy levels of the methoxide ion and the strontium 

cation change very little when overlap integrals are 

considered, in agreement with the ionic model used to 

interpret the electronic spectra. 
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Figure 5.4. Coupling scheme for 2E and 2Al molecules. 

The angular momenta L, Rand S are coupled to the 

symmetric top axis to form the total angular momentum, J. 

The projections of L, Sand J onto the top axis are r , ~ 
e 

and P, respectively. 
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and the total angular momentum, respectively. Since transitions with 

vfO were not recorded, Hougen's quantum number G (Hougen 1980) for 

vibrational angular momentum was not used. Because the 2E state is 

strongly Hund's case (a), the projections of N, ~, and J are quantized 

on the prolate top axis as K, ~, and P, as shown. The projection of b 

on the top axis is r. For a 2E - 2Al transition, the selection rules 
e 

follow ~ = ±l, ~J = O,±l. 

r d corresponds to A in the linear case (as in SrOH) and A=l for 
e 

the corresponding A2 rr electronic state of SrOH. The presence of the 

off axis hydrogens can quench the projection of the orbital angular 

momentum so r (SrOCHa ) ~ A(SrOH). However, the hydrogens are far from 
e 

the unpaired electron which is located mainly on the strontium atom, 

and little quenching was expected. The Jahn-Teller effect can also 

quench the orbital angular momentum through the d portion of the r d e 

parameter. There was also very little change in the spin-orbit 

splitting between SrOH and SrOCHa , 

SrOH, 

consistent with r -1. 
e 

For linear 

ESO ~ where A = 263.5 cm- 1 

while for symmetric top 

determined, 

SrOCHa only the product ar d can 
e 

be 

r d could not be determined for SrOCHa and was set to 1.0 in the final 
e 

fit. 
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Vibrational Structure 

Since the electronic transitions are between metal-centered 

non-bonding orbitals there is little change in the geometry of 

different electronic states of SrOCHs . This results in diagonal 

Franck-Condon factors and overlapped sequence structure. The 

intensity of a vibronic transition is heavily dependent on the 

proximity of the mode to the metal atom, so for example, the Sr-O 

stretch is the strongest vibration. 

There are 12 normal modes for SrOCHs , 4 of a 1 symmetry and 4 

degenerate pairs of e symmetry, for a total of 8 vibrations. These 

vibrations are assigned to the following modes: VI (a1 symmetry) is 

the CHs symmetric stretch, V 2 (a 1 ) is the CHs symmetric bend; Vs (a 1 ) 

is the c-o stretch; v 4 (a1 ) is the Sr-O stretch; Vs (e) is the CHs 

asymmetric stretch; v6 (e) is the CHs asymmetric bend; v 7 (e) is the 

O-CHs wag; and va (e) is the Sr-O-C bend. 

The observed vibrational frequencies are listed in Table 5.2. 

Several weak ground state vibrational frequencies were detected by 

exciting the 2E - 2Al 0-0 mode and resolving the red-shifted 

fluorescence through the monochromator. The weak feature 

corresponding to a vibration of 1450 cm- 1 is assigned to v 2 ' the CHs 

symmetric bend of a 1 symmetry. There was an alternative assignment to 

this feature, that of the v6 CHs asymmetric bend of e symmetry. This 

assignment was seriously considered because the frequency was very 

similar to the 

cm 1). We 

corresponding 

prefer the 

HCH bends in methanol 

v 2 assignment because 

(1475 and 1455 

of symmetry 



Table 5.2 Vibrational frequencies for SrOCHg (in cm-1 ). 

Mode X2~:t 

v 2 (CHg sym bend) 1450 

Vg (C-O stretch) 1138 

v 4 (Sr-O stretch) 405 

2v4 809 

Vg + v 4 1545 

2vs (Sr-O-C bend) 271 

* from Wormsbecher and Suenram (1982) 

1140, 1150* 

418, 415* 

100 
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considerations. Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation for an E -

Al electronic transition, vibrations of a l symmetry are allowed but 

one quantum changes in an e mode are forbidden. The vibronic feature 

corresponding to a 271 cm-l vibration was assigned to 2va , the Sr-O-C 

bend. Although Va is of e symmetry, transitions involving two quanta 

in this vibration are allowed. 

The vibrational structure did not show any evidence of a Jahn-

Teller effect (see Chapter 3, "Effects of Jahn-Teller activity in a 2E 

state"). The Sr-O-C stretch, va' would be expected to be the most 

Jahn-Teller active, since this mode is associated with the metal atom. 

If there was Jahn-Teller activity, the selection rule for e-symmetry 

vibrations, ~v = 0,2,4, ... , would break down, and a long progression 

in this vibration would occur. 

Rotational Structure 

SrOCHa is a prolate symmetric top and we use the N2 form of 

the rotational Hamiltonian developed by Brown (1979), extended by 

Hougen (1980), and as explicitly described by Endo et al. (1984): 

(A-B)N 2 + BN2 
Z 

where N = J - S. Centrifugal distortion constants were required: 

HCD D __ N4 - D N2N 2 - D N 4 
~~ NK- z K z 

The first order electronic Coriolis interaction was also 

included for the 2E state 
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1\ 

" 1\ " 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 

-2AN L + ~ N2N L + ~ N 3L 
z z e- z z K z z 

The energy levels in the E state are split into (+1) and (-~) stacks 

by this coupling as explained by Herzberg (1966). The leading 

Corio1is term in the Hamiltonian provides a diagonal matrix element of 

The effect of this interaction changes the origin of the 

different K sub-bands, and when r
t
=l, all sub-bands have nearly the 

same origin. Although the 2E - 2Al transition is formally a 

perpendicular transition (~K = ±1), it has the appearance of a 

parallel transition and thus is very compact (Herzberg 1966). Figure 

5.5 shows the rotational energy levels for SrOCH3 • A single 

transition is specified 
~K 

by the notation l!.:r(J,K), where ~K is 

represented as p, q or r for ~K=-l, 0 or 1, respectively. 

The spin-rotation interaction was included in the ground state 

Hamiltonian: 

1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 

€ was not well-determined since this term is significant only for 
aa 

low J lines which could not be detected. 

For the excited state, the spin-orbit interaction was 

accounted for by inclusion of the term: 

1\ 1\ 1\ 

aL S z z 

This results in a diagonal matrix element ar~, where a is the spin
e 

orbit parameter, d is the Jahn-Te11er quenching, 

These three parameters are completely correlated, 

and re "'" <AIL Ii\>. z 

so the product r d 
e 



Figure 5.5. Rotational energy levels for a prolate top molecule with 

C3v symmetry (see Herzberg 1966). 

The rotational energy levels are determined by K and J. 

The energy levels are separated by their K quantum number 

for convenience, since the selection rules follow aK=±l. 

In the excited state each K-stack is doubled, except K=O, 

due to the electronic Corio1is interaction. The symmetry 

of the sub-bands include the nuclear symmetry of the 

three equivalent hydrogens of SrOCH3 • The allowed sub-

band transitions are shown by the arrows. 
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was set to the value of 1, to allow for the determination of the spin-

orbit parameter, a. This is not unreasonable for two reasons: first, 

re is expected to be about equal to one because the methyl group is 

far from the metal-centered electronic transition and should not 

affect the projection of the orbital angular momentum,r; second, no 
e 

Jahn-Teller interactions were observed in the 2E state and thus little 

Jahn-Teller quenching of the orbital angular momentum would be 

observed, hence d-l. The spin-orbit parameter, a, was adjusted to 

reproduce the location of the 0-0 2E 1/ 2 - 2Al head of heads observed 

at high resolution. 

The electronic spin and the rotational basis functions are 

those of Hund's case (a); IAS~IJP>. As described in Chapter 4 it is 

useful to take the linear combinations of the original basis function 

of A=±l: 

IJPS~ = l/J2[IA=l>IS~IJP> ±(_l)J-P+S-~ IA=-l>IS,-~IJ,-P>]. 

The projection of the rotational angular momentum, g, along 

the symmetric top axis is defined to be~. The wavefunctions IJPS~+> 

and IJPS~-> belong to Al and A2 when 1~=3n, whereas for 1~r3n IJPS~ 

the wavefunctions remain degenerate (E symmetry). This is due to the 

exchange of the three equivalent hydrogens by rotation about the top 

axis. 

The following matrix elements were used in the least squares 

fitting program for the 2E - 2Al electronic transition of SrOCH3 . The 
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2Al matrix elements are obtained by setting the spin-orbit constant 

and the Coriolis parameters equal to zero (i.e., a = ~ = ~ = 0). 
e t 

Diagonal elements: 

<JPS~;±IHIJPS~;±> = are~ - 2Art(p-~) 

+ ~ert(P-~)[J(J+l) - 2P~ + 3/4] + ~Krt(p-~)3 

+ A(p_~)2 + B[J(J+l) - p2 + 1/2] 

- DN(J+l/2)2[(J+l/2)2 - 4P~ + 2] 

- DNK(P-~)2[J(J+l) - 2P~ + 3/4] - DK(P-~)4 

+ E (P-~)~ - (Ebb + E )/4 aa cc 

Off-diagonal elements: 

<JP+lS~I=1/2;±IHIJPS~"=-1/2;±> = -(~ert(P+l/2) + B - (Ebb + Ecc )/4 

- 2DN(J+l/2)2 - DNK (P+l/2)2) [J(J+l) - P(P+l)]1/2 

The 0-0 band of the A2E3/2 - X2A1 transition was recorded at 

high resolution and analyzed. 

compact and individual rotational lines were unassignable. All the 

transitions were measured using the monochromator as a narrow band 

filter to simplify the spectra. 

The A2E3/2 - X2A1 transition has six branches per K sub-band. 

These are spaced at approximately -3B (P2), -B (P21 and Q2)' +B (Q21 

and R2), and +3B (R21 ) at low J, and the -B and +B branches are 

doubled due to the spin-rotation interaction in the ground state. 

Figure 5.6 is a Fortrat diagram of the 2-3 subband of the A2E3/2 

X2A1 electronic transition. This diagram shows the transition 

frequencies for the six rotational branches as a function of the 



Figure 5.6. Fortrat diagram for the 2-3 sub-band of the A2E - X2Al 

electronic transition for SrOCHs . 

A Fortrat diagram is a plot of the transition energy as a 

function of the total angular momentum, J. This Fortrat 

diagram shows the transition energy of six rotational 

bands of the 2E - 2Al transition as a function of J. The 

P2l and Q2 bandheads are sho,~ to occur at relatively low 

J, at -14786.0 cm-l. The ground state spin-rotation 

doubling is not resolved on the frequency scale used for 

the x-axis. 
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ground state N value (N=J-S). (The transition wavenumbers were 

determined from the molecular constants used in the 2-3 sub-band fit.) 

The P21 and Q2 branches form a band head at low J, quite close to the 

origin, making it impossible to record individual rotational lines in 

these branches. The P2 branch forms a bandhead at relatively high J 

Spin-rotation doubling was resolved in the +B branch 

(Q21 and R2 ). Individual rotational lines were recorded in all of the 

branches except for the -B branch. 

The rotational levels of the 2E state are doubled due to j-

type doubling, analogous to A-type doubling in a IT state. j -type 

doubling is expected to be largest in the K'=l stack of the 

spin-orbit component and thus an additional doubling would be expected 

in this sub-band. This sub-band was not recorded and there was no 

evidence of any j-type doubling in the other subbands. 

Figure 5.7 is a high resolution laser excitation spectrum of 

the -B bandheads (this is a high resolution scan of the peak marked 

0-0 in the low resolution 2ES/2 - 2Al transition in Figure 5.1). K' 

and K" are given above each bandhead. The -3B and -B branches form 

blue degraded bandheads. The -B bandheads of different K sub-bands 

are very close together due to the Corio1is interaction and actually 

form a red degraded 'head of heads' as shown. (The (4,3) -B bandhead 

appears to be the most intense only due to our placement of the 

monochromator to detect fluorescence connected to this particular 

bandhead. ) 



Figure 5.7. Laser excitation spectrum for the strontium monomethoxide 

Q2 and P21 bandheads. 

The blue degraded Q2 and P 21 bandheads form a "head of 

heads" near 14787.0 cm- 1 • The monochromator was set for 

the spectral region of the connecting P2 branch, and acts 

as a bandpass filter (bandpass -2 cm- 1 ) to reduce laser 

scatter and background fluorescence. For K"-O, the P2 

branch does not connect with the P 21 and Q2 branches so 

no bandhead is observed. 



Sr OCH3 A 2E3/2 (- X2A1 

Q2 & P21 Bandheads (K,K~) 
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Nuclear spin statistics of the three equivalent hydrogens are 

clearly shown by the 2:1:1:2 intensity weightings of different K sub

bands (see Figure 5.7). The intensity of a sub-band is doubled for 

K" 0,3,6, .... The ground state K" assignment was straightforward. 

By setting the monochromator to the spectral region of the P2 branch 

and scanning the ring laser through the Q2 and P21 bandheads, the 

"missing" bandhead could be assigned as K" - 0, and K' = 1 (see Figure 

5.7). This particular sub-band is identical to a 2rr - 2~+ transition 

since the ground state K-stack is K"= 0 which does not have K 

doubling. Therefore, monitoring in the -3B band while scanning the 

laser through the -lB band would not yield fluorescence from the 1-0 K 

sub-band since these bands are not connected in the excited state. 

The assignment made in this fashion was also consistent with the 

nuclear spin statistics of the sub-bands. 

There are two possible assignments for the remaining bands, 

either p- or r-type in ~K. The data were fit using both possible 

excited state K' assignments. One choice was eliminated because the 

ground state K-stack origins determined from the fit were physically 

unreasonable. 

The observed SrOCH3 transition wavenumbers which were used in 

the fit are listed in Table 5.3. A sample spectrum of individual 

P-branch lines is shown in Figure 5.8. Lines from 6 different sub-

bands were recorded, namely 10-9, 7-6, 4-3, 1-0, 0-1 and 2-3 (K'-K"). 

Low J lines could not be observed due to the badly overlapped sub-

bands. 620 lines were fit to 13 parameters with a standard deviation 



J 

23.5 
24.5 
25.5 
26.5 
27.5 
28.5 
29.5 
30.5 
31.5 
32.5 
33.5 
34.5 
35.5 
36.5 
37.5 
38.5 
39.5 
40.5 
41.5 
42.5 
43.5 
44.5 
45.5 
46.5 
47.5 
48.5 
49.5 
50.5 
51.5 
52.5 

Table 5.30. Observed Transitions in the A2E - X2A1 Band of SrOCH3 (em-I) 

K'= 0, K"= 1 

P2(J) Q21(J) R2(J) R21(J) 
v flv v flv v flv v 

14790.173 -0.004 14790.326 -0.008 
14790.326 0.010 14790.468 -0.006 
14790.453 -0.001 14790.609 -0.007 
14790.594 -0.002 14790.749 -0.012 

14781.380 -0.002 14790.743 0.002 14790.905 -0.004 
14781.190 -0.001 14790.893 0.006 14791.050 -0.008 
14781. 004 0.000 14791. 036 0.001 14791.211 0.002 
14780.821 0.004 14791.184 -0.001 14791. 365 0.002 
14780.635 0.002 14791. 338 0.000 14791.523 0.005 14796.867 
14780.449 -0.000 14791.495 0.002 14791. 682 0.005 14797.189 
14780.269 -0.000 14791. 650 0.000 14791.837 0.001 14797.517 
14780.094 0.002 14791.817 0.007 14792.000 0.002 14797.847 
14779.916 -0.000 14791. 969 -0.001 14792.168 0.005 14798.177 
14779.742 -0.001 14792.139 0.005 14792.336 0.006 14798.513 
14779.575 0.002 14792.306 0.005 14792.501 0.003 14798.844 
14779.403 0.000 14792.471 0.003 14792.667 -0.001 14799.182 
14779.236 -0.000 14792.636 -0.002 14792.841 -0.000 14799.526 
14779.071 -0.001 14792.811 0.000 14793.011 -0.005 14799.863 
14778.905 -0.004 14792.991 0.006 14793.191 -0.003 14800.208 
14778.747 -0.003 14793.164 0.003 14793.370 -0.004 14800.558 
14778.592 -0.000 14793.343 0.002 14793.558 0.002 14800.907 
14778.436 0.000 14793.523 0.002 14793.740 -0.000 14801.255 
14778.285 0.001 14793.711 0.006 14793.925 -0.001 14801.608 
14778.136 0.004 14793.892 0.001 14794.123 0.008 14801.962 
14777.983 0.000 14794.073 -0.004 14794.304 -0.001 14802.321 
14777.834 -0.001 14794.264 -0.003 14794.509 0.010 14802.679 
14777.689 -0.002 14794.455 -0.004 14794.692 -0.000 14803.045 
14777.549 0.000 14794.655 0.001 14803.408 
14777.406 -0.003 14803.772 -0.003 

14804.140 -0.004 

flv 

0.000 
-0.002 
-0.000 
0.000 

-0.001 
0.001 

-0.002 
-0.003 
0.000 

-0.004 
-0.003 
-0.000 
-0.000 
-0.003 
-0.003 
-0.004 
-0.002 
-0.004 
-0.000 
-0.000 

I-' 
I-' 
o 



Table 5.3b. Observed Transitions in the A2E - X2A1 Band of SrOCH3 (em-I) 

K'= 4, K"= 3 

J P2(J) Q21 (J) R2(J) R21(J) v lw v flv v flv v flv 

18.5 14782.250 -0.002 
19.5 14782.040 -0.001 14788.831 -0.015 
20.5 14781. 833 -0.000 14788.831 0.000 14788.966 -0.011 
21.5 14781.626 -0.000 14788.966 0.004 14789.100 -0.012 
22.5 14781.425 0.001 14789.100 0.005 14789.238 -0.009 
23.5 14781.221 0.000 14789.238 0.008 14789.375 -0.011 
24.5 14781.018 -0.003 14789.375 0.007 14789.522 -0.004 14793.706 0.001 25.5 14780.824 0.000 14789.518 0.011 14789.663 -0.005 14794.015 0.000 26.5 14780.627 -0.001 14789.653 0.004 14789.815 0.001 14794.325 -0.001 27.5 14780.434 -0.001 14789.798 0.005 14789.960 -0.000 14794.640 -0.000 28.5 14780.246 0.000 14789.945 0.006 14790.112 0.001 14794.957 0.000 29.5 14780.057 0.000 14790.092 0.004 14790.265 0.003 14795.277 0.002 30.5 14779.870 0.000 14790.240 0.002 14790.421 0.005 14795.594 -0.001 31.5 14779.687 0.000 14790.392 0.001 14790.576 0.004 14795.918 -0.000 32.5 14779.502 -0.002 14790.551 0.004 14790.732 0.003 14796.246 0.002 33.5 14779.320 -0.004 14790.702 -0.000 14790.893 0.003 14796.573 0.002 34.5 14779.145 -0.002 14790.863 0.000 14791.051 -0.000 14796.902 0.001 35.5 14778.970 -0.001 14791.026 0.001 14791.219 0.003 14797.232 0.000 36.5 14778.798 -0.000 14791.191 0.003 14791.383 -0.000 14797.566 0.000 37.5 14778.628 0.000 14791. 351 -0.002 14791.555 0.002 14797.899 -0.002 38.5 14778.459 0.000 14791.521 -0.000 14791.723 -0.000 14798.234 -0.004 39.5 14778.289 -0.003 14791. 691 -0.001 14791. 900 0.003 14798.580 0.000 40.5 14778.126 -0.002 14791. 867 0.001 14792.070 -0.002 14798.920 -0.002 41.5 14777.966 -0.000 14792.037 -0.003 14792.250 0.000 14799.267 0.000 42.5 14777 .807 0.000 14792.212 -0.004 14792.430 0.000 14799.615 0.001 43.5 14777.649 -0.000 14792.392 -0.003 14792.612 0.000 14799.962 -0.000 44.5 14777.495 0.001 14792.574 -0.003 14792.796 -0.000 14800.312 -0.001 45.5 14777.340 -0.000 14792.759 -0.001 14792.986 0.002 14800.669 0.002 46.5 14777.188 -0.001 14792.946 -0.000 14801. 023 0.001 47.5 14777.040 -0.001 14801. 379 -0.001 48.5 14776.895 0.000 14801.739 -0.001 49.5 14776.751 0.001 14802.104 0.002 50.5 14776.610 0.001 14802.464 -0.001 
51.5 14776.471 0.002 14802.831 -0.001 
52.5 14776.331 0.000 14803.200 -0.001 53.5 14776.196 0.000 14803.574 0.001 
54.5 14776.059 -0.003 

to-' 55.5 14775.928 -0.004 to-' 
56.5 14775.797 -0.005 to-' 



Table 5.3c. Observed Transitions in the A2E - X2Al Band of SrOCH3 (em-I) 

K'= 7, K"= 6 

J P2(J) Q21(J) R2(J) R21 (J) 
v Iw v ~v v t>v v !;v 

13.5 14782.464 -0.006 
14.5 14782.2.52 0.002 
15.5 14782.044 0.013 
16.5 14781.81:' 0.000 
17.5 1:'781. 592 -0.006 
18.5 14781.384 -0.002 14787.838 -0.010 
19.5 14781.170 -0.005 14787.838 0.004 14787.970 -0.008 14791. 309 -0.010 20.5 14780.965 -0.002 14787.970 0.007 14788.101 -0.008 14791.620 0.002 21.5 14780.760 -0.001 14788.101 0.008 14788.235 -0.009 14791.909 -0.010 2.2.5 14780.558 0.000 14788.235 0.008 14788.372 -0.008 14792.221 -0.001 23.5 14780.358 0.001 14788.372 0.009 14788.502 -0.017 14792.524 -0.003 24.5 14780.158 0.000 14788.502 0.001 14788.650 -0.009 14792.841 0.005 25.5 14779.961 0.000 14788.650 0.010 14788.797 -0.005 14793.145 -0.001 26.5 14779.766 0.000 14788.797 0.014 14788.940 -0.007 14793.453 -0.004 27.5 14779.572 -0.000 1:'788.940 0.014 14789.080 -0.014 14793.767 -0.005 2.8.5 14779.382 -0.000 14789.080 0.007 14789.236 -0.009 14794.084 -0.005 29.5 14779.190 -0.003 14789.236 0.013 14789.389 -0.007 14794.407 -0.000 30.5 14779.005 -0.003 14789.389 0.016 14789.542 -0.007 14794.729 0.000 31.5 14778.823 -0.001 14789.542 0.016 14789.70:' -0.002 14795.051 -0.000 32.5 14778.645 0.001 14789.686 0.004 14789.864 -0.000 14795.373 -0.003 33.5 14778.467 0.002 14789.838 -0.001 14790.024 -0.001 1:'795.703 -0.001 34.5 14778.286 -0.000 1:'790.003 0.004 14790.188 -0.000 14796.034 -0.000 35.5 14778.113 0.000 14790.164 0.003 14790.353 -0.000 14796.369 0.002 36.5 14777.939 -0.000 14790.328 0.003 14790.521 0.000 14796.702 0.002 37.5 14777.769 0.000 1~790.496 0.005 14790.692 0.001 14797.038 0.001 38.5 14777.601 -0.000 !4790.663 0.003 14790.862 0.000 14797.376 0.001 39.5 14777.434 -0.001 1:'790.828 -0.002 14791.032 -0.003 14797.715 -O.COO 40.5 14777.272 0.000 14791.003 -0.000 14791.214 0.002 14798.053 -0.G05 41.5 14777.111 0.000 14791.177 -0.002 14791.390 0.000 14798.400 -0.003 42.5 14776.955 0.004 1:'791.355 -0.001 14791.574 0.003 14798.749 -0.001 43.5 14776.799 0.004 14791.537 0.001 14791. 757 0.004 14799.101 0.000 
44.5 14776.642 0.002 14791. 714 -0.004 14791.937 -0.000 14799.453 0.001 45.5 14776.488 0.001 14791.902 0.000 14792.126 0.001 14799.806 0.000 46.5 14776.337 -0.000 14792.086 -0.002 14792.314 0.000 14800.161 -0.000 47.5 14776.188 -0.000 14792.276 -0.000 14792.504 -0.000 14800.520 0.000 48.5 14776.040 -0.003 14792.466 -0.001 14792.698 -0.000 14800.879 -0.001 49.5 14775.900 0.000 14792.661 0.001 14792.898 0.003 14801.240 -0.002 50.5 1:'775.758 -0.000 14792.857 0.001 14793.098 0.005 14801. 607 -0.000 51.5 14775.620 0.000 14793.050 -0.002 14793.300 0.007 14801.976 0.001 52.5 14775.481 -0.001 14793.254 0.001 14802.341 -0.002 
53.5 14775.344 -0.003 14802.711 -0.003 54.5 14775.216 0.000 14803.083 -0.004 55.5 14775.084 -0.000 

I-' 56.5 14774.961 0.003 I-' 
I'...:l 



Table 5.3d. Observed Transitions in the AZE - XZA1 Band of SrOCH3 (em-I) 

K'= 10, K"= 9 

J PZ(J) QZ1(J) RZ(J) R21 (J) 
v t.v v t.v v t.v v t.v 

21.5 14779.773 -0.001 
2Z.5 14779.572 -0.000 14787.38Z -0.008 
Z3.5 14779.372 0.001 14787.378 0.006 14787.530 0.000 
Z4.5 14779.171 -0.001 14787.517 0.006 14787.665 -0.005 
25.5 14778.975 -0.000 14787.657 0.006 14787.809 -0.005 
Z6.5 14778.78Z 0.000 14787.797 0.003 14787.962 O.OOZ 
27.5 14778.588 -0.002 14787.945 0.007 14788.104 -0.003 14792.784 0.002 
28.5 14778.404 0.003 14788.092 0.007 14788.254 -0.003 14793.096 -0.003 
29.5 14778.215 0.001 14788.Z39 0.004 14788.402 -0.007 14793.416 -0.001 
30.5 14778.030 0.002 14788.387 0.001 14788.564 0.000 14793.743 0.003 
31.5 14777.845 -0.000 14788.546 0.006 14788.723 0.001 14794.060 -0.003 
32.5 14777.664 -0.000 14788.704 0.008 14788.878 -0.002 14794.389 0.000 
33.5 14777.487 0.001 14788.856 0.002 14789.046 0.005 14794.716 -0.000 
34.5 14777.307 -0.002 14789.024 0.010 14789.208 0.003 14795.050 0.003 
35.5 14777 .134 -0.001 14789.185 0.007 14789.365 -0.005 14795.376 -0.002 
36.5 14776.960 -0.003 14789.345 0.003 14789.536 -0.001 14795.711 -O.OOZ 
37.5 14776.794 0.000 14789.516 0.007 14789.710 O.OOZ 14796.050 -0.000 
38.5 14776.625 -0.002 14789.678 0.000 14789.883 0.003 14796.390 0.000 
39.5 14776.461 -0.000 14789.853 0.003 14796.729 -0.001 
40.5 14776.298 -0.001 14790.023 0.000 14790.234 0.002 14797.072 -O.OOZ 
41.5 147)6.137 -0.001 14790.202 O.OOZ 14790.41Z 0.001 14797.417 -0.003 
4Z.5 14775.980 -0.000 14790.375 -O.OOZ 14790.592 0.000 14797.762 -0.005 
43.5 14775.8Z6 0.001 14790.567 0.009 14790.767 -0.007 14798.112 -0.005 
44.5 14775.671 0.000 14790.961 0.000 14798.465 -0.005 
45.5 14775.519 -0.000 14790.929 0.003 14791.148 -0.001 14798.8Z1 -0.003 
46.5 14775.372 0.002 14791.116 0.003 14791. 339 0.000 14799.180 -0.001 
47.5 14775.220 -0.002 14791.304 O.OOZ 14791. 535 0.003 14799.540 -0.000 
48.5 14775.079 0.000 14791. 489 -0.003 14791. 726 0.000 14799.905 0.003 
49.5 14774.933 -0.002 14791.685 -0.002 14791. 925 O.OOZ 14800.267 0.002 
50.5 14774.794 -0.001 14791.881 -0.001 14792.120 -0.001 14800.633 0.002 
51.5 14774.657 -0.001 1479Z.080 -0.001 1479Z.323 0.000 
52.5 14774.521 -0.000 14792.270 -0.011 14792.529 O.OOZ 
53.5 14774.391 0.002 1479Z.472 -O.OlZ 
54.5 14774.Z55 -0.001 
55.5 14774.1Z9 0.000 
56.5 14774.001 -0.000 
57.5 14773.874 -0.003 

t-' 
t-' 
w 



Table 5.3e. Observed Transitions in the A2E - X2A1 Band of SrOCH3 (em-I) 

K'= 2, K"= 3 

J P2(J) Q21(J) R2(J) R21(J) 
v l1v v l1v v l1v v l1v 

21.5 14790.433 0.001 
22.5 14790.418 0.004 14790.570 0.002 
23.5 14790.552 0.002 14790.705 -0.000 
24.5 14790.691 0.005 14790.845 -0.000 
25.5 14790.829 0.002 14790.988 0.000 
26.5 14790.970 0.002 14791.133 0.000 
27.5 14781. 760 0.005 14791.118 0.006 14791. 280 0.000 
28.5 14781.567 0.003 14791.262 0.004 14791.429 -0.000 
29.5 14781.378 0.002 14791.409 0.002 14791. 579 -0.001 
30.5 14781.190 0.000 14791.560 0.004 14791. 735 0.001 
31.5 14781. 003 -0.001 14791. 710 0.001 14791. 887 -0.002 
32.5 14780.821 -0.001 14791. 867 0.003 14792.046 -0.001 
33.5 14780.641 -0.001 14792.024 0.003 14792.206 -0.001 
34.5 14780.461 -0.003 14792.182 0.002 14792.366 -0.003 
35.5 14780.287 -0.002 14792.336 -0.005 14792.531 -0.002 
36.5 14780.114 -0.002 14792.505 -0.000 14792.696 -0.004 
37.5 14i79.944 -0.001 14792.669 -0.001 14792.866 -0.002 
38.5 14779. i73 -0.002 14792.840 0.000 14793.036 -0.004 
39.5 14779.607 -0.002 14793.005 -0.004 14793.213 -0.000 
40.5 14779.443 -0.001 14793.179 -0.002 14793.389 -0.000 14800.238 -0.000 
41.5 14779.280 -0.003 14793.353 -0.003 14793.562 -0.004 14800.578 -0.005 
42.5 14779.121 -0.001 14793.531 -0.002 14793.746 0.000 14800.928 -0.001 
43.5 14778.967 0.001 14793.713 0.001 14793.932 0.004 14801. 277 -0.001 
44.5 14778.810 0.000 14793.895 0.002 14794.114 0.001 14801.628 -0.000 
45.5 14778.658 0.001 14794.078 0.001 14794.305 0.007 14801.985 0.002 
46.5 14778.508 0.002 14794.264 0.001 14794.494 0.006 14802.336 -0.001 
47.5 14778.359 0.002 14794.452 0.002 14794.681 0.003 14802.691 -0.004 
48.5 14778.210 0.000 14794.647 0.007 14794.872 0.001 14803.052 -0.003 
49.5 14i78.065 -0.000 14794.839 0.007 14795.062 -0.003 14803.414 -0.002 
50.5 14777.923 -0.000 14795.027 0.001 14803.775 -0.005 
51.5 14777.782 -0.000 14804.142 -0.004 
52.5 14804.513 -0.001 
53.5 14804.884 -0.001 
54.5 14805.257 -0.000 
55.5 14805.632 -0.000 
56.5 14806.013 0.002 
57.5 14806.393 0.004 
58.5 14806.774 0.004 
59.5 14807.162 0.008 I-' 

I-' 
.po. 
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Table 5.3e. Observed Transitions in the 

A2E - j{2A I Band of SrOCHs (em-I). 

K' ... I, K"- 0 

J R21 (J) 

31.5 14796.660 0.007 
32.5 14796.980 0.001 
33.5 14797.312 0.007 
34.5 14797.641 0.007 
35.5 14797.969 0.003 
36.5 14798.303 0.004 
37.5 14798.638 0.003 
38.5 14798.969 -0.004 
39.5 14799.311 -0.003 
40.5 14799.652 -0.004 
41.5 14799.996 -0.004 
42.5 14800.345 -0.002 
43.5 14800.694 -0.001 
44.5 14801.047 0.000 
45.5 14801.399 0.000 
46.5 14801. 753 -0.001 
47.5 14802.111 -0.001 
48.5 14802.468 -0.004 
49.5 14802.830 -0.003 
50.5 14803.201 0.004 
51.5 14803.563 0.000 
52.5 14803.931 -0.001 
53.5 14804.302 0.000 
54.5 14804.675 0.000 



Figure S.S. High resolution laser excitation spectrum for the 

r P2(J,3) branch of the 0-0 vibronic band. 

The monochromator, set on the connecting Q2 and P2l 

bandheads, acts as a narrow bandpass filter (0.3 cm- l ) to 

select the lines from a single sub-band. 
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of 0.004 cm-1 • This is quite close to the estimated measurement error 

from the spectra. The molecular constants determined are given in 

Table 5.4. 

The values of the parameters a (spin-orbit), r (<AIL 1M» and e -z 

d (Jahn-Teller quenching) are completely correlated so the product r d 
e 

was set to the value of 1 in the fit. Since the 2E1 / 2 spin component 

was not rotationally analyzed, the value of the spin-orbit constant, 

a, was adjusted to reproduce the location of the 0-0 2El/2 - 2Al sub-

band heads observed at high resolution. The values of rand dare 
e 

expected to be less than or equal to one. Therefore, the value of the 

spin-orbit constant in SrOCH3 (267.53 cm- 1 ) is slightly larger than 

the corresponding SrOH value of 263.52 cm- 1 • 

The constants A', X' and r t are also correlated and can not be 

simultaneously determined. For the final fit A" was set to the value 

of 5.1851 cm-1 , taken from the microwave data of CH30 by Endo et al. 

(1984) observed for CH3 0. The parameter r t was badly correlated with 

the other parameters so it was fixed to the value of 1. 

There is no experimental evidence for a Jahn-Teller effect in 

the A2E state of SrOCH3 • The vibrational structure for the Jahn-

Teller active mode va' the Sr-O-C bend, displayed the selection rule 

l:1va ±2 not l:1va = ±lo The molecular parameters derived from the 

rotational structure have reasonable values consistent with the 

assumptions red and rt = lo 

The use of the A rotational constant for the methoxy radical 

as the ground state A rotational constant is undesirable but 
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Table 5.4. Molecular constants for the 0-0 band of the 

A" 5.18511a 

B" 8.39741(51) X 10- 2 b 

D " K 
4.151(30) X 10-3 

D " N 
1.12(12) X 10- 8 

DNK " 1.333(67) X 10- 6 

e " -7.4(45) X 10-4 
aa 

ebb + e 1.608(25) X 10- 3 
cc 

T I 
0 14658.8723(10) 

a SO 
I 267.53(30)c 

r d ' 1.0d 
e 

r I 
t 1.0d 

A' 5.15235(17) 

B' 8.50430(50) X 10- 2 

D I 

K 
4.146(29) X 10- 3 

D I 

N 
1.12(12) X 10- 8 

DNK 
I 1.156(69) X 10- 6 

YJ I 
e 

2.69(19) X 10- 6 

YJ I 
K 

1.678(11) X 10- 2 

a Fixed to the value of Endo et al. (1984). 

b One standard deviation uncertainty in parantheses. 

c Estimated error, see text. 

d Fixed to the value of 1.0, see text. 
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unavoidable. The A2E state in SrOCHg is quite different from the X2E 

state of OCHg . The electronic structure of the A2E state of SrOCHa 

can be viewed as a non-bonding, unpaired electron in a p~-d~ orbital 

polarized away from a Sr2+ core. The large Sr2+ core separates the 

closed-shell OCHg ligand from the unpaired electron. The three off-

axis hydrogens are thus far away from the unpaired electron. The 

unpaired electron sees a locally linear environment resulting in a 

spin-orbit coupling constant similar to that for SrOH and an 

unobserveab1y small Jahn-Te11er effect. The unpaired electron does 

not communicate with the three hydrogen atoms. 

The rotational structure of SrOCHg is consistent with a C3v 

geometry for both of the A2E and X2A 1 electronic states. The covalent 

CHaOH molecule has C symmetry, 
s 

but if the H atom bonding to the 

oxygen is replaced by a more electronegative atom such as Li or Na, ab 

initio calculations predict a C3v structure (Kaufman et a1. 1985; 

Steigerwald et a1. 1984). 

Calculations on CHgO predict the methyl group will accept a 

portion of the negative charge from the 0-. The partial charge is 

* * accepted into an e (~) orbital on the methyl group. This 

interaction, known as anionic hyperconjugation, shortens the O-C bond, 

lengthens the C-H bonds and decreases the H-C-H angle. However, the 

photoelectron spectrum of CHaO (Engelking et a1. 1986) indicates that 

the c-o bond length is similar for CHgO and CHgO so the anionic 

hyperconjugation is a small effect and the A value for the methoxy 

radical can be used. 
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The molecular structure of strontium methoxide is specified by 

four parameters whereas only one ground state rotational constant has 

been determined, B. The ground state strontium oxygen bond length can 

be determined if the methoxide ligand geometry is assumed to be the 

same as in methoxy [r(C-H)=1.0937 A, r(C-O)=1.376 A, «HCH)=110.66°] 

(Endo et a1. 1984). From our calculations, the ground state 

strontium-oxygen bond length was determined to be 2.123 A. In the 

excited A2[ state, ro = 2.104 A for Sr-O and the H-C-H angle is 

107.99°. These values compare favorably with the strontium-oxygen 

bond length in strontium monohydroxide of 2.11 A for the 2~+ ground 

state and 2.01 A for the A2 rr state. We anticipated a similar Sr-O 

bond in the methoxide salt because of the similar nature of the 

bonding. 

Since many of the rotational parameters were correlated and 

set to reasonable values (for example A" was set to the determined 

value of CHsO) , the rotational constants determined from the 

rotational analysis are only as accurate as the approximations used 

[no Jahn-Te11er effect, and A" (strontium monomethoxide) = A"(methoxy 

radical)]. In addition, consideration of the effects of anionic 

hyperconjugation will change the geometry of the methoxide ion which 

in turn will change the geometry of SrOCHs . A state of the art ab 

initio calculation of CHsO would be very helpful for determining the 

ligand geometry. 



CHAPTER 6 

FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROSCOPY OF CCI 

The A28 - x2rr transition of CCI has been studied in emission 

by several groups. It was first observed in 1937 in an electric 

discharge through CC1 4 (Asundi and Karim 1937). In 1961 the 0-0 and 

0-1 vibrational bands of this transition were recorded at high 

resolution and the rotational analysis was performed (Gordon and King 

1961; Verma and Mulliken 1961). Both groups concluded that the ground 

state was a regular 2rr state (i.e., ?rr 1 / 2 at lower energy that 2IT 3 / 2 ) 

and that the excited state was an inverted 28 state (i.e., 285 / 2 at 

lower energy than 283 / 2 ). However, several years later Merer et al. 

(1966) concluded from observations of some of the first lines and from 

the relative branch intensities that the 28 state was also regular. 

The matrix isolation infrared spectrum of eCl was reported by 

Jacox and Milligan (1970). Quite recently Cel was observed by diode 

laser spectroscopy by Yamada et al. (1981) and by microwave 

spectroscopy by Endo et al. (1982). Several ab initio quantum 

chemical calculations are available for eel (Hess and Buenker 1986; 

Pettersson and Siegbahn 1985; Karna and Grein 1986; Larsson et al. 

1982). 

In 1983 Melen et al. (1983) published their analysis of 

emission spectra of the A2 8 - X2 IT 0-0 and 1-0 vibrational bands of Cel 
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They confirmed that the 2A state was regular. 

However, due to the high rotational temperature, many lines were 

blended and the low J lines were of poor intensity. The spectra 

proved inadequate for resolution of any J Ql and Q2 lines of low J 

(Q12 and Q2l branches were not observed), but A-doubling was observed 

at high J. 

Quite recently, rotationally cool eel (15 K) has been observed 

using multi-photon ionization from a pulsed supersonic jet (Sharpe and 

Johnson 1986). R2l , Rl , and Pl lines in the 1-0 and 2-0 bands of the 

- 2rr electronic system were observed with an accuracy of 

approximately 0.05 cm- l and were assigned. 

The eel radical is a species in the plasma produced when ee1 4 

is discharged. This plasma is utilized in the etching of Si, A1, 

GaAs, GaP and InP in the semiconductor industry (Gottscho et a1. 

1982). Gottscho et a1. (1982) have used laser induced fluorescence of 

the A2A - x2rr transition as an optical diagnostic of the plasma 

etching process and have measured the radiative lifetime of the A2A 

state. 

Presented here is the rotationally cool (30 K) spectrum of the 

0-0 vibrational band of the A2A - x2rr electronic transition (O'Brien 

and Bernath 1987). The spectrum was recorded in emission at high 

resolution (accuracy of 0.004 cm-l for the strongest lines) using the 

Fourier transform spectrometer associated with the McMath Solar 

Telescope. The first rotational lines of the six strongest branches 

(Pl' Ql' Rl • P2 • Q2' and R2) were observed. Transitions in three 
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other branches were also detected (R12 , Q21 and R21 ), and A-doubling 

was detected in the 2ll1/2 component of the ground state. 

The Fourier Transform Spectrometer 

A Fourier transform spectrometer is based on the Michelson 

interferometer. The final product, the high resolution spectrum, is 

directly analogous to a spectrum recorded by a conventional high 

resolution spectrograph or monochromator. The Fourier transform 

spectrometer associated with the McMath Solar Observatory was used in 

recording the jet cooled emission spectrum of CCl. This spectrometer 

was designed and built by Brault (1972). 

A schematic drawing of a Michelson interferometer is shown in 

Figure 6.1. Light from the source is partially reflected and 

partially transmitted by the beam splitter, labelled BS in Figure 6.1. 

Each beam is reflected at a mirror, M. The two beams are recombined 

at the beam splitter, now acting as a beam recombiner, and both are 

focussed onto the detector. The two beams form an interference 

pattern based on the difference in the path lengths that the two beams 

travel, 2L'-2L" (the factor of two is due the the reflection and thus 

the path length is 2L). When the path length is the same for the two 

beams, known as the zero path difference (zpd) , the two beams will 

recombine completely in phase. For a monochromatic light source of 

wavelength A, a path difference of A/4 will cause the two beams to 

recombine 180 0 out of phase, and the destructive interference will 

lead to a null signal at the detector. As one of the mirrors is 

moved, the interference pattern is detected and is called the 



Figure 6.1. A Michelson Interferometer. 

Light from a source is partially reflected and partially 

transmitted at the beam splitter, BS. The two beams are 

each reflected at a mirror, M, recombined at the beam 

splitter and detected at the output. The recombination 

of the two beams produces constructive or destructive 

interference, depending on the difference in path length, 

2L'-2L". 
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interferogram. For a polychromatic light source, such as molecular 

emission, the interferograrn is the superposition of the individual 

interference patterns of the different wavelength components. 

The interferogram is decomposed into its frequency components 

by the mathematical operat.ion of Fourier transformation. The Fourier 

transform equation is written: 

00 

F(u) = f f(x).exp(-i2~ux) dx 
-00 

where f(x) is the interferogram as a function of mirror position (x), 

F(o) is the intensity as a function of wavenumber (0). F(o) is called 

the Fourier transform of f(x). A mathematical operation by a computer 

is performed on the data to transform the time domain interferogram to 

a frequency domain spectrum. 

An schematic diagram of the optical path of the FTS used in 

this experiment is shown in Figure 6.2. This instrument is a 

symmetric Michelson interferometer. It differs from the instrument 

depicted schematically in Figure 6.1 in many ways: it has a separate 

beam recombiner as well as a beam splitter; the plane mirrors are 

replaced by cat's-eye retroref1ectors; and, both cat's-eyes are moved 

in opposing directions. By having a separate beam splitter and 

recombiner two detectors can be used at the two outputs. Thus the 

total signal is doubled compared to the configuration discussed above. 

This is due to the fact that for a single sp1itter/recombiner 

configuration, half the signal is reflected back into the light 

source. The position of the retroref1ectors is monitored by the 



Figure 6.2. Optical Path of an Fourier Transform Spectrometer. 

Light from the source is collimated and reflected onto 

the beam splitter. After division, the two beams are 

reflected to the cat's-eye retroreflectors and reflected 

back to the beam recombiner. The reflected and 

transmitted 

seperately. 

beams from the recombiner are detected 

The difference of the two signals is used 

for the interferogram. 
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interference fringe pattern of a stabilized helium-neon laser. The 

solar FTS has a 1 meter maximum path difference which results in a 

maximum resolution of about 0.005 cm- l • 

Light from the source is collimated and reflected onto the 

beam splitter. After division, the two beams are reflected to the 

cat's-eye retroreflectors and reflected back to the beam recombiner. 

The reflected and transmitted beams from the recombiner are detected 

seperately. The difference of the two signals is used for the 

interferogram. 

The Corona Excited Supersonic Expansion Source 
and Experimental Details 

The CCI radicals were observed during an unsuccessful 

attempt to make ultracold CC12 radicals. CCI radicals were produced 

in a corona discharge through a supersonic expansion of CC1 4 seeded in 

helium. This technique has been described in detail by Droege and 

Engelking (1983), and Engelking (1986). This source has been used to 

observe the rotationally cold emission from OH, NH, CH 3 N, CH 3 0, 

BrC 2 H+, SO+ and several other molecules. A diagram of the nozzle is 

shown in Figure 6.3. Briefly, a tungsten electrode was positioned 

near (200 microns) the tip of a glass nozzle of about 150 microns 

diameter. A mixture of several Torr of CC1 4 seeded in three 

atmospheres of helium was expanded through the nozzle into a vacuum 

chamber. A high voltage (36 kV) was applied between the tungsten 

electrode and the vacuum chamber through a series of load resistors 

(17 MO). This creates a plasma in the tip of the nozzle which 



Figure 6.3. Nozzle for corona-excited supersonic jet. 

The nozzle diameter is typically 50-150 microns. The 

location of the corona electrode should 100-300 microns 

behind the nozzle, on the high pressure side of the 

expansion. The nozzle must be an electrical insulator, 

such as glass. Electrical continuity is made by ionic 

conduction in the vacuum chamber to the vacuum pump, 

which is grounded. 
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contains the radical eel. The electric discharge followed by a 

supersonic expansion produced rotationally cool but electronically 

excited eel radicals. 

During operation, most of the voltage drop is across the load 

resistors and only approximately 500 V is acually measured at the 

electrode. The load resistors serve two purposes. First, they act as 

ballast resistors to stabilize the electric discharge. In this 

electrical configuration, if the current of the electric discharge 

decreases and the resistance across the discharge increases, a higher 

voltage is automatically applied to electrode to stabilize the 

current. Second, the large resistance helps to start the electrical 

discharge. Before the discharge is struck, the resistance from the 

electrode to ground is very large compared to 17 MO. Thus the full 36 

kV is applied to the electrode to start the discharge. As soon as the 

discharge starts, only a small fraction of the voltage is necessary to 

maintain the discharge. 

The resulting emission of the jet cooled eel was detected with 

the Fourier transform spectrometer associated with the National Solar 

Observatory of the National Optical Astronomy Observatory at Kitt 

Peak. The unapodized resolution was set at 0.05 cm- 1 • The spectral 

range was limited to 30,000-38,000 cm- 1 by a bandpass filter. 

Two separate scans were recorded using different nozzle 

diameters. In the first spectrum, eight scans were co-added in 40 

minutes of integration. The rotational temperature of the eel species 

was determined to be ~20 K. In the second spectrum four scans were 
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co-added in 20 minutes of integration. The rotational temperature of 

the CC1 species from this scan was found to be ~30 K. The helium 

atomic line at 31,361.075 ±0.003 cm- 1 was used to provide the absolute 

calibration of the spectra. The wavenumber of this line was measured 

from two hollow cathode emission spectra (He/Ti and Ar/Ti) as 

described elsewhere (Brazier, Ram and Bernath 1986). A Doppler shift 

of 0.022 cm-1 , due to changes in the trajectory of the supersonic jet, 

was observed between the two CC1 scans. The main difficulty with the 

radical source was finding and maintaining stable operating 

conditions. 

The Effective Hamiltonian and Matrix Elements 

The A211 - x2rr electronic transition of the free radical CCI 

was observed. The standard effective Hamiltonian using Hund's case 

(a) basis sets of 211 and 2rr were used to extract the molecular 

constant. The matrix elements have been evaluated by many authors 

(Brown et a1. 1979; Brazier and Brown 1984). The effective 

Hamiltonian, basis set and explicit matrix elements for a 2rr state 

have already been reported in Chapter 4. Since A-doubling was not 

observed in the 211 state, the 211 Hamiltonian can be written quite 

simply as: 

1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 

H Ho + BN2 - DN4 + (A + PLN2)L ·S --D- z z 

1\ 

and Ho is the electronic and vibrational Hamiltonian. For the 

diatomic CC1, the Hund's case (a) basis set has the form 
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1L=2,A-±2,S-0.5,~±0.5> Iv> IJ,n-±1.5 and ±2.5> 

where O=A±E. The wavefunction is the product of the electronic 

wavefunction, the vibrational wave function and the rotational 

wavefunction. There are four basis functions for a given N, O=±1.5 

and ±2.5. To reduce the calculation time, linear combinations of the 

bases are made. The 4x4 Hamiltonian matrix is transformed into two 

2x2 matrices: 

J-1/2 IJ,O,±> = 1//2 { IL,A,S,~lv>IJ,o> ±(-1) IL,-A,S,-~lv>IJ,-O> 

These functions are now invariant under the symmetry operation a , and 
v 

the two parity components satisfy a IJ,O,+>=l and a IJ,O,->=-l. The 
v v 

two parity components are labelled either e or f for the lower or 

upper sign, respectively (Brown et al. 1975). The 2x2 Hamiltonian 

matrix is given in Table 6.1. The two basis functions are mixed by 

the off diagonal matrix elements and the diagona1ized energy 

expressions and wavefunctions are labelled Fl and F2 , where Fl is the 

component with J=N+0.5, for a given N (Herzberg 1950). 

Results and Discussion 

The interferograms were transformed by G. Ladd of the National 

Solar Observatory. The linewidth of the eel emission features was 

about 0.11 cm- 1 (FWHM) due to the expansion of the jet. The line 

positions were determined with the aid of a data reduction program 

called JEeOMP developed at Kitt Peak. ~~o portions of the observed 

spectrum are illustrated in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. A Voigt 



Table 6.1. Hamiltonian matrix for 2~ electronic state. 

10 = 1.5> 

10 = 2.5> 

10 .,. 1. 5> 

-A - ~(z+2) 

+B(z+2) - Dz(z+5) 

z = (J+O.5)2 

10 "" 2.5> 

- (B - 2Dz)(z-4)1/2 

A + ~(z-2) 

+B(z-2) - Dz(z-3) 
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Figure 6.4. 283 / 2 - 2rr l / 2 emission spectrum. 

This is a portion of the 28 - 2rr emission spectrum 

recorded by a Fourier transform spectrometer. The 

markings show the Pl' QI and RI branches. 
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Figure 6.5. 2~5/2 - 2rrS/ 2 emission spectrum. 

This is a portion of the 2~ - 2rr emission spectrum 

recorded on a Fourier transform spectrometer. The 

markings show the P2' Q2 and R2 branches. 
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1ineshape function was fit to the eel lines in a nonlinear 1east-

squares procedure. The peak position of lines with a signa1-to-noise 

ratio less than -2 were determined by eye. The absolute accuracy and 

relative precision of strong unb1ended lines is estimated to be 

±O.004 cm-l. 

The x2n ground state has a large positive spin-orbit coupling 

constant (A ~135 cm-l). Thus it follows Hund's case (a) coupling and 

there are two distinct spin-orbit components 2nl / 2 and 2n3/ 2 with the 

2nl / 2 component lowest in energy. 

The A2~ excited state has a relatively small spin-orbit 

coupling constant (A ~7.0 cm-l). Since the rotational constant, B, is 

~O.7 cm- 1 this state will exhibit Hund's case (a) coupling only for 

the first few rotational lines. For a Hund's case (a) 2~ to case (a) 

2n transition, ~o = ~A = 1 and ~ O. Thus the strongest transitions 

are the 2~5/2 - 2nS/ 2 and the 2~3/2 - 2nl / 2 transitions. The energy 

level diagram for a 2~ - 2n transition in given in Figure 6.6. The 

first lines of all six main branches (P l , Ql' Rl , P2 , Q2' and R2) are 

included in Figure 1, and all six were observed in the spectra, making 

the J rotational assignment straightforward. 

At higher J the cross transitions between spin-components 

become fully allowed as the case (a) 12~5/2> and 12~3/2> basis 

functions become mixed by spin uncoupling. A sample R2l and Rl2 

transition is depicted in Figure 6.6. Several Rl2 , Q2l and R2l lines 

were detected and were included in the fit. These lines allowed the 



Figure 6.6. Energy level diagram for a 2A - 2rr transition. 

This illustration shows the rotational energy levels for 

a diatomic molecule. The selection rules are AJ= O,±l, 

and An- ±l. The first rotational lines for the six 

strongest branches are shown by the solid line. Two 

satellite transitions are shown by the dotted line. The 

labels 2As/2 and 2AS/2 are only useful for low J. 

Because of spin-uncoupling the electronic wavefunctions 

for the two 2A spin-components are a mixture of the 2Aa/2 

and 2As/ 2 basis functions at high J. 
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spin-orbit coupling constants for both the A28 and x2rr states to be 

determined. 

A-doubling was observed only in the 2rr1/ 2 component so only 

one A-doubling parameter, p, could be determined. A-doubling in the 

2rr1 / 2 spin-component is also illustrated in Figure 6.6. The other A

doubling parameter, q, was set to the value obtained from the combined 

fit of the infrared and microwave data (Endo et a1. 1982; Yamada et 

al. 1981). 

The observed CC1 transition wavenumbers used in the fit are 

listed in Table 6.2. The standard effective 2rr and 28 H~~iltonians 

described above were used to extract the molecular constants in Table 

6.3. An explicit listing of the matrix elements of this Hamiltonian 

evaluated with Hund's case (a) basis functions as discussed in the 

previous section. The fit required 8 parameters to achieve a standard 

deviation of 0.005 cm- 1, which is comparable to the estimated 

precision of the measurements. In the final fit, the parameters Do, 

AD (=2A
J

) and qo of the x2 rr state were fixed to the values determined 

by Endo et al. (1982). 

The C31Cl isotope structure was only resolved for the R2 

branch. Calculation of the vibrational and rotational isotope effects 

show that C31Cl contributes to line broadening in the other branches. 

The Bo and Po constants of the x2 rr state (Table 6.3) are in 

reasonable agreement with the more accurate values of Endo et al. 

(1982), Bo =0.693 719 0(13) em-I, Po =0.013 399 14(83) em-I). The 

molecular constants for the v =0 level of the A28 state agree with the 
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Table 6.2 Observed Line Positions in the 0-0 Band of the A2~ - X2 II 

Transition of CC1 (cm -1) • 

J Pl(J) O_Ca Q1 (J) O-C Rl (J) O-C 

0.5 35 997.681 0.011 
1.5 35 995.592 -0.008 35 998.919 0.002 
2.5 35 992.143 -0.008 35 995.467 -0.000 36 000.123 0.000 
3.5 35 990.633 -0.005 35 995.309 0.014 36 001.293 -0.004 
4.5 35 989.072 -0.013b 35 995.088 -0.002 36 002.445b -0.006 
5.5 35 987.459 -0.005 35 994.870 0.005 36 003.564 0.010 

35 987.515 -0.025 36 003.619 -0.011 
6.5 35 985.848 -0.005 35 994.581 -O.OOlc 36 004.681 -0.002 

35 985.925 -0.018 35 994.672 -0.000 36 004.774 0.000 
7.5 35 984.216 -0.015 35 994.326 -0.007 36 005.823 0.006 

35 984.330 -0.003 35 994.436 0.000 36 005.918 -0.000 
8.5 35 982.625 0.020 35 994.085 -0.002 36 006.935 -0.020 

35 982.737 0.017 35 994.212 0.009 36 007.066 -0.004 
9.5 35 980.980 0.000 35 993.844 -0.004 36 008.120 0.013 

35 981.110 0.002 35 993.971 -0.004 36 008.225 -0.008 
10.5 35 979.378 0.015 36 009.284 0.012 

35 979.519 0.015 36 009.371 -0.040 
11.5 35 977.744 -0.015 36 010.474 0.019 

35 977.915 0.002 36 010.577 -0.029 
12.5 35 976.167 -0.003 

35 976.338 0.002 
13.5 35 974.610 0.009 

35 974.780 0.002 
14.5 35 973.056 0.004 

35 973.252 0.010 
15.5 35 971.527 0.001 

35 971.735 0.006 
16.5 35 970.028 0.004 

35 970.227 -0.011 



Table 6.2 (continued) 

J P2(J) o-c Q2(J) o-c R2 (J) 

1.5 35 877.01b. 
2.5 35 873.521 -0.006 35 878.756 
3.5 35 868.670 0.019 35 873.889 0.007 35 880.583 
4.5 35 867.615 0.003 35 874.322 0.004 35 882.475 
5.5 35 866.646 -0.009 35 874.837 0.010 35 884.442 
6.5 35 865.764 -0.007 35 875.405 0.005 35 886.483 
7.5 35 864.172 -0.017 35 876.024 -0.004 35 888.565 
8.5 35 863.464 -0.012 35 876.708 0.001 35 890.682 
9.5 35 862.794 -0.013 35 877.432 0.002 35 892.824 

10.5 35 862.174 -0.005 35 878.184 -0.008 35 895.018 
11.5 35 861.577 -0.010 35 878.993 0.002 35 897.237 
12.5 35 861.021 -0.009 35 879.806 -0.016 35 899.493 
13.5 35 860.479 -0.025 35 880.712 0.025 35 901. 775 
14.5 35 860.021 0.011 35 881. 574 -0.005 35 904.086 
15.5 35 859.084 -0.019 35 883.448 -0.000 35 906.411 
16.5 35 885.394 -0.024 35 908.781 
17 .5 35 887.454 -0.031 35 911.152 
18.5 35 889.611 -0.033 35 913.568 
19.5 35 891. 860 -0.031 35 915.989 
20.5 35 918.509 

J R12 (J) o-c R21 (J) o-c Q21 (J) 

2.5 35 866.509 0.055 36 012.504 0.096 
3.5 35 867.610 0.028 36 014.366 0.087 
4.5 35 868.686 0.012 36 016.324 0.087 
5.5 35 869.724 -0.014 36 018.275 0.004 
6.5 35 870.824 0.037 
7.5 35 871. 817 -0.004 36 010.070 
8.5 35 872.882 0.032 36 010.791 

a b observed - calculated 
Upper (lower) number for each J corresponds to the f-f (e-e) 
transition. 

c Upper (lower) number for each J corresponds to the e-f (f-e) 
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o-c 

0.003 
-0.001 
-0.004 
-0.013 
-0.012 
0.007 
0.018 
0.021 
0.009 
0.014 
0.010 
0.013 
0.013 
0.015 
0.005 
0.015 
0.003 
0.012 
0.003 
0.071 

o-c 

0.046 
-0.020 

transition where e and f are defined by J.M. Brown et al. (1975). 
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Table 6.3. The Molecular Constants for the 0-0 Band 

of the A2a - x2 rr transition of CC1 (cm- l ). 

Constant x2 rr A2a 

TO 0.0 35 934.381 2(14) 

AO 135.000(17)a 7.063 6(87) 

~O -0.309 885 X 10- 3 b -0.414(58) x 10-3 

BO 0.693 266(92) 0.706 15(10) 

DO 0.175 8 x 10- 5 b 0.173 9(72) x 10- 5 

qo 0.392 27 x 10-4 b 

Po 0.012 77 (38) 

a b One standard deviation uncertainty. 
Fixed to the value by Endo et a1. (1982). 
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"solution 1" of Me1en et a1. (1983). Note that the Hamiltonian used 

in our work differs from the Hamiltonians employed in Yamada et a1. 

(1981) and Endo et al. (1982), which explains the small differences in 

molecular constants. 
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LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF ALKALINE EARTH MONOALKOXIDE FREE RADICALS 
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Laser Spectroscopy of Alkaline Earth Monoalkoxide Free 
Radicals 

C. R. Brnzier. L. C. Ellingboc. S. Kinsey-Nielsen. nnd P. F. ncrnnlh· 

Comribulionfronr IIr, I)"parlnrenl o/ClrenriJtr.l'. UniLwJil}' of Ar;:ona. TucJon. Ari:ona 85721. 
Rutivrd AURU5I 6. /91/5 

Ab.".ct: We have observed n new ciass of organomelallic free radicals. The reaction of the alkaline earth metals Ca. Sr. 
and Da in Ihe vapor phase wilh Ihe alcohols mel hanoi. elhanol. propanol. and bulanol yields Ihe ~lelal monoalkoxides. The 
species are all locally linear near Ihe melal and exhibil characlerislic spin-orbil 'plinings in Ihe A'II stale. The vibralional 
frequencies are interpreted and possible reaction mechanisms suggested. 

The inteaclion of melals with organic molecules is one of the 
principal themes of modern chemistry. Recently. we have dis· 
covered a large number of new gas-phase organometallic free 
radiC:lls' produced by the reaction of Ca. Sr. and Ba vapors wilh 
alcohols. aldehydes. ketones. thioelhers.' isocyanic acid.' and 
carboxylic acids.' In this paper we report on the alkaline earth 
monoalkoxide radicals. 

The smallest members of the alkaline c.1rth alkoxide (M-{)-R; 
M = Mg. Ca. Sr. and Ba) series arc the triatomic monohydroxides 
(R = II). The alkaline earth monohydroxide radicals commonly 
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o(Cur in names containing traces of alkaline earth salts.' The 
name observations date back to the work of Herschel' in 1823. 
although it was not until 1955 that James and Sugden' correctly 
assigned the carrier of the emission to the alkaline earth mono
hydroxide,. ESR spectra of matrix-isolated BeOH' and MgOH' 
suggested that. like Ihe alkali hydroxides. the alkaline earth hy
droxides are linear. (Although MgOH has a bent excited state. 1O) 

More recently infrared spectra of matrix-isolated SrOH and 
DaOH lVere observed by Kauffman. Hauge. and Margrave." 

(S) Alkemade. C. Th. J.: lIolI.nder. Tj.: Snellenun. W.: ueger>. P. J. Th. 
Mtw/ Vapours in F/amts; Pergamon: Odord. 1982. 
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(8) Orom. J. M .• Jr.: Welt ncr. 1'1 .. Jr. J. Chrm. Ph.I's. 1976.6#. 3g94-389S. 
(9) nrom. J. M .. Jr.: Weltner. W .• Jr. J. Chem. Ph)·s. 1973. J8. S322-5330. 
(10) It:uri5. D. 0., personJI coml!1u.,ic.nion. 
(II) Kauffman. J. M.: lIauge. R. II.: Margrave. J. L. IIIgh Trmp. Sci. 

IQR4. IR. 97-118. 
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{.J!" Sf''''rrOJCOf'Y of Alkolln. Earrh Monoalkoxidrs 

The ke" discovery in Ihe alkaline c.1r1h alkoxide work was Ihal 
,ub,tanli"1 quanlilies of cool (500 K) MOI~ could be ~roduced 
,n J fluw reactor (Broida oven") by the reaclton of alk~ltne c:!lrlh 
melal "apulS wilh H,O."·" Rotalional analyses of Ihe t\ '''-X'~+ 
Jnd ii'~·-X'~+ cieclronie lransilions by laser techniques provided 
bond lenglhs and vibralional frequencies.'l-lO Wormsbecher and 
Suenram" prepared Ihe next member of the alkoxide series in 
J Druida oven by the reaction of Ca Jnd Sr melal vapors with 
CII,ONO. 

[jurinR an unsuccessful attempt 10 make alkaline earlh ace· 
l\'lidc:s in :1 OrHida uven, we discovered that acetone reacted \\ilh 
Sr va pur 10 produce two new free radicals.' Further experiments 
proved Ihallhe major produci was slronlium isopropuxide. 5,0· 
CH(CH,J,. The inilial stronlium isopropuxide observalions en· 
couraged us 10 explore Ihe gas· phase chemical reuclions of alkaline 
earlh metals wilh alcohols. Our chemical and speclroscopic ob· 
servalions for the reaclions of Ca and Sr vapur< wilh melhanol. 
elhanol. I·propanol. 2·propanol. I·bulanol. 2·bulanol. and 2· 
melhyl.2.propanol as well as acelone and acelaldehyde are reo 
purled here. Some prciiminary work on Ba monoalko.id", is also 
presenled. 

Experimenlal Melhods 
The alkaline earth monoJlkoltidcs were made in a Oraida-type ovcnl2 

by the reaction of:1 metal vapor (Ca. Sr. or 03) with a suitable oxidant 
(alcohol. acetone. or acetaldehyde), The mc:l31 was evaporated from a 
resistively healed alumin3 crucible and entrained in :1 flow of arRon 
carrier gas. The argon :lnd met:ll vapor nmlocd through:l hole (0 6 em 
in diameter) in the eenler Ilf an midanl ring apprcaimj'lIely (I em from 
the crucible. The org3nic midant wa1 'Hlded as a v<tpor through ~m:1" 
hole5 in the o~id;1n1 ring 10 produce" '"name" (there rna)' be no chern· 
ilumine5cent emission) typically I em wide and 10 em long. The tOlal 
pressure was adjusted to about 8 torr by varying the pumping s[X'ed and 
.:ugon now rale in order 10 optimize the laser· induced emis~ion signal. 
The butanols and 2·methyl.2·propanol were heated in order to increase 
the vapor pre~'iureo;. The production of melal alk(}~ide wa'S not :1 strollg 
funclion of o~idalll partial pre'i'Sure but. in general. addilinnall".hbnl 
irnprm'ed the ... IKII.ll. 

For our initial ",wmliulTI plu ... :u.:elnne e~pcrimellu. it ";n filum' thai 
the Sr IPI_IS!) alomic line u\lcrbpped the molecular lran~itiun (d. I'i!{urc 
2) and thai e~cit;uion of the atomic line increased the si,llnnl b)' 3 orders 
of l11:1gnilude. ,\!thuugh the grnund.1tnte 3toms react at pressures of 
8-10 torr. the Jrl e,cited atnm!l produce more product molecules. Thus 
for most of the experiment~ two continuou~ wave dye lasers were used: 
a single·mode «1·MlIl) <:oherent 699·29 e,cited the 'PI_lSI') atomic 
transition and a broad band (I·cm- I) Coherent 599.01 e'(ciled the mo· 
leeular tramition. The dye lasen were opcr:\led with DCM or Pyridine 
2 dye and were pumped by Coherent Innm'a 10 and/or Coherent Innov:1 
90 argon ion 1::I5ers. The dye laser output be.1m5 (200-1000 mW) "ere 
spatially overlap[X'd and focuslied into the weakly chemiluminescent 
metal name~. 

Resolved nuorelicence detection Wa5 accnmplhhetJ by ima!dng the 
l:1ser·induced nuurescence onlo the sliu of :1 0.64·m monochromator 
equipped with an RCA C310J4 photomultiplier and photon·counting 
detection electronics. The monochromator (not the laser) was scanned 
to provide a dispersed nuorescence signal. Since the molecular emisliitln 
was almost entirely rel:ued. the laser·induced nuorescence pattern did 
not depend on the wilvelength of the laser. The initial localion of the 
main spectral feature5 was usually established by ob ... eTVatioll of chem· 
i1uminescenc,C: produced by a single laser resonant with the atomic line. 
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Tabl. I. Dand Origins of Calcium Monoalko.ides (em") 

CaOll' IS965 16032 18022 
CaOClI, ISQl7 159g2 17676 
CaOCII,CII, 15K'I] IS913 
CaOCII,CII,CfI, 15860 15934 
CaOCII(CII,), ISg23 15896 
CaO(CII,),CII, 15853 IS 931 
CaOCIIICII,lCII,CII, IS813 IS896 
C,OCtcll,I, IS818 IS886 

• Reference I ... 

Tabl. II. Dand Origi", of Strontium Monoalko.ides (em") 

molecule '\1 111 111 '\,'II,/! fil~. 

SrOll' 14543 14806 16377 
SrOClI, 14520 14 g04 16098 
SrOCII,CII, 14 S07 14767 16090 
SrOCII,CII:CII, 14 SI2 14784 16176 
SrOCII(CII,), 14485 14756 16100 
SrO(CII,),CII, 14508 14778 16173 
SrOCII(CII,)CII,CII, 14472 1474S 16098 
SrOCCCII,), 14480 14749 16041 

• References 12 and 1 S. 

Tabl. III. B3nd Origins of Barium Monoalko.idcs (cm") 

molecule 

OaOIl' 
!laOCII, 
BaOCII,CII, 
DaOCII(CII,), 

• Reference 16 . 

Ca·Q·Cti,CH. 

.200 

IIS72 
11448 
11395 
11363 

.aoo 

12207 
12108 
12047 
12003 

e350 

13 200 
12923 
12942 
12922 

Figurt I. Laser·induced nuarescence from the A-X transition of CaO· 
CIIJCII J. The asterisk marks scattered light from the dye laser exciting 
the Al:n Jl1 - Xl~+- molccul.:u transition. The AI1nI/2-~z~+ transition 
is near (dOn A. An additionnllaser e~cited the Ca JPI_ISO transition at 
6572 A. Th. horilonlJl scale is in A. 

,CHI 
Sr·a,CH 

'CH, 

"\.,", -'5, 

C750 4000 ClISO COOO 

Figurt 2. Laser·induced nuorescence from the A-X transition of SrO· 
ClI(CII,,,. The 13"r is simultaneously «citing the atomic line 3t 6892 
A :lOd the AI=n IJZ-X 2!+ molecular transition. The strong A1JIIJ/2-X'~+ 
transition is ncar 6770 A. 

A second laser. resonant with a molecular transition. was then used to 
provide more intense emission. 

R .. uils 

The alkaline c.1rth alko<idc speclra all ro>ell1ble Ihe linear MOH 
spectra (which. in lurn. resemble Ihe MF dialomic spectra) so 
lite observed eleclronic slales will be named byan.logr. The IWO 
obsen'ed electronic transitions are fi'~·-X'2;+ and A'n-x'2;+ 
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0200 

CH. 
oa-O-cH 

tH. 

11400 OG'oo oa'oo 
Figurt J. loser-induced nuorescence from the j\-5c. transition of DnO· 
CII(CH,),. The dye laser exciled the Il'~'-j"('~' Iran,ilion at 1138 A 
and the A-5c. transition appears by cascade and relaxed emission. The 
llron~ A,'III/l-j"('~+ transilion lie, nenr 8330 A. while Ihe equnlly in· 
lense Allnl/l component at 8800 A appears weak because of a sharp 
decline in photomultiplier tube sensilivity. The horizontal scale is in A. 

with the A'II state split into two spin components A'II,!, and 
A'IIlll by spin-wbit coupling. Since the symmetry of the a kaline 
earth alkoxides is lower than linear this is not strictly correct. 
However. the M-o bond is very ionic so the electronic transitions 
involve non bonding M+ orbitals perturbed by nn RO- ligand. The 
M-D-C bond angle is 180·. Hence the local symmetry near the 
metal is linear. 50 for instance. there is always a ·spin-<Jrbit" 
splitting of -65 cm-I for the A state of the calcium.containing 
species. The orbitals on the metal are only slightly affected by 
the nature of R on the ligand. 50 it is useful to utilize the effective 
linear symmetry in labeling the electronic states. A more complete 
description of the electronic structure is pres<:nted in the Discussion 
section. 

The observed band origins for calcium. strontium. and barium 
alkoxides obtained from resolved nuorescence scans are reported 
in Tables I-III. respectively. Figure, 1-3 nre typicnl e.amples 
of datn recorded by monochromator ,can, of the laser· induced 
nuorescence. The hydroxides and methoxides produced resonance 
nuorescence while emission from the larger molecules was reiaxed. 
The two strong. broad (-40 em-I) features of Figures 1-3 are 
the AI'IIlll-X'2:+ and A,'II'I1:'X'2:+ !ransitions. Vibrational 
relaxation. relaxation between AI and A, spin components. and 
relaxation between I'l and A states were all prominent (but not 
complete) in the spectra. The peak positions were determined 
to an estimated accuracy of :1:2-5 em-I. 

The reaction, with ncetone and acetaldehyde produced strong 
features identical with those observed with 2-propanol and ethanol. 
respectively. Formaldehyde did not appear to react. while vinyl 
alcohol (CII,=CHCH,OH) and propargyl alcohol (HC=CC
H,OH) seemed to produce only oxides (CaO. SrO). 

The A-X emission spectra (Figures 1-3) show evidence of weak 
vibrational structure. Examples are features near 6250 and 6340 
A in Figure I. near 6810 and 6860 A in Figure 2. and 8t60 and 
8620 A in Figure 3. The peak near 8800 A in Figure 3 is a strong 
A'I1 ln-X'2:+ (}-{) band feature that only appenrs wenk because 
of rapidly decreasing photomultiplier sensitivity. Since the 
electronic transition involves a metal·centered. non bonding 
electron. the Franck-Condon factors for av '" 0 transitions are 
expected to be small. Furthermore. any observed vibrational 
activity will be associated with the metal center. 

In some spectra the detector amplifier gain wa, such that the 
strong features were off scale but the vibrational structure was 
clearer (e.g .• Figures 4 nnd 5). In these two scans the zero of 
the wnvenumber scale is the (off-scale) (}-{) band of the 
A'III/,-X'2:+ transition of CaOR. The structure to the rig~t (to 
higher wavenumber. to the red in wavelength) repres<:nts emission 
from v c 0 of the A state to excited vibrntionallevels of the X'2:+ 
state. The observed transitions could be assigned to activity in 
four normal modes: vo.the M-Q-R bend; V5' the M-o strength; 
VO' the o-C stretch; and va. the Q-C-C bend. The vibrational 
frequencies are listed in Tables IV-VI. The accuracy of the 
vibrational data is :1:3 em-I at best and is worse (:I: 10-20 em-I) 
for blended and weak features. Details of the vibratiunal as· 
signments are presented in the Discussion section. 
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Flgu .. 4. (A) laser·induced nuorescence .peclra of the CnOCH,CH,. 
CaOCII(CII,),. nnd CaOC(CII,l, molecules (lhe ()-{J A-j"( bnnd 
emission is orr ,calc). Each vibralionat feature is doubled by the 'pin
orbit splitting (-6S em-I) of the A Slate. The x·axis scale is set to zero 
for the AI'n'J,-j"('~· !H) band", the scale refers to the higher frequency 
componcnt of nny doublet. Each pair of features corrc:~ponds to emission 
from IIC'O of the A state: into the vibrationalJy excited levels of the $c)!. 
,laic. The symbol X marks ' •. the M-D-R bend. the filled circle, arc 
's. the M-o 'Ireteh: and Ihe open circles mnrk the o-C-C bend. ('1)' 
Pairs of spin-orbil components arc connected by horizontallinc:s. (D) 
Laser-induced nuorescc:nce spectra of the bUIDxide: isomers CaOC(C· 
fI,l,. CnOCII(CfI,)CH,CII,. and CaO(CII,l,CII,. The botlom two 
traces arc on Ihe: same: vertical scale while the: top trace is n faclOr of 3 
less sensitive:. The two shoUp features on the bollom trace urc artifacu, 
probably from CaOH. 

60'00 70'00;' 

Flgurr 5. Laser·induced fluorescence speclra of the products of the Sr 
vapor plus acetone reaction. The AI1rtIO-5c1!+ transition is off scale 
near 6903 A. The upper trace corresponds to a large amount (scveral 
hundred millitorr) of acetone oxidant. while the bottom trace was re
corded from a name with 1m than 100 mtorr of acetone. The vibrational 
fe:lIures orise frolll el1li~~ion rrom I' A 0 of the .1.11111/1 state inlo vibra
tionnlly ucited levels or the Bround 5<.'!:+ slate (as In Figure 4). 



Laser Spectroscopy 0/ Alkaline Earth Monoalkoxides 

Tabl. IV. Vibrational Frequencies of Calcium Monoalko.ides (em") 

mode X,~+ A,'I1I/' A,'I1I/' 1)12:+ 

CaOCll, -. 142 166 
2v. 284 331 

" 484 487 486 488 
"8 +"s 62S 
2-, 973 -, IIS6 1133 II3S 

CaOCH,CH, 
-a 8S 9S 
-, 38S 402 400 
v. SI2 S31 SJJ 

mode Xl~+ A11n ll1 A,'I1I/, 
C.O(CH,),CH, 

v, -377 

CaOCH(CH,)CH,CH, 
v, 330 339 340 

C.OC(CIl,h 
v, 302 31S 1I4 
vo S20 S30 S28 

CaOCHCH,CH, 
v. 74 v, -349 37S 36S 
v, -42S -440 

-S78 -SS7 

C.OCH(CII,), 
vo 92 96 
Vs 319 322 319 
v" 440 440 441 v., SSI SS7 SS4 

1013 
v, 1176 

Vibration. I structure was dimcult to detect for some of the 
heavier alko.ides. For the alkoxides the intensity of the main peaks 
of the A-X emission (Tables I-III) decreased in approximate 
proportion to the vapor pressure of the p.rent alcohol. However. 
the vibrational features in the spectra decreased in intensity much 
more rapidly for any molecule containing a chain of three or more 
carbon atoms (Figure 4). For example. the vapor pressure of 
2·but.nol is about a factor of 2 less than 2·methyl·2·propanol at 
room temperature, yet the Ca-o stretch (the pair of peaks near 
300 cm-' in Figure 4) has decreased a factor of 20 in intensity. 

The reaction of Sr with acetone (and acetaldehyde) produced 
two products. For instance (Figure S) when a large (several 
hundred millitorr) amount of acetone was present. the main 
product was SrOCH{CH,),. At lower acetone concentrations an 
additional molecule. tentatively assigned to SrOC{CH,)=CH,. 
was observe:!. The strontium isopropoxide assignment is secure 
since a comparison spectrum (obtained from Sr plus 2-propanol) 
is availa ble. The reaction of Ca with acetone (or acetaldehyde) 
produced almost entirely the isopropoxidc (ethoxide) while the 
corresponding Ba reaction. have not been explored yet. 

DIscussion 

Cbembtry. The direct reaction 

M + HOR - MOR + H 

is probably endothermic for ground·state Ca nnd Sr atoms and 
slightly exothermic for Ba. The RQ-H bond energies" are in 
the range 102-106 kcal/mol (except for II-oH. where DOl = 119 
kcal/mo\). The bond energies of M-OR are, however, known 
only for Mg-oll (74 kcnl/mo\)Y Cn-oll (92 kcal/mo\).14 Sr
OH (92 kcal/rno\)," and Oa-oll (107 kcal/mnl)." Since the 
bonding is innic nnd very similar for all of the molecule<, we 

(22) McMillen. [). n.: (jo/den. D. M .. .fnnu. Rt(, 1'1r~·J. Ch,m 1982. n, 
49J-Sll. 

(2)) Murad. E. Cht'nr. rh.~'J. 1.,,11. IQRO . .,~. ~9~-2Q6 
(24) Murod. f. J. Chrm. l'hJ-s. t98t. 7.' .• 080-.085. 
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Tabl. V. Vibrational Frequencies or Strontium Monoalkoxides 
(cm-') 

mode Xl~+ A,2n I/J A)2nJ/J 

SrOCH, 
Vs 408 423 430 
2vs 806 
v, 1141 

SrOClI,ClI, 
v. 78 81 83 
Vs 345 3S7 

434 
l'/! 490 496 
v, IIS4 

SrOClI,ClI,CH, 
v, 6S -70 -70 
v, 279 274 
1161 368 320 

SSO 542 

SrOCII(CII,), -. 78 93 91 
v, 274 291 v., 421 409 419 -., S33 S39 

SrO(CII,),CH, 
v. -S3 
v, -26S -29S 

SrOCH(CH,)CH,CH, 
v. 61 
2v. 12S 
v, -280 

SrOC(CH,), 
2v. 142 v, 247 261 
v, 498 497 

SrOC(CH,)-CIl, 
v, 2S3 248 v, SIO 486 

SrOCH-CH, 
v, 306 273 

Table VI. Vibr.tion.1 Frequencies of n.rium Mono.lko.ides (em-') 

mode X2:!:+ A,2n 1/2 A2
1n)JJ 

n.OCH, 
2v. 2S4 
v, J7S 342 344 

n.OCII,CII, 
Vs 279 279 

n.OCII(CH,), 
Vs 249 243 247 

assume that the bond energies arc approximately the same for 
all M-oR. The direct reaction is thus too endothermic to be the 
main route for MOR production from ground.state Ca and Sr 
atoms. 

If the alkaline earth atoms arc excited by laser irradiation on 
the 'P,-'So atomic transition tho direct reaction becomes exo· 
thermic. For Ca. Sr. and Da the lowest'P, states provide 44, 41. 
and 36 kcal/mol. respectively. of additional energy to the reac
tion." Thus. the 3 orders of magnitude enhancement in product 
moleculc concentration observed with MO reagents is probably 
due to the direct reaction channel becoming available. Excited 
Ca· and Sr· (na· was not tested) atoms react 3 orders of mag
nitude more readily than ground-state Ca and Sr. 

rhe ~as-phase reaction of ground·state Ca. Sr. and Oa atoms 
with 11,0 and alcohols is un .. peeted and remarkable. Two 

(U) MOlHc. C. r: ,1I,mllC" F.nt'(y /.,,'rls: National Dure.1u or SlllOdarw: 
W3\hinp:lon, D(· IQ11. \'(11. 1·111. NSllIlS·NnS J~, 
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Tobl. VII. Metal-oxygen Stretching Frequencies (.,) for Alkoline 
Earth Monoolkoxides (em") 

M 
molecules Co Sr n. 

MOH 606' 528' 492' 
MOCH, 486 408 375 
MOCII,CH, 385 345 
MOCH,CII,CII, -349 279 
MOCII(GI,), 319 274 249 
MO(CH,),CII, -265 
MOCII(CII,ICH,CH, 330 
MOC(CII,), 302 247 
~IOCII~CH, 306 
MOC(CH,I-CH, 253 

• Reference 11. • Reference IS. 'Reference 16. 

possible mechanisms for ground-state Ca. Sr. and Ba atom re
actions are 

Mechanism A 

Mechanism B 

M + H-QR ~ H-M-QR 

H-M-QR + M - MH + M-QR 

MH + H-QR - MOR + H, 

M + H-QR - MOR + thH, 

M + H-QR ~ H-M-QR 

H-M-QR + H-QR - M(OR), + H, 

M(OR), + M - 2 MOR 

M + H-QR - MOR + Y,H, 

The first step involves the insertion of the metal atom into the 
H-Q bond. The presence of a third body (Ar carrier gas) increases 
the probability of this event and accounts for our observation that 
high pressures (8-10 torr). produced by decreasing the pumping 
speed. increased the metal monoalkoxide concentration. The 
HMOR intermediate was not detected because it probably has 
no visible electronic absorption spectrum. However. Kauffman. 
Hauge. and Margrave" have observed the photolytic insertion 
of Mg. Ca, Sr. and Ba into H-OH. The HMOH product was 
trapped in an argon matrix and monitored by infrared absorption 
spectroscopy. 

In mechanism A the second step involves the production of the 
MH species. The Ca. Sr. and Ba reactions with fomtic and acetic 
acids' did produce MH. Since MH was not observed in our metal 
plus alcohol experiments. mechanism B is favored. M(OR), should 
have a UV absorption spectrum and would not be observed in our 
visible laser experiments. 

The above two mechanisms are simply plausible speculations. 
It is possible that surface reactions in the crucible playa role or 
(more likely) that metal dimers and clusters are involved. Like 
the superlicially simple Bunsen burner name. the name chemislry 
of a Broida oven system may also be quite complicated. 

The reaction of Sr with acetone (or acetaldehyde) is unusual 
because a reduction of Sr isopropoxide (or ethoxide) dominates 
the chemistry. The simplest explanation is that a 2-propanol 
impurity in the acetone is responsible. but it is unlikely that this 
represents the only route to Sr isopropoxide. A more promising 
explanation involves the addition of SrH Or HSrOR across the 
carbonyl double bond of acetone. The additional vibrational 
fealUres that are not Sr isopropoxide (Figure 5) are tentatively 
assigned to the Sr acetone enolate (Table V) because this is the 
only other product likely to have a spectrum so similar to that 
observed for Sr isopropoxide. 

Vihrationnl Structure. The metal-cenlered characlcr of the A-X 
electronic transition both help' and hinders the vibrational analpis. 
Franck-Condon selection of on!y a few modes associated" ith the 
metal centcr makes the vibrational assignments relatively cas)'. 
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Figure 6. A plot of the C.-O stretching frequency vs. the inverse square 
root of the ·reduced mass· for the series C.OR (R = H. CH,. C,H,. 
C,H"C,H,I. 
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Flgurt 7. The variation of the Sr-D suctchin" frequency (or the series 
SrOR (R = II. CII,. C,II,. C,H,. C,H,I. 

!Iowever. almost all direct information about the nature of the 
alkyl group is suppressed. 

The metal-oxygen stretching frequency (.5) is usually the 
strongest mode (Figure 4. indicated by solid circles) and was easily 
assigned. The ground-Slate .5 frequencies are collected in Table 
VII for comparison purposes. The values range from 606 cm-' 
for CaOH to 247 cm" for SrOC(CH,h. largely because of 
changes in the effective reduced mass. The M'-Q' ionic bonding 
results in a similar M-O force constant for all the observed 
molecules. Dy treating the OR unit as a single mass a diatom
ic·like ·reduced mass· (,,) can be calculated. A plot of the 
stretching frequency vs. ,,-'/l produces an appro.mately linear 
correlation with Ca-OR and Sr-OR CDa has only three points) 
each producing a slightly different line (Figures 6 and 71. 



Laur SpUlroICOPY of Alkalln~ Earlh MonoallcoxidtS 

Many or the solid alkaline earth dialkoxide compound. have 
been synthesized and characterized by inrrared spectroscopy.'"'' 
The M(OR), molecules rorm crystalline solids so the inrrared 
spectra below SOO cm-' arc dominated by lattice modes.;"" 
Unrortunately, lattice modes cannot be directly correlated wilh 
gas-phase M-OR stretches or bends. Our M-oR stretch r,c
quencies arc in the range or other metalalkoxide rrequencies.~JI 
although the state or aggregation is orten unknown ror many 
compounds. 

The M-OR bending mode (vo) i. usually a. prominent as the 
M-O stretching mode. In ract ror Sr alko.ides with symmetry 
lower than C". Vo is the strongest mode, occurring in the 6S-90-
cm-' region except ror MOH and MOCH,. This is a remarkably 
low rrequency even ror a bending mode but the ionic M+-o- bond 
will produce a very nat bending potential. The low rrequency is 
also consistent with the general trend in bending rrequencies ror 
CaOH (339 cm-') and CaOCH, (142 cm-'). 

The intensity or transition. involving Va and 2vo is inrormative 
and sometimes puzzling. A long progression in Vo (or any other 
mode) is not observed so by the Franck-Condon principle there 
is lillie change in geometry. Furthermore. since MOH is linear, 
MOCH, and MOC(CH,h probably have C),. symmetry while the 
other molecules have either Cs or no symmetry ror all electronic 
states (although the local symmetry near the metal remains C.J. 
For the C.,. and C,. molecules Vo has.r or e symmetry so only 
2vB should appear in an electronic transition." Within the 
Born-oppenheimer approximation the selection rule ror non-t<>
tally symmetric vibralions u is &J = :1:2. :1:4, ... However. the 
()()()-{)IO vibronic transition (involving vo) is observed weakly ror 
MOH."·20 probably because orspin-<lrbit vibronie coupling." The 
Vo vibration is also observed weakly in CaOCH, and SrOCH, but 
not in BaOCH" CaOqCH,h, and SrOqCH,h because the 
signal-t<>-noise ratio was not high enough. In the molecules with 
.ymmetry lower than C]u the Vo mode is no longer degenerate and 
at least one component i. not rorbidden and often appears quite 
strongly. For example in Figure 4A Vo appears (near 90 cm-', 
marked by an X) ror CaOCH,CH, and CaOCH(CH)h but not 
ror CaOqCH,h. 

The o-C streIch (v.) occurs weakly ne", 1150 cm-' ror some 
or the smaller molecules ror which the signal-I<>-noisc ralio is high. 
This rrequency is about 100 cm-' higher than the o-C stretch 
observed in Ihe corresponding alcohols'l-J· or in inorganic com
plexes such as Cr(OCH,CH,h19 or U(OCH,) •. JI The solid-state 
alkaline earth M(OCH,h and M(OCH,CH,h molecules have 
strong bands at -IOS0 and II SO cm-' but Lutz"·lI assigns 
(correctly?) the -IISO-cm-' mode to CH, rocking and the 
10SO-cm-' mode to the o-c stretch. Anionic hyperconjugation17 

is «pected 10 strengthen the o-c bond relative to the corre
sponding alcohols so our IISO-cm-' assignment ror the o-c stretch 
is reason a ble. 

Additional vibrational modes were observed in the 400-SSO-cm-' 
region and were sometimes qui Ie strong (Figure 4A, marked with 
open circles). We assign these modes to C-C-o bends (VB)' For 
the isopropoxides two such modes were round (Figure 4A), possibly 
corresponding to symmetric and antisymmetric combinations or 

(26) Grigor·cv. A. I.: Turova. N. Va. DoH Akad. Nouk SSSR. t965. 16]. 
98-101. 

(27) lUll. II. D. Z .. ~no". All,. Ch,m. 1967. J51. 207-2IS. 
(28) lUll. II. D. Z. Ana". All,. Ch,m. 1968. J56. 132-1 )9. 
(29) Drown. D. A.: Cunningham. D.: Glau. W. K. J. Ch,m. Soc. A 1968. 

IS6)-ll68. 
(10) Cuey. A. T.: Cl3rk. R. J. II. lno". Ch,m. 1969.8. 1216-1222. 
(ll) Cuellar. E. A.: Milier.S. 5.: Maru. T. J.: Wei,". E. J. Am. Ch,m. 

So<. 19ft3. /05. 4S81}-4lS9. 
(J2) Herzberg. G. t:llClrOflic Sptclra and E(tc'ro"i~ S,ruClun of Pcl/.,,· 

alom'" Molrcultl: Van Ncntrand Rc:inhold: New York. 1966; pp IS(}-IS7. 
OJ) Shimnnouchi, T. Tahiti of Mo/~rJjlaT Vlhra'infUJl F"qluncio; Na· 

lional nurc:au or Standard.: Washinalon, DC, IQ72. Vol. I. NSRDS·NOS 
19. P 6). 

(14) Perch. rd. 1. P.: Jookn. M. L. J. Chlm. Ph)'" Phy,lm·Chlm. 8101. 
J968.65.IS14-lS5S. 

(lS) Fukushim •• K: Zwoliruki. D. J. J. Mol. Sp«'rruc. 1968. ]6. 168-1S3. 
(36) Korppi.TommoJa, J. Sptrlfoclrim. ArIa. PaTI . .f 1978. J4A. 

1017-IOSS. 
(J7) Scubald. F. II .. Jr. J. Org. Ch,m. 19S6. 11. IS6-160. 
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Ihe two C-C-o bends. For the Itrl-buloxides the Ihree C-C-o 
bends will rorm a doubly degenerale (c) mode (rorbidden in an 
electronic lransition) and a IOlally symmelric (a) mode. The 
totally symmelric mode involves only carbon-.:arbon motions and 
will be weak (Figure 4A) because or unravorable Franck-Condon 
ractors. The C-C-Q derormation occurs at420 cm-' ror ethanol,l< 
462 cm-' ror 2-methyl-2.propanol," 462 cm-' ror LiOC(CH, ),,1I 
and 370 cm-' ror Cr(OCH,CH,h." 

There arc some puzzling aspecls 10 the intensily or vibrational 
modes ror the heavier alkoxides. The metal-<lxygen strelching 
mode (vs) decreases rapidly in intensity (relative to Ihe main IHl 
peak) ror the isomeric series CaOC(CH,h, CaOCH(CH,)C
H,CH" and CaO(CH,),CH, (Figure 4R). One possibility is that 
the Franck-Condon raclors change in this series, but why this 
should be so ror such a similar group or compounds is not clear. 
Anolher possibility is suggested by the appearance or a broad 
"reature" rrom 10()-600 cm-' to the red or the diagonal band in 
the CaO(CH,I,CH, scan: perhaps Ihe ground-Slate M-o stretch 
is mixing wilh other modes. The suitable low-rrequency (100-300 
cm-') torsion modes are quite dirrerent in Ihe various isomeric 
ronns. For instance CaOC(CH,>, has three CH,-C lorsions while 
CaO(CH,),CH, has two CH,-CH,lorsions and one CH,-CH, 
torsion. (There arc also more configuralions ror CaO(CH,),CH, 
than ror CaOC(CH,),.) If the M-o mode is mixed with torsional 
modes (hen. a wide bloblike realure could replace an isolaled M-o 
reature as modes with poorer Franck-Condon ractors borrow 
inlensity rrom the M-o streIch. 

EI,elronle Struetur •. The alkaline e3rth monoalkoxide elec
Ironic speclra r""cmble Ihose or'the corresponding monohalides. 
The similarilies arc particularly strong ror the isoclectronic MOH 
as OW is a pseudohalide. Since replacing H by R in MOH is 
nol expected to change Ihe basic character or Ihe electronic Slates, 
our discussion or MOR electronic states is carried over rrom the 
corresponding MF stales.' ..... ' 

The ground X'!+ state or MOR arises almost enlirely rrom 
the valence nsu orbital or M+ wilh a small admixture or npu 
character. The first exciled Slates" ror Ca+, Sr'. and Bo' arc 
the (n - I)d slales wilh np stales 1000G-ISOOOcm-' higher (n 
z 4. S, and 6 ror Ca, Sr. and Ba, respeclively). The O--R ligand 
hH erreclive linear symmetry and produces Ihree molecular or
bilals (n - I )du. (n - I )d .. and (n - I )d~ rrom Ihe (n - I)d orbilal 
and two molecular orbilals npu. np .. rrom Ihe np slale. The npu 
and (n - I )du mix to produce the B'!+ Slate while the npr and 
(n - I )d .. result in the A'n stale (as well as higher lying '!+ and 
'n stales). The B'!+ and A'n states rorm a unique perturber 
pair" connected by spin-<lrbit, rotalion-.:lectronic, and vibronic 
inleractions. The (n - I)d~ orbitals produce a 't. state. which 
ror BaCt" has been round to lie lower in energy Ihan Ihe A'n 
slate. The 't. Slales arc dirficullto locale because 't.-';!; tran
sitions nrc rorbidden even for pseudodiatomics like MOR. For 
the calcium and Slrontium monorormales, where the local sym
metry is C" rather than C.,., Ihe 't. state (or more accurately a 
'A, stale correlating with a 't. parenl "ale) has been round about 
1000 cm-' below Ihe A state.' 

The sl'in-<lrbit coupling conslants, A, arc 73,281, and 632 cm-' 
ror the A'll ""Ies or CaF," SrF," and BaF," respectively, while 
the corresponding monohydroxide values arc 66, ".11 263," and 
63S cm-'.'" The range or values ror Ihe alkoxides CaOR, SrOR, 

(lS) Simonav. A. P.: Shigorin. D. N. Optics Spurro,c. 1967. Suppl. J. 
121-12l. 

(19) D,gdigian. P. 1.: Cruse. H. W.: Z .... R. N. J. Chm,. Ph)", 1974. 
60. 2JJ1}-2119. 

(40) Oern3lh. P. F.: Pinchemel. D.: Field. R. W. J. Ch,m. PhYJ. 1981. 11, 
lSOS-llIS. 

(41) Rice. S. F.: MDrlin. II.: Field. R. W. J. Ch,m. Phy,. 198'.11. 
lOll-SOH. 

(42) 7",«. R N.:Schmellekupr. A.I..: lIarrop. W. 1.: Albrillon. D.l. J. 
Mol. SrtclTtJu. 197). 4tS. J7-66. 

(41) M.llin. II.: Ru)en. P. Ch,m. Ph!' •. UII. 1983.97.127-129. 
(44) DernOlh. P. F.: field. R. W. J. Mol. Sp""oJe. 1980.81,119-147. 
('l) S'eimle. T. C.: Dum'ille. P. 1.: IImis. D. O. J. Mol. Spmrruc. I97D. 

7.1. 441-441. 
(46) Darrow. R. F.; Autin. M. W.: longborough. D. Prrx. Plrys. Sex., 

London 1961. 91. ~18-SI9, 
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and BaOR are 63-78,260-280 and 635-670 cm-', respeclively 
(Tables '.;-111). This simiiarilY in s{!in-orbil conslanls suggesls 
thai the A slates (and probably the B and X stales) have similar 
alomic parentage 10 the nuorides. 

The laealion of the a and A slates relalive 10 each olher and 
the X slale also suggeslS close similarily wilh the MF molecules. 
The band oriFins (I' c 0) for a'r, A'II)/: and A'IIV' "ales are 
18833." 16566," and 16493 cm-'; 17271." 15372.' and 150QI 
em-'; 14040.'6 12262.'· and 11630 em-' for CaF. SrF. and OaF, 
respectively. In je,!eral. the larser the alkyl group the more red 
shifled are the A-X and a-x Iransilions (Tables I-III). 

The splilling between the A and a states is a ligand lield 
separation between dIT (PIT) and d .. (pw) orbilals. The various 
ligands can be arranged in a speclrochemical series" F" > OW 
> NH,- > O--R > NCO- > CI- > Br- > ,- for the alkaline earths. 
The order is determined by the Ii-A energy separalion and reneels 

(47) Dulick. M.: Derna,h. P. F.: Field. R. W. Can. J. Ph,·,. 1980. J8. 
703-712. 

(48) Steimle. T. C.: Damaille. P. J.: Harris. D. O. J. Mot. Sp<<lrosc. 19n. 
68. 134-145. 

(49) Cotton. F. A.: Wilkinson. G. Advon«d tno'Kanic Chtmlsrry. 4th ed.: 
Wiley: New York. 1980; P 663. 
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the slrenglh of the ligand field interaction. The l0C3tion of NH,
is from the work of Wormsbecher et aLI< nnd our SrNH , ob
servalions.'· Nole Ihal SrNH, has C" symmelry so that A'II. 
furlher splilS inlo 'B, nnd 'n, slates. The NCO- splilling is from 
our own recent discovery of the CaOCN nnd SrOCN moleeules. ' 
Conclusion 

A large number of new Ca-. Sr·. and na·conlaining free radicals 
have been discovered and charncleri7.cd by laser speclroscopy. The 
alkaline earlh monoalkoxides were produced in the gas phase by 
the reaclion of the melal vapor with the appropriate alcohol. The 
vibralional and electronic struclure of the akaline earth mo
noalkoxides has been explained in terms of an M+ ion perturbed 
by an O'R ligand. 
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